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IABSTRACT
The taxonomy of l[ictoserLs subgenus Monennos (Hook. f.) drambers
(Conpositae: Cichorieae) is investigated. Trrro species are recogrnised,
namely 14, seapigera (Sot. ex A. Cunn. ) sctr.-Bip. and M. Laneeolata
(Walp.; Sch.-Bip., which are confined to New Zealand and Australia
respectively. Tn M. seapigera, taxonomic subdivision was not practicable,
the formae of Allan (f961) not being upheld. Mieroseris Lorceolata is
subdivided. into three groups which are described informally as races-
The races are viewed as probable subspecies but need further study before
this status can be confirmed. The two species are described and
illustrated and details are given for each on typification, slmonlmry,
chromosome number, distribution, ecologry and geographical variation.
Stronq self-incompatibility is prevalent in both M. seapigera a\d
M. LqrLeeoLata. The only exceptions in the populations examined were in
M. seapigera, in which two populations were only moderately self-
incompatible, and another was substantially self-compatible. The last
population apPeared to have morphological and behavioural ad,aptations
to promote autogany.
Artificial hybridizations were made within and between the two
species . Miez.oserLs secpi,gera and M. Larteeolata were freely or poorly
intercrossable according to the populations used, and formed semi-fertile
or sterile hybrids. Semi-fertile hybrids were virtually blocked from
forming a F2 generation (fruit set r^ras very low and no fruits germinated)
but they could be backcrossed. Fertility in BC1 hybrids was mostly higher
than in the F1, but was not restored to normal - Mi.eroserls seapi.gera and,
M. LanceoLata race I appear to have largely homologous chronrosomes.
Attempts to cross the species of subgenus Monerrnos with M. borealis
(subgenus Apangi&Lwn) were unsuccessful.
2INTRODUCTION
Mienosey|s is classified as a member of the Compositae tribe.
Cichorieae, and is anrrently placed in subtribe Microseridinae
(Stebbins 1953). It is a genus of about 17 species*.
The most recent monograph on the genus is that of Chambers (1955).
Chambers was pri:narily coneerned with reviewing the taxonomy of the
annual species of MLenose?is (sr:bgenus Micnoseris) but he also
circumscribed the genus and its principal. subgeneric taxa. He delimj-ted
four snbgeneraz Mtcrose?is (annuals), Seorzonella, Apargidi.wn and
Monetnost (all perennials). The first three subgenera have an American
distri}ution (Western North America except for one species of subgenus
MieroserLs, M. pAmaea, which occurs in Chile), while the last is
confined to Australia and New Zealand. The present study is concerned
with an investigation of the Australasian srrbelenus Monez'rnos.
Chambers' work on subgenus l4onermos (1955).
Chambers recognised one species in Australia and New Zealand., M. seqpigera,
an opinion that has since been followed by ttre authors of regional
floras. In a preliminary study of cytology he found that Australian
and New Zealand. material examined was tetraploid with 36 chromosomes
(of the other subgenera, Apargidiwn and Seorzonella have the diploid
number 18, while MLeroserLs has both tetraploid and diploid species).
On the basis of karyotype comparison, together with evidence frour
external morphology, he suggested a possible amphiploid origin for
subgenus Monerrnos from a hybrid between subgenus MLeroserts (section
MLcrosev"is) and subgenus Apatgidiwn. Chambers also investigated the
breeding system in two collections (one from Australia and one from
New Zealand) and found, both to be self-incompatible.
* Based on Charnbers (1955, L957)
Originally spelt l4oniennos bulc
and the present study.
corrected xo Monerrnos, see p. 17.
3Morphology and habitats of subgenus Moner"nos.
Plants vary considera-bly in size. Ttrey have a low-growing rosette-
Ieaved ha-bit with highly contracted stems (caudex and branches) and
well developed taproots which are tuberous in some plants and non-
tuberous in others. Capitula are mostly conspj-cuous and are borne on
Iong unbranched naked scapes. Members of the subgenus are found in open
habitats, commonly in grassland but also in glades in forest, in
grassy open woodland, in valley-floor herb communities and on cliffs.
Early taxonomic hi_story of the sPecies in subgenus Monermos.
the first plants were discovered by Sir Joseph Banks and Dr- Daniel
Solander at Totaranui (Queen Charlotte Sound) on Captain James Cookrs
first voyage to New Zealand (1769-1770). Solander prepared a detailed
description under the name SeorzOnerA seApigera, and a plant was
illustrated by Parkinson (Plate 2 Ar, but the $tork was not
published*.
In 1786, George Forster pubtished the name of Solander's species,
SeOrzonera seapigera, but since there was no accomPanying description
it was invalid. The name was validated by Allan Cunningham in 1838
when he published a short description for Seonzonera? Scapigera, and
designated two syntypes.
In 1840, Wilhelm Walpers published the description of Phyllopdppus
LorceoLatus, based on material collected in Australia by Johann Lhotsky.
In 1846, Etienne Raoul mistakenly listed M- pygnaea "Hook- et Arn.r'
(= l,l. pygmaea oonl as occurring in New Zealand, and the name appeared
subsequently in the synonymies of New Zealand Floras-
* Solander had two manuscriptsl his "SIip Catalogue" and the "Primitiae
Florae Novae Zealandiae." Page references to SeOnZOne?A Seqpi'gefa
in the two MSS are 749-752 and 5L6-7 respectively. The description
is the same in both cases except that the "Slip Catalogue" has an
accompanying introductory sentence of Ll words. The original copies
of the MSS are lodged at the British Museum of Natural History.
4In 1847, Joseph D. Hooker described Scorzonera Launenei,i from
Tasmania and placed it together with S. seapigeya Forst. in a newly
erected subgenus, Moniey,rnos. Not long aftervrards, in L852, Hooker
submerged both species names under the nomenclaturally superfluous
M. forstert Hook. f., and in 1856 he also included Phyllopappus
Laneeolak;g under this name.
In 1855, the third volume of George Benthamrs Flora Australiensis
appeared. In this Bentham maintained M. forsteri for Australian and
New Zealand naterial and naned a variety from Western Australia,
var.? subplunosa, which was distinguished by "strongly ciliate, almost
plumose" pappus bristLes
In a paper also published in 1866, C.H. Schultz-Bipontinus
recognised two species in the Australasian region for which he made
the combinations l/. seapigera (Forst. f .) Sch.-Bip. and M. Lqteeolatus
(Walpers) Sch.-Bip. M. forstert was reduced to a synonym under
14. scapige"a. He erected a subgenus, Gelasiopsts, to incorporate
both species and a third, M. boreale l= M. borealis) from Alaska. Each
species was placed in a supraspecific taxon of equal rank (section or
series?) viz.: Podospenmopsis (M. seapige?a) , PhglLopxppus (M. Laneeolatus)
and Apargidiwn (M. boreale).
Su.bsequent authors mostly treated MietoserLs from Australia and
New Zealand as a single species, referring it either to the long-
retained M. forste?i, or Eo M. seapigera.
Treatment in AIIan's Flora (1951).
Allan followed Charnbers (1955) in recognising a single species of
Mtez,oserLs in Australasia, M. seapigera, but he did not make a critical
comparison between New Zealand, Australian and Tasmanian forms. In
treating variation within New Zealand he described four formae (see
Table l), into vrhich forms could be 'roughly grouped'. Allan noted
that there were intermediates between the formae; that the relative
5contributions to the polymorphy 3rla1r'ed by genetl.c ancl habitat
eorrditlons trjere not c.leaifly known; and tlrat further studly of ttre
distribution and statr,rs of the comBl.ex was needed.
Species recoqnised in this study.
Australian and Ner Zealancl naterial was found to differ signif,icantly
ln qltrtivation ahd differenees vere also apparent in a survay of
herbariutt speci.nens'co].lected in nature. Ac,eordinEly, bwo specles are
re,cogoised in subgenus Mone&rnoa t
M. segpdgera (Sol. ex A. cunn.) sch--Bi-p.
M. TnteeoT,ata (Wa1pers) Sch.-Bi.p.
FgrpoqE of pres,ent 
, 
study.
Ttre ains of this study were threefold:
l-. To iteLiqdt and critieally compate M. *ea?igeta, andl U. Lqzceolata
and to investigate variation wittrin each speciesr by' exam:ininr;
herbarir:nr materiaL and Blants glfortn in cultiva?ion.
2, [o continue the investsigtation of ttre breediRg system in subgenus
I,bnermos begrun by Ctrarubers.
3. to carry out a prograflme of artificiaL hl&r.lcligations within and
betr.reen tlre sSncies of srebgtings MonefrIqg, to clete:crtlrie genetic
relationships. A sribsidiary aim was to usei materlal of
M. boreal'ie (subgenus Ap@'gtd;i'w,n) whlch was avaitrable to test
for intersubgeneric crossability with subgenus Mone?noa.
SECTION r. MORPIIOLOGrCAL CHARACTERS, SYSTEMATIC TREATMENT,
VARIATION.
}4ETHODS
POPULATION SAI\4PLES. Live plant studies were limited to the
investigation of population samples in cultivation: experiments were
not made on populations in nature. One sample was studied from each
population and consisted of either transplants or plants raised in
cultivation from the seed of wild plants. The original number of
plants per sample, which varied from 1-20*, was augrmented in some
cases by sexually produced progeny. The collections used in the
experimental studies are detailed in Tabte 2. The population sample
(BA) ot 14. (subgenus Apargidiun) boz'ealis (Bong.) Sch--Bip- vras used
only in crossing experiments (SECTION III).
CODfNG. Plants collected from each field population for experimental
study and all subsequent offspring derived from selfings or intrapopulat-
ion crossings were referred to under the one symbol. This consisted of
two letters: the first denoting the species (S = scapigena, L = Lanceolata,
B = borealis) , and the second the population (Tab1e 2). fndividual
plants were identified by numbers placed after the population letter.
Code symbols were used in record entries, on seed packets, and in
labelling all potted, pressed, and preservecl derivatives. fnterpopulation
crosses (within and between species) are referred to in the text by
placing the respective symbols in combination, the maternal parent being
first r e.9- SK x LF (SECTION III).
* Plants per sample (i denotes progeny also produced): SA = 18t; SB = 3;
SC = l2t; SD = l6t; SE = lOfi SF = 15; SG = l2t; SH = 12; SI = 3;
SJ = 13; SK = llf; SL = 2; SM = 6t; SN = 16; SO = 14; SP = l2t;
SQ = 4; SR = 6f; SS = 6; ST = 3; SU = 6; SV= 6; SW = 2t; SX = 12;
LA = 20; tB = 3i LC = 2Oi LD = 1; LE = 1; LF = 1; BA = 6.
CULTIVATION. Plants were cultivated in unheated glasshouses
and outdoors in sa\^rdust plunge beds. !{ost plants were grown in a
soil mixture consisting of soil:peat:sand:fertiliser ('nitrophoska'
or 'magamp') in a ratio of 3:2:I:trace. Some brere grohrn in either
peat:perlite:shingle (c. 3:I:l), or fine sand (both with fertiliser).
Plastic or clay pots of various sizes (10 to 30 cm in height) were
used, depending on the size of the plant. AII population samples
were propagated by cloning. Clones were derived from either
independent rooted branches (tuberous and non-tuberous populations),
or adventitious suckers on roots (populations LC, LD, LE & Lf). Large
numbers of suckers were obtained from roots laid on the soil surface
(Plate 17). Plants cultivated in glasshouses for measuring were repotted
annually (prior to the flovrering season) in fresh soil mixture, to
promote optimum growth.
DESCRIP?fONS. Descriptions of taxa are based primarily on wild plants
as represented by herbarium specimens. Specimens frorn all the main
Australasian herbaria have been studied, as we-I1 as Lhe collections of
Kew, the British Museum, Paris Museum, and the Universities of Kiel
(I{est Ger:nany) and Lyon (France). Descriptions of a.Il but one taxon
(M. LancecLata race 3) also incorporate measurements from cultivater!
plants, distinguished UV {} brackets. These measurements refer to
extremes beyond the observed range in wild plants (delimited by o
brackets), and to floret characters not readiJ-y observable in herbarium
material. the description of subgenus Monervnos includes characters
common to alL ,i-ts members and such characters are not repeated in the
descriptions of subsidiary taxa. fnfraspecific taxa in M. LaneeoT.ata.
are described informally as races.
TERMINOLOGY. The terms used for the shapes of invoLucre parts and
paleas are those adopted by the Systernatics Association Committee for
Descriptive Biological Terminology (Taxon Ll.: 1.45-56 and Chart 1, L962').
The outer and inner series of involucre parts are referred to as bracteoles
and phyllaries respectively, following the terminology of Allan (196f) and
Curtis (1963). Terms classifying the length of bristles (spiculae) on
pappus awns and paleas are based on Chambers' j-llustration (1955, fig. 2),
with the addition of subplumose (= barbellate) for longer bristles.
The terms are standardised as follows: minutely denticulate = 0.0O8-O-02
nun; minutely spiculate = 0,02-0.08 mm; spiculate = 0.08-0.14 nm;
barbellulate = 0.14-0.20 mm; subplumose = 0.2-O.6 mm. Other terms not
explained in the text follow definitions in Stearn (1973), Allan (1951)
or Jackson (1928).
MEASUREMENTS. Al1 measurements, unless stated otherwise, were made
on mature material. fresh, Iiquid-preserved or pressed. The points
from which less obvious measurements were made are illustrated in Plate 1.
For uniformity, only outer phyllaries and corollas were measured. In
descriptions, phyllary measurementg from flowering and fruiting heads were
not separated as the difference in size was usually smalI. Averages in
cultivated material were based mostly on 28-30 measurements for bracteole,
phyllary, coroLla and anther characters (Table 6), and nostly on 25-50
measurements for all other characters (Table 6, Plate 38). llhe measurements
in Table 6 were made from all available plants in each population sample
so that averages would be representative of the sample as a whole.
(However, the averages have limited value for direct comparison since some
samples were derived from a single plant (populations LD, LE & LF), some
from a few, and others from many). Averages for the fruits of
M. Laneeolata (Plate 39) were based on 3-12 measurements (mostly from'one
plant) in herbarium specimens, and 50 measurements (from more than one
plant) in poputations LA, LB, & LC (circles G, M & H respectively' in
race 1). Pollen diameters in
of 400, at which the smallest
micrometer division) was 2.37
9
Table 7 were measured
measurable distance
um.
at a magnification
(one eyepiece
CITATION OF SPECIMENS. The type of the species and the types of
synonyms are cited in fuII in paragraphs following the description.
Type duplicates and syntypes have only their location indicated in these
paragraphs, and are cited futly under 'representative specimens' or
in captions to illustrations. Specimens cited under 'representative
specimens' have been selected to exernplify the geographic distribution
and morphological range of each taxon. The format for specimen citation
is as follows: locality, altitude, collector and collector's number (both
italicised), date, Herbarium abbreviation (with the herbarium sheet number
given only when there is no collector's nurnber), and an abbreviation in
parentheses.for t.J:e reproductive condition of the speeimen (f1. = flowering;
fr. = fruitingr st. = sterile). Herbarium abbreviations follow Holrngren
and Keuken (1974). For uniformity the months of all dates are given in
Roman numerals, and distances and altitudes originally in imperial
measures have had metric equivalents included.
DfSTRIBUTION AND ECOLOGY. The geographic range of the taxa in
sr:bgenus Monevqnos is shown in distribution maps. The maps are based
solely on herbariun specimen records- AI1 traceable localities are
indicated by symbols providing they are more than 5 km apart in New
Zealand and 6 or 12 km apart (depending on map scale) in Australia.
Ecological data have been derived from herbarium specimen labels and
from the literature.
CHROI4OSOMES. Chromosome counts were made from squashes of root tip
cells (somatic chromosomes) and pollen mother cells (neiotic chromosomes).
Root tips were pre-treated in 0,5* colchicine for two hours, fixed in
3:1 absolute ethyl alcohol:glacial acetic acid for 18 hours, hydrolysed
in IN HcI at 600 c for 10 minutes, and stained in leuco-basic-fuchsin
10
(Feulgen's stain). Capitulum buds were fixed in 3:I absolute
ethyl alcohol:qlacial acetic acid for 24 hours, then stained in
alcoholic HCl-carmine (Snor.r 1963) .
PHOTOGRAPFIS. IYacrophotographs were taken using an Asahi Pentax
35 mm cainera body viith one of the following lenses: macrotakumar
50 rnm f/4, beLlows-t-akurnar 100 nm f/4, or (in Plates 24,35 & 36)
a Nikkon macro-nikkor 120 mm i/6.3. Photomicrographs were taken on a
Zeiss photomicroscope fII. The films used rvere Ilford Pan F and Agfa
IF (macrophotographs) , dnd AEfa L Agepe FF (photomicrographs).
MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERS
ROOTS. Taxonomically usefr.rl root characters are compared in Tables
4 & 5.
Rocts in the subgenus !.lci'avr:ros are characteristically fleshy.
They are cream coloured at first buL eventual ly form a pale brown
or rusty brown periderm- In botir l,:'. scaf.,ige"a and M. Lanceolata
the primary root may be the strongest root or secondary roots developed
from the base of the stem rnay be larger (Plates 14 B, 15 F) - The main
root,s sometimes produce strong laterals (rare in M, Lanceolata race f)
or become fastigiately branched at their ends.
Roots in the subgenus are described herein as either tuberous or
non-tuberous. The two types differ both in shape and behaviour. Tuberous
roots only occur \n 14. Laneeolato. race 1. They possess a short proximal
swollen portion (tuber) which tapers sharply distally. Non-tuberous
roots are elongate, and taper gradr:alIy from near insertion or are
cylindrical for much of their length. Tuberous roots are speci.alised as
water and carbohydrate sLorage organs. They reach maximum size when about
one year old, then become markedly and progressively more shrivelled in
their second year as the stored contents are used up (Plate 15 A-E). Non-
11
tuberous roots have a less significant storage function. The larger
ones live for approximately two years and undergo little or no
shrivelling after the removal of stored foods (Plate 14 D).
fn the wild, tuberous roots tend to be produced in regular
seasonal succession, one new root per plant each growing season.
Non-tuberous roots on the other hand tend to be produced more
frequently, often several per plant each year. In tuberous plants,
seasonal root groirth together with shrivelling behaviour make it
possible to estimate the approximate age of the plant up to about
five years. Thus old plant,s usually have a cluster of tubers comprising
the swollen current tuber, the shrivell-ed one from the previous season,
and the much-shrunken empty shells of those from still earlier seasons.
In non-tuberous plants age cannot be determined in this way.
Tuberous roots appear to be simifar in seasonal growth and
behaviour to roots in subgenus Scoraonella as described by Chambers
(1955, p.213) .
Arlventitious suckers occur on roots of. M. Lanceolata (only on
non-tuberous roots) but are apparently absent from lV. scapi,gera. The
suckers are produced abundantly in cultivation (Plates 16 A & E, 17)
bub are probably unconmon in nature since none have been found on
herbarium specimens. Adventitious suckers on roots are known to occur
in other genera of the Cichorieae e.g . Crepis (Babcock L947, p.2L7l
and Tanaraeun (CJ-apham et al 1962, p.929) but as far as the author is
aware they have not been reported before in Mi.enoeeri's.
STEMS. Caudex and branch length in the subgenus ranges from less than
5 rnrn to (rarely) 80 rnm. The lenqth varies in both species though
14. Laneeolai4 has a shorter ranEe (maxinum c. 20 mm) than M. seapigePa.
T2
Apical growth of the caudex ceases with the formation of a
terminal inflorescence. This is followed by the production of a
variable number (up to c. 20) of reproductive branches, each
consisting of O-2 basal leaves and a terminal scaPe.
The growth of vegetative axillary buds on the caudex usually
follows flowering, but sometimes precedes it. In cultivated plants
the nurnber of branches produced per season varies in both species from
one (sympodial- branching, €.g, Plates 14 G, 16 c) to many (e.9. Plates
14 B & D, 15 H). Branching freguency is sometimes increased in
cultivation, especially in M. Laneeolata race 1.
Vegetative branches eventually develop one or more adventitious
roots. The age at which branches first produce roots varies from
young (few leaved) to mature (multi-leaved) in both species. The
earliest root gro\rth occurs in M. LanceoLat7 race I in which a root
is associated with each branch from the bud stage. Rooted branches may
remain connected to the caudex for one or more years (Plates 14 E,
16 c & D) but finally become independent plants through death and
disintegration of caudical and,/or proximal branch tissue (Plate 14 I).
rn r,i. LanceaLata race 1, under cultivation, branches often become
independent at a very early age (Plate 15 C).
LEAVES. The two species cannot be separated reliably on leaf shape,
lobing or size- Leaves are subject to marked environmental modification
(see on). However, leaf blade surface markings and marginal pr:bescence
appear relatively stable and hence. taxonornically useful (Table 4, Plate
24). Surface markings, especially raised abaxiaL veins, have two
lirnitations as characters: firstly, they are only exhibited on broader
laminae (not visible on narrow-linear and filiform blades); and secondly'
they are essentially fresh-plant characters which tend to be lost in
pressing, although rugulose surfaces are sometimes preserved on herbarium
specimens.
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Tn M. scapigera, leaves of pl-ants from coastal stations are
subfleshy, whereas those of inland plants are more membranous. It
is not known vhether M. Lanceolata also has subfleshy leaves in
maritime localities.
T'lre leaves of M. LanceOlAta xace l tend to die back to ground
level after flowering (a phenomenon associated with seasonal drought).
Evidence for this comes from herbarium specimens of wild pl-ants, and
from plants gropn in cultivation. Herbarium specimens of mature
fruiting age (early to nid sunmer collections) frequently had
withered leaves that woul-d have been either dead or dying when collected.
Such specimens, though only comprising a small proportion of alL specimens
seen (the rnajority of which were collected at an earlier flowering stage),
were Sleographically separated (SA, Victoria, N.S.W.) indicating that leaf
die-back occurs over much of the area of the race. A nunber of herbarium
specimen labe1s had the comment "annual", perhaps alluding to die-back
behaviour. Material grown in cultivation extribited die-back in two out
of three populations, LA & tC but not LB. Both the former populations
could be maintained in the leafy state through sunmer if kept well
watered. Apparently, populations (and individuals within trnPulations)
have different threshoLds at which water stress causes die-back.
SCAPES. Scapes that terminate vegetative stem axes, particularly
the caudex, tend to be slightly larger and bear larger capitula than
those produced on short axillary reproductive shoots. Scapes usually
reached near-maximum length at anthesis (the length in Table 6) but
in a few populations elongation continued until fruiting maturity. The
most marked increase occurred in population Sll of M. ScAptge"a, which
had mean scaPe lengths of 29 and 5l cm at anthesis and fruiting
respectively.
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CAPITULA. Taxonomically useful capitulum characters are included
inTables4&5.
The involucre is typically biseriate, with a "calyx-Iike"
outer series of small scales (bracteoles) and an inner series of larger,
more elongate nearly equal scales (phyllaries). The bractebles are
usually unequal, with members of a series increasing progressively in
size from outside inwards. The innermost (largest) bracteole is
generally markedly shorter than the phyllaries but occasionally reaches
2/3 - 3/4 phyl-lary length. Phyllaries may elongate s1ightly between
anthesis and fruiting. Such elongation is apparently much less than
occurs in subgenus Mierose?i,s (Chambers 1955' p. 218) -
FRUITS. Fruits in the subgenus are not greatly rnodified by the
environment and hence provide reliable taxonomic characters.
1"1. Laneeolata exhibits a wider range of achene and pappus variation
than M. scapi.gera (Table 4).
The achenes of a head usually differ slightly in length and
curvature: outer ones tend to be longer and more curved than inner ones.
The difference in length has a maximum of about 2 mm, in the long
achenes of l.!. Laneeolata race 1.
The pappus ranges from paleaceous to capillary in both M. Laneeolata
and M. sedpige"a,. The capillary states of both sPecies closely resenlele
that of M. borealis (subgenus Apargidiwt) - In paleaceous members the
distinction between distal awn and proximal palea is obvious. Capill.ary
members also have a distinct proximal region (here referred to as the
capillary base) which, unlike the awn, is flattened in all but the
narrovrest members, and largely smooth (spiculae if present mostly
confined to margins). The members of paleaceous PaPpuses are usually
uniform in length and palea size- The members of capillary PapPuses on
the other hand are sornetimes more variable: both in overall length
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(between 1,/3 and, rarely, 2/3 of the members may be shorter and
weaker than the others); and in the character of the bases
(capillary and slightly paleaceous bases occurring together).
PUBESCENCE. The indumentum in the subgenus consists of unicellular
and multicellular (uniseriate) trichomes- A selection of these is
ilLustrated in Plate 34 Fig. 1.
Both specj-es in the subgenus possess the multicellular trichomes
that characterise the genus as delimited by Chambers (1955, p. 214):
furfuraceous trichomes which occur on leaf blades, scapes and involucresi
and black villous and tomentose non-glandular hairs on the involucre.
Transitional tlpes between furfuraceous and villous trichomes also occur
on the involucre. Villous trichomes (colourless or brownish) are also
found on the corolla, and sometimes on achenes and at the base of petioles
and scapes. Other trichomes in the subgenus are strigulose (unicellular)
and sca.berulous (unicellular ?) types, which both occur on achenes.
Indumentum density varies in M. Lanceolata anct M. scapigerA and.
nearly glabrous plants are conunon in both species. The most pubescent
leaves have a mealy white appearance on both surfaces, but only when
young: leaves (and scapes) are largely glabrescent. On almost glabrous
plants furfuraceous trichomes can always be found on young scapes beneath
the capitulum bud, and tomentose-villous ones are usually (if sparsely)
present on inner phyllaries.
The following pairs of indumentum characters are the most usefuL
taxonomically: (1) Leaf margins either have furfuraceous pubescence
(just visible in Plate 24 Bl or are glabrous. (2) Outer phyllaries
either have black-tomentose pubescence over the whole dorsal surface
(PLate 28 E-G) or confined (if present) to the tip region. (3) Achenes
either have strigulose trichomes (Plate 37 E, or not (glabrous or witlt
other trichome types only) - M. seapigera has only the second character
in each pair, while /U. Lanceolata has both.
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ANTHOCYANIN PIGMENTATION. Red-purple pigrmentation occurs
frequently in the subgenus and is very variable in distribution and
intensity. Plants may lack anthocyanin altogether, or show it in one
or more parts. Pigmentation occurs mainly in the following sites:
petiole (less commonly on the leaf blade); base and apex of scape;
involucre; back of corolla; achene (M. Lanceolata only) - Pigrnentation
on the involucre varies widely: it may be restricted to the
bracteoles or to the phyllaries or occur on bottr- Pigiment may be
present as blotches at the tips of involucral parts or as narrow to
broad stripes along the midribs. Sometj:nes aII green areas of the
involucre are tinged or more strongly stained with anthocyanin.
CHROMOSOME NUMBERS. chambers (1955, p.248) counted the chromosomes
in three collections of subgenus Monennos and found them all to be
tetraploid with 36 chromosomes. Two of his collections were from
New Zealand (=M. scapigena), while the third came from Mt- Stirling
in the Australian AIps (=M. Laneeolata, possibly race 2).
of four populations (sK, LB, LE. e tP) counted by the writer
(Plate 42) three were also tetraploid and one (LF) an octoploid with
72 chromosomes. Another two populations (SA and LC) can be inferred as
tetraploids from the meiotic chrorosome number of their hybrid
(LC x SA) n = 18 (Plate 42 E) .
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SYSTEI'4AT I C TREATMENT
ltICR?SERfS subgenus 140!|ERI40S (Hook. f .) Chambers corr. Sneddon*
PhyLlopoppz{s wa1p. Linnaea 14: 507. 1840. Type: P. LarrceoLatz{s walp.
Scorzonev,a subgen. ilonierrnos Hook. f. Iond. Journ. Bot. 6:l'24. 1847.
Type: S. Lquvencii Hook. f., a heterotypic synonyrm of Mi,croser[s
Laneeolata (walp. ) sch.-Bip.
l(ictoseri.s subgen. Gelo.siopsis scn.-aip.t Pollichia 22-24: 3o9. 1866,
as "M'ie?oseris vlrr. Gelasiopsds", p.p. Lectotype: Seorzonera
scapigera SoI. ex A. Cunn.
DfAGNOSfS: This subgenus differs from subgenus MLeyoseyis Ln
its perennial- habit, from subgenus /pargidium in its non-rhizomatous
caudex, and from subgenus Scoi.zoneLla in its unbranched and ebracteate
inflorescences.
EXPANDED DESCRIPTION: Plant- herbaceorrs perennial. Caudex
shorL, verlical, internodes suppressed, covered with brown bases of old
Ieavesr uS. sparingly branched but sts multicipital, with one or more
fleshy, short tuberous or elongate non-tuberous roots. Leaues- basal,
sts brown woolly at base, glabrotis or furfuraceous on blade, green or
often tinged with reddish-.ourple toward the base, Iinear (sts filiform)
to lanceolate or obovate-spathulate, acute to obtuse or apiculate, entire
to toothed and/or lobed (the lobing to deeply pinnatifid.). tapering into
The original spelling of lilontev,rnos contains an apparently erroneous
connecting vowel (i) r'rhich is here treated as an orthographic error
under the Code (Stafleu et al, 1972, p. 63). Hooker (1852, 1856)
subsequently amended the spelling (without comment) to Mortermos(in synonymy), and fater authors have follovred either spelling or
IAonez.mios as mis-quoted by Bentham (f866). The name seems likely
to have been based on the Greek compound word monerma (U6vos,
single, and 5ppo, prop, support) and possibly refers to the palea.
Monev.ma is also a generic name (Gramineae).
Schultz-Bipontinus (loc. ciL.) denoted his primary infrageneric
epithets with Roman numerals and did not specify their rank.
Chambers (1955, p. 275), points out why they can be regarded as
subgenera.
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a + winqed petiole rvith a broader t clasping base; lobes narrow-
triangular to linear or filiform, straight or falcate, entire or occ.
toothed. Infloi,eseenee- I to many unbranched naked scapes terminating
the caudex and its branches' scapes us' longer (up to c' 2x) than the
leaves, erect or ascending from a straight or geniculate base, stout
or slender, fistutar, ribbed, sts brown woolly at base, us. furfuraceous
above especially unCer the head, green or tinged with reddish-purple'
straw-coloured at maturity. Capitu-La- 8- to {gg} -ffowered, head
nodding in bud, erect or semi-nodding while fruits are maturing, erect
with the involucre reflexed and the fruits forming a dandelion-like ball
at maturity. Involucre somewhat fleshy, green, often striped with
reddish-purple, parts 1 egually divided between 2 series: outer series
(bracteoles) us. calyculate, unequal, the longest t L as long as inner
series, broadly elliptic, oblong or narrol'./ly to very broadly ovate-
triangular, Obtuse tO acute or acuminate, obtusely keeled, glabrous or
pubescent on back and/or margin; inner series (phyllaries) nearly equal,
us, narrowly -elliptic or -ovate, obtuse or acute, obtusely keeled to
nearly plane, marqin memblanous' occ. furfuraceous without, us. black-
tomentose especially on backs and tips of innermost phyllaries, rarely
glabrous. Receptacle alveolate, alveolae5-angled, glabrous or margin
black-ciliate. Florets- corollas yellow to gold-yellow, often
striped with red-purple dorsa1Ly, varying from slightly longer to c.
twice as long as the phyllaries at anthesis; corolla tube 1,/3-t as
long as ligule, I villous below and about the throat; anthers yellow;
polten yellow or orange, echinolophate, 3- to (rarely) 6-pored; style
branches yel1ow, obtuse. Ftui,tS- achenes essentially monomorPhic,
not beaked, straight or slightly curved, terete or subterete' the lower
portion constricted above a whiLe calloused base, the upper portion
truncate or ! constricted below the summit; us. lO-ribbed, ribs equal
or 3-5 slightly stronger, aLl narrow, flattened to rounded or acute,
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glabrous or scaberulous along midline of alL or stronger ribs, sts with
scattered villous hairs or (in M. LanceoLata) all ribs t strigulose.
E\nbryo filling to (in M. Lartceolain) 3/A-fLLIing achene, the upPer
portion of the fruit then vacant. PapPus members 8-55, white-silvery
to stramineous or sordid, fragile or persistent, paleaceous below or
some or all members essentially capillary throughout; base of capillary
members t flattened, consisting mainly of rnidrib or wing-edged' the
margins.almost smooth in narrower members to minutely denticulate;
palea narrow (length:width = c. 3:1 to 30:1) 
' 
scarious to somewhat
cartilaginous, plane to slightly channelled, consisting of an inconspicuous
t diffuse brownish to pale-translucent midrib tapering from below and
merging ]aterally into wings, each wing tapering gradually or abruptly
above into the alvn or sts extending as a short tooth beyond the insertion
of the awn; margins of the palea minutely denticulate to spiculate and +
lacerate; dorsal surface smooth to minutely denticulate; awns + slender,
minutely spiculate to barbellul-ate or subplumose.
KEY TO SPECIES
Plants with non-tuberous rootsi leaves not furfuraceous on blade
margin; achenes mostly 4.5-7 mm long; PaPpus us. <lO mm long, often
minutely paleaceous (palea up to 4 {-4.3} mm long) or if capiltary then
(40 members; distribution New Zealand. - - M. scapi'geaa
plants with tr:berous or non-tuberous roots; Ieaves often furfuraceous
on blade margin; achenes mostly 6-L0 mm long; PaPPus us. )10 mm J-ong,
t distinctly paleaceous (palea us. >4 mm long) or if capillary then us.
>40 members; distribution Australia. ... M. Lmteeolata
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I[ieroseris scaoigena (So1. ex A. Cunn. ) Sch.-Bip.
Iiierosez.is scapigez,a (So1. ex A. Cunn.) Sch.-Bip. emend. Chambers, Contr.
Dud. Herb. 4(7) t 278. 1955, p.p.; Allan, Fl. N,Z. 1: 761. 1961r p.p.i
Healy, Ident. I"leeds & Clovers 96, 97. 1970, p.p.
I'licz,asez,is scapigera (Forst. f .) Schultz-Bipontinus, Pollichia 22-24: 306,
310. 1866, p.p.
Seorzonez,a sedpigera sol. ex Forst. f, Prodr. 91 n. 534. L786, nomen rudun.
Scoy,zoneya ? seapigera (So1. MSS.) A. Cunn- Ann. Nat. Hist. 2z J-25 n. 430.
1838.
l|ieroseris pugmaea sensu Raoul, Choix Pls. N.z. 45. 1846, non Don, Phil.
Mag. 11 : 388. 1832 .
I4ieroseyis forsteri Hook. f. Fl. N.z. 1:151. 1852, nom. i,LLeg.r p.p.t
Hook. f, Hdbk. N.Z. Fl. L64. 1864, p.p.; Kirk, Stud. I.I. N.2.356.
1899, p.p.; Cheeseman, Man. N.Z. FI. 384, 385. 1906, p.p.
I4ierosez,is seapigez.a (Forst. f .) Hoffmannin Eng1er & Prantl, Die Nat.
Pflanzen. 4(5): 358. 1894, eomb. superfL., p,p.; Cheeseman, Man.
N.Z. Fl. ed. 2. 1028. 1925, p.p.
fLLUSTRATIONS IN LITERATURE: Miles, and Somers Cocks in Healy, Ident.
Weeds & Clovers figs. 2L & 24. 1970; Salmon, N.Z. FIs. & Pls. f,. 1.92:
fig. 608. 1970, as !4, seapigera var. pinnatifids..
DESCRfPTION: PLant- caudex up to 30 (-80) mm long and 11 mm wide,
us. sparingly branched but sts multicipital, with one or more non-tuberous
roots up to c. 33 crn long, 1-5 (-8) nm wide, tapering gradually from near
insertion. Leaues- membranous to subfleshy, (2-) A-25 (-fe) {-af} crn
long, 1-1O (-I7) {-ZS} mm wide, linear (sts filiform) to lanceolate or
obovate-spathulate, acute to obtuse or apiculate, entire or toothed and,/or
lobed; lobes of deeply pinnatifid leaves up to 25 {-35} rnm long, t remote
and horizontal, acute or obtuse; blades glabrous or t furfuraceous on both
sides but not on margin. fnflorescerree- scapes l2-) 10-30 (-5o) {-eZ}
cm long, (o.7-) L-2 (-3) {-4.:} mm diam. Capitula- {r:-} zo-oo {-ge}
-flowered, oblong-ell-ipsoid to obovoid in bud, up to {Sa} mm diam. fulty
open. Involucre of {fa}-t35} parts; bracteoles broadly elliptic, t oblong
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or narrowly to very broadly ovate-triangular, obtuse to acute or
acuminate, glabrous or matgins pubescent; phyllaries (7-) 9-I2 (-15)
{-fZ. } mn long, (1.4-) 2-3 (-3.8) {-e} nnn wide, + narrowly -oblong-
elliptic, -ovate or (rarely) -obovate, obtuse to acute, outer phyllaries
not black tomentose without (but t tomentose-villous at tip) . Florets-
corolla {e.s}-{ze} rnnr long, tube {z.s}-{4.5} run rong, ligure {z-z}-{s.z}
mrn wide; anther tuue {z.r}-{s.1} mm long, appendages {o.:}-t0.6} mn long;
style branches {o.a}-tr.6} mm long. Frui,ts- achenes {a.g} 4.5-7 (-8) mm
long, narrow-fusiform to truncate-columnar, yellow-bror+rr to dark brown,
sts grey; ribs rounded or acute, glabrous or scaberulous and/or sts very
sparsely villous. Enbryo filling achene. Pappus members 8-37, {a.f-}
6.5-10.5 {-12} mm long, silvery, stramineous or sordid, t fragiLe,
paleaceous below or some or all members essentially capillary throughout;
base of capillary members up to c. 2.5 nun long, 0.08-0.2mm wide; palea
up to 4 {--4.3} mm long and 0.7 {-o.9} mm wide, narrowly -elliptic,-ovate
or 
-ovate-triangular, + scarious, wings each c. 1-l-5x the width of the
mi-drib at widest point; palea tapering t abruptly above into the awn or
sts bifid at the apex (the teeth to c. O.3 nm long), margins minutely
denticulate and + lacerate; awn {4.2}-{fO} nrn long, t spiculate.
Chromosome number; 2n =36
TYPIFICATION: "New Zealand (Northern Island) .-L769, Sin Jos. Banks.
tunong fern, on the hills, Bdy of rslands.-L834, R. Curmirqhan " {lectotype
(Sneddon, unpublished): Nova Zealandia, in collibus prope Totara nui, ,9zln
j. Banks & Dr. Soland.en, -.-.1769, BM, (ear1y fr.) n.v., photographl
(Plate 3); isolectotype: WELT! ; syntlpe: specimen not located)- The
proposed lectotype differs from A. Cunningham's citation in locality and
in having Solander as co-collector. The validity of "(Northern Island)"
however is doubtful since the only locality recorded fot Seoz,zone?a
seapige"z in Solander's MSS is Totaranui (Queen Charlotte Sound). The
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isolectotype consists of several obovate-spathulate leaves up to 6 cm
Iong (similar to the leaves of two of Lhe plants on the BM sheet), and
an o1d seedless scape c. 10 cm long.
TYPES OF SYNONYMS (New Zealand) z Scorzonera seapigena So1. ex
Forst. f .: r'Noua Zeelandia.r' {hototype: Noua Zeelandia (?) , Forster s.n. ,
undated, K, (ff .) :]t M. fonster"!, Hook. f .: "Northern and Middle Islands;
..., Banks and Solender, etc." {probable holotype: BM n-v., photograph!
= Iectotype (Sneddon, unpublished) of 14. seapigera (So1, ex A. Cunn.)
Sch.-Bip. (Plate 3) ].
fLLUSTRATIONS: Plates 2 A (Parkinson's ic.); 3 (Iectotype); 10
(plants); ]4 A-f (roots and stems); 18 A-8, 19 A-I, 20 A-N (leaf form);
24 c-L (leaf surfaces) ; 25 A-L, 26 A-L, 27 A-L (capitula); 32 A-P,
33 A-F (bracteoles and phyllaries); 35 A-X, 37 A-D (achenes and pappus);
34 Fig. 2A & B (pappus awn detail); 42 A (chromosomes).
DISTRIBUTION (Plate 7): New Zealand. I'Iorth rsland (North
Auckland(?), South Auckland, Hawke's Bay and Wellington Land Districts),
South Island (Nelson, Marlborough, Canterbury, westland, Otago and
Southland Land Districts), and possibly ster.rart Island. Altitudinal
range from near sea level to c. 1 500 m.
ECOLOGY. M. seapLge"a grows on cliffs (coastaL or river gorge) and
open places at low altitudes, and in grassland or herbfield (weIl
drained or in fl-ushed or boggy ground) at higher elevations. It occurs
in a variety of soils that include skeLetal, clayey (or mudstoney) r
sandy, pumicey, loamy and organic types. Flowering period: (x-) xii-iv
(-vii) 
.
VERNACULAR NAIVIE: I{one
TOTAL COTLECTfONS EXAI4fNED t 2L6
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REPRESENTATIVE SPECIMENS EXAIV1INED :
NEW ZEALAND
$IORTH AUCKLAND: Baie des tles (locality probably in error) , RaouL s.n.,
-.-.1843, P, (fl., fr.).
SOUTH AUCKLAND: Pureora, W Taupo, Wileot 556, -.v.-59, NZFRI, 1f1-);
Wairapukao, Bi,bbg .s.rt. , 19.i.1950, NZFRI 2898, (f1.); Cambridge, Waikato,
k)z.k 467, -iv.lg70, AK 11813, CHR 289930, (f1.) r Matamata, Thames VaIIey,
Cheeseman s.n., -.i.1899, AK 10781, (f1.); Kaitiririria, Taupo, Kirk s.n.,
undated, OTA 016371, (fI.).
HAI'IKEf S BAY: Puketiritiri, Eastn. slope of Ruahines, Hodgson s.n.,
16.i.L925, cHR 289937, (i1.); Te Waka Range, 3 000 ft (914 m) , Dntce s.n.,
-.i.L972, CHR 246375, (f1.); Ahuteatua, Maungaharuru Range, 3 7O0 ft(f 128 m), Dtuce s.n., -.xii.I97O, CHR 22LO52, (st.).
UELLfNGTON: slope of Pukeonake, Volcanic Plateau, Canse & Mattheuls
L656/3, -.i.192I, cHR, (f1.)r 1,1t. Ruapehu, whakapapaite strm., ?Liuet s.n.,
23.L.L954, WELT 9572, (f1. - eaten); Desert Road, Mt. Ruapehu, 3 00O ft(914 m), Hyres s.n., --ii.1954, AK 42581, (f1., fr.); Hauhungatahi basin,
Tongariro National Park, 3 700 ft (1 128 m), Druce s.n,, -.ii.1971,
cHR 210308, (fl-.); Erua, Volcanic Plateau, Cavse & Mattheus 7656/4,
28.xii.--2O, CHR 289936, (fl.); Onetapu Desert, Volcanic Plateau, Zotou
s./L.t 4.iv.1931, cHR 6434, (st.); Waiouru, S of Ruapehu, Petyie s.n.,
30.i.1916, WELT, (fl-., fr.); N end of Pinnacle Creek Valley, Kaimanawa
Range, 3 000 ft (914 m) , Garnpck-Jones s.n., 24.),L.L97O, CANU O19O9O,(ff.); Waipakahi Stream, Kaimanawa Forest Park, Eeroyd g.n., 31.iv.L974,
NZFRI 94OL, 1f1.); Three Kings Range, Kaimanawa Mts (N122: 35-50-),
3 700 ft (1 128 m), Dtwee s.Tr., --L.L974, CHR 260265, (f1.); SW foot of
l{aungaraki, Kaimanawa Mts, 3 500 ft (1 067 m), PooLe s.rt. r 4.i.I939,
CHR 22701, (f1.); Upper edge of Tikitiki Bush, Ngamatea, Inland Patea,
RangitikeL, HanLin s./t., 10.i.1950, cHR 68826, (fI.); llakirikiri tarns,
l{W Ruahines, 3 7OO ft (I 128 m), Druee s.n., -.xii.L973, CHR 260477, (f1.);
NW Ruahine Range, c. 3 20O ft (975 m) , Druee s.rt. r -.ii.1956, CHR 86033,(ff.); Oterei Taipos, E Wairarapa, c. I 000 ft (305 m) , Dxuee s.n.,
-.xii.1965, cHR 158785, (fl.); White Rock, wai-rarapa, Zotots s.n., 24-jj-.
1947, CliR 59198, (f1.); Waitetumu Strm. E of Cape Palliser, Hay s.n.,
25.iv.1952, CHR 75810, (st.); Island Bay, Wellington, PhiLlips-TXtwter 49,
undated, AK, (f1., fr.); Te Ikaamaru Bay, Wellington, Mason 2565,
14.xi.1953, cHR, (ff-).
NELSON: Gouland Downs , Bt*ke s.n. r f .i.L967, WELTU 5389, (fI.), iag" of
Boulder Lake and Darby Pond and tarns, c. 3 000 ft (914 m) , Chanbers &
Rattenbu.rg 71.6, -.ii.1955r AKU, (fl.); Douglas Fange, c- 4 O00 ft (1 2OO
m), Mason s.n., 22.ii.L946, CHR 34902, (f1-); Salisbury's Opening, Moaon$./t.,25.xii.L942, CHR 36089, (fl.); Mt. Arthur, 4 500 ft (l 352 m),
Buz.ke s,rl., 17.i.1962, WELTU 5391, (ff .); N branch Wangapeka River,
NZMS 1 sI7/18: 873150, lilaemi,Llan 7L/69, 23.i.1971, CHR, (ff .); Gordon's
Knob, c. 4 500 ft {l 352 nr), PetrLe s.n.,5.ii.I910, WELT, (f1., fr.);
outlet of Lake Rotoiti,l4ason & l:4oar 5005, 25.ii.L957, cHR, (f1., fr.);
Mole hut, head of Mole Stream, 3 9O0 ft (1 189 m\, Sinpson 4062, CHR,(fI.); Boundary Peak, BuIIer district, c. 3 80O ft (f 158 ml , Chirmoek s.n.,
18.ii.1968, WELTU 6858, (fI., fr.)i Happy VaIIey, Upper Waimangaroa,2 25O
ft (686 m) , I,lorgan s.ft., 12.iv.L9L2, WELT, (ff .); Lewis Pass, 3 O0O ft(914 m) , Bu(totis s.v.. t -.ii.I964, CANU 6680, (fl.) .
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ITARLBOROUGH: N.Z. (Totara nui ?) , Banks & SoLanden 37, undated, WELT,(seedless scape) - isolectotype of M. scapi.gera (Sot. ex A. Cunn.) Sctr-
-Bip.; Stephens Island, Cook Strait, Atkirnon s.n., f.iv.1970, cHR
2O3L43, (fr.); Little Brother Island, Cook Strait, CoLLett s.n.,
15.vi.L965, cHR 203199, (fl.); Cape Campbell , CoLLett s.n., -.vii -1964,
CHR 153806, (f1.); Weld Cone (nr mouth of Flaxbourne River), 600 ft(l-83 m), Druee 8.7..t -.ii.L969, cHR 208918, (fI., fr.); nr Napoleon,
NZMS 1 536: 28-46-, 2 500 ft (762 m), Dtwce s.n., -.v.I971, CHR 208568,(f1.); Chalk Range, Inner Clarence Basin, Simpson s.n.. -.ii.1933,
CHR 96230, (fr.); lower slope l,Iolesworth Hill , ALLan s.n. 
' 
30.iii.1945,
CHR 51273, (fI.); above fence towards Cat Creek, Tarndale, NZMS I S40:
29-L9-, I0oore s.rt., I6.iv.L952, cHR 203098, (fr.); carters Saddle, NZMS I
S4I: 557143, Iiloore s.n. | 2L.iv.L952' cHR 203097, (fL, fr.); Mt. Seymour,
Upper C1arence, 3 O0O ft (914 m), Etoekie s.nt.,9.ii.L937, CHP'222L36,(f1.); Terako, waiau, Moore $./t., 6.i.1958, cHR L41663, (fI.); Hanmer
Plains t 1)oyl Haast s.rr. t -.L.L877, CHR 2a9932, (fL, fr.).
CANTtsRBURY: Te Ngapere (= Te Ngapari), Kaiwarrd R., HeaLy s.n. 
'19.xii.Ig43, CHR 41425, (f1.); road to Motunau Beach, Sirnpson L520,
10.x.1951, cHR, (st.)r Leithfield Beach, Mason 7L08, f.iii.1959' cHR'(f1., fr.); sandhills at Sumner, ArTnstrong 8.7t. t -.-.1887, lllEl, 649L2,(fl.); Castle Rock, Port Hills, 2 500 ft (735 nr), Laing 8.n.' -.iii.L92O,
CANU 4453, (fL, fr.); Akaroa, Raoul 8.7t. r undated, K. (fL, fr.); Bankside
Reserve, Ellesmere Co., NZMS 1 S83 z 582325, 23O ft (70 m) , MoLLoy s.n.,
ll.xij- .L969, CHR 201447, (ff.); Broken River (Iower part of) , Petrie 8.n. 
'f .i.l-908, WELT, (fr.) r Mt. Cloudestey, WaLL & Molesuorth s.n., 26.i.L947,
AK 224L5, (f1., fr.); Mt. Potts, N Canterbury Alps, I'ai,ng 8.n. 
' 
-.i.1910,
CANU 4465, (fr.); Lower Cass River, Lake Tekapo, 2 500 ft (762 ml , Seott
s,n., 23.i.1958' OTA 004358, (f1., fr.); Edward's Creek near Lake Tekapo,
Mackenzie Co., Petrie s.n., f.ii.1911, WELT, (fr.); Leibig Range' S
Canterbury, Littles Creek' Ilt. Cook Station, Macnr|Llan s.n., 28.xii.L962,
CHR 211398, (f1.); Red Lake, Mt. Sebastopol, Mt. Cook area, c. 3 500 ft
(1 067 m), Hgnes s.n., 20.i.L965, AK 104539 (ff .) -
i9ESTI,AND: Arthurs Pass, Otira side, )Liuer s.n., 22-i-.1928, K, (f1.);
Lorirer flat, Architects Creek, Westland National Park' 1 750 ft (533 m),
llatdle s./1. t f .ii.1971, CHR 214887, (f1., fr.); Moraines of La Perouse
Glacier, Westland National Park, 2 600 fE (792 m), Wardle s.n., 3-iii.
L967, CHR 165857, (f1.).
OTA@: Maitland Range, Lake Ohau, 2 OOO ft (610 n) , MiteheLl s.n.,
-.iii.L943, CHR 168235' (fl.); c. 5 miles east of Lake Ohau, N Otago,
Sneddon s.n., 5.i.I970' WELTU 9155, (ff-) t Motatapu, Lake Wanaka, Zotov
s.n., 15.i.1950, CHR 77315, (f1.); Paradise, open flats, HoLlouay.8.7L.r
undated, oTA 002552, (ff.); Mt. St Bathans, Central Otago' c. 2 600 ft(792 m) , Petrie s.n., -.xii.L892, WELT, (f1.); Maniototo Co. near Naseby,
c. 2 OOO ft (51O m) , Petv'ie s.n., -.ii.1886, WELT, (f1-' fr.); Flagstaff(Dunedin) , Petrie s.tr. t -.iii.1875, CANU 4466, 1f1.); BIue Mts, Anon 8.n.,
7.i.I94O, CHR 24L6e, (f1.).
SOUTHLAND: Takahe Valley, Fiordland, c. 3 OO0 ft (914 m) , Baylis s.n.,
-,ii.1956, oTA 003608, (fL-, fr.); wilderness, Te Anau, 1liuer s.n.,
to.xii.L944, WELT, (f1., fr.); lsland Lake, near Green Lake, BtnT otis s./1. t
-.i-1967, CANU 10726, (f1.); above Athol (Eyre Mts), Poppelwell s.n.,
-.--1940, AK 35254, (ff.); Garvie Range, Speden s.n., -.i.1923, WELT 9750,(f1. 
- 
eaten); Glen Ure Station E of Dipton, MeLuiLLe 6493, 22.i'i.l-962,
cHR, (f r. ) .
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NOTES 3 Both the nortlrern and soutief;n linits af M, smpigeta axe
uncertain. 'The speeies hag not bee-n collected reaently nottlh of
38o gOt (wai:rapukao), and there are ooly tllree local"ities north of
this latitude represented by herbari.um speefunenss Carrbridge, Matamata,
and the_Bay of Islands. fh'e Eay of, IslandE has two reeords and bottr
a:re dub-ious z R. 'Cawingluin, L834 (stntlnpe), and Ra,sfl., 184:t, P-
Cunninghanr's sgreeirnen could not be traced. Its locality uas alrparently
in error (Kirk l-e99). trlre locatity on Raoulrs sBecinen seens ltkely
to hav,e been a tistake f,or Akafoa. In 1843 RaouL was i-n Akarioa, not
tbe aay of, trslands which he visited tn L840 (Cheeseuran 1925, p. xxi.ii).
Also, urorpholoEically trr*e specfunen appear-s to be a ctupl-icat€ of a
csllection from Akaroa l&aou:L, undated. K). lttie southern lLmit of,
Il. eeap,l.g,eta may extend to S'tewart rsland, tJrough this is not
sr:bstantiated by herbariugr specJrnens. cheesenan (1925) cites a
Cockayne record f,or Stewart rsland, but the species is not listecl in
Cockayoe'ts (1909) Botanical Sursey of the island, Aiso, Allan (1961)
incrudes stewart rsland in ttre distribution of M. eeapdge?a fafr.a
pi;nttatifida-
In Uris trea.tment of, M. se@ilge:ru, 1ro infr:astrrecl_f_i.c taxa are
recognised (see p. St ).
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l'4icroseris LaneeoLata (Wa1p. ) Sch. -Bip.
l4icrosei"is Laneeolatus (t{alp. ) Schultz-eipontinus, PollichLa 22-24:
3I0. 1866, p.p.?
Phyllopoppus LanceoT.atus Walpers, Linnaea 14: 507, 508. 1840; Walpers,
Rep. Bot. Syst.6: 344. lA46t Sonder, Linnaea 25:529- 1853.
Sconzoney.a (l4oniermos) Laureneii llook. f. Lond, Journ. Bot. 6: I24, 125.
I847i Walpers, Rep. Bot. Syst. 6: 733. 1847.
I,lierose-tis fonstetnl Hook. f . Fl. N.z. 1: 15I' 1852, nom. illeg., P.P-i
Hook. f. Fl. Tas. l: 266,267.1856, p.p.; Bentham, Fl. Aust- 3:
666, 667. 1866, p.p.; Bentham, Gen. Pl . 2(I): 5o7. 1873, P'P-;
Mueller, Syst. Census Aust. Pl . l: 85. 1882, P.p- t Bail-ey' Syn-
Qld. F'].269. 1883, P.P.; Mueller, Key Syst- Vict. Pl- 2;35- 1885,
& 1: 292. 1887-1888, P.P.; t"lueller, Sec- Syst- census- Aust- PI-
I:143. 1889, p.p.t Tate, Fl. S. Aust- 130,244. 1890, P-P-;
Moore, Hdbk. Fl. N.S. Wales 299.1893, P.P.; Bailey, Qld- Fl- 3:
8Bl-. 1900, p.p.r Rodway, Tas. Fl .95. 1903' p-p.; l'laiden & Betche,
Census N.S. Wales Pl. 2O5. 1916, p.p.
i*Lcroseri.s iorsteri- var.? subplunosa Bentham, Fl. Aust. 3: 667. 1866.
lt.Leroseris seapi.geya (Forst. f .) Sch.-Bip. Pollichia 22-24: 3O6, 31O - L866'
nomen nud.usn, p.p.*l Black, 8l . s- Aust. 4: 656. L929' P.P'; Ewart, Fl .
Vict. 1191. 1930, p.p.; Gardner, Enum. 139. 1931, P.P-; Black, Fl- S-
Aust. ed. 2. 4z 938. 1957, p.p.t Beadle et al-, Ff- Syd- Region ed-
2. 478. 1972, P.P.
lnlierosez,is scapige?d" (Forst. f.) Hoffmann in Engler & Prantl, Die Nat-
Pflanzen. 4(5) : 358. 1894, eomb. superfl.r P.P.
t"lierosez,is teakleartn Gard.ner, Enum- I39- 1931, nomen nudwt-
1lienoseyis scapige"e (So1, ex A. Cunn.) Sch.-Bip. emend- Chambers, Contr.
Dud. tterb. 4('7): 278. 1955, P-P.i Curtis, Stud- Fl- Tas. 2: 381.
1963, p.p,r Eichler, Suppl' Black's Fl- S- Aust- 328- 1965r P-P-,
Burbidge & Gray, Fl. A.C.T. 395, 396- I97O' P-P-; willis' Hdbk.
P}. Vict.2:75A- 1972, P.P.
* It is here assumed that Schultz-BiSrcntinus's circumscription of
M. scapi-ge"a included both Australian (Tasmanian & South Australian)
and Nevr Zealand plants, for although he gave the distribution as
"Nova Zeelandia" (p. 310) he included boXh lulone?mos Laileneii Hook.
f . and l,iieroseris fot'steri Hook. f . in the species (p. 306).
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ILLUSTRATIONS TN LITERATURE: Fitch in Hook, f., Fl. Tas. I:
t. 66.1857; Black, Fl. S. Aust. A: fig. 32L. L929; Black, PI. S.
Aust. ed. 2. A: fig. 1248- I957i *Baglin in Murray, AlP. FIs.
Kosc. state Park t. 75. I962i *Mass, Fls. Aust. Alps 15. 1967;
Cochrane et aI., Fls. & Pls. Vict. t. 348- ]-:968; *H6se1, Wildflowers
S.-E. Aust. A4. L969; Burbidge, FI. n.c.x. fig. 398. L97Oi Harris,
Alp. Pls. Aust. fig, L77. L97O; *Ashby, S. Aust. Mus. Wild
Flower Post Card n. 742. 1971.
DESCRIPTION: Plant- caudex up to c. 20 x t0 nm, us. sparingly
branched, with one or more tuberous or non-tuberous roots, the latter to
{>SOi cm long, 1-5 (-10) mrn wide, t tapering from near insertion-
Leaues- membranous to subcoriaceous, 3.5-40 cm long, 1-22 {-25} nm
wide, linear (sts filiform) to lanceolate or obovate-sPathulate, acute to
obtuse or apiculate, entire or toothed and,/or lobed; Iobes of deeply
pinnatifid leaves up to 3O mm long, close-set to remote, horizontal to
t ascendiDg, t acutei bl-ades glabrous or ! furfuraceous on both sides
and,/or margin, fnfloxeseenee- scapes 7-45 (-63) {-So} cm long, o-8-4.0
{-a.:} mm diam. Capitula- 8-60 {-98} -flowered, ovoid-fusiforn to
obovoid in bud, up to {Za} mm diam. fully open. Involucre oe fS-{a4}
parts; bracteoles us. ovate-triangular or narrowly so, mostly acute or
acuminate, glabrous or pubescent on back and,/or margins; phyllaries
8-25 mm long, 1.4-6.0 nrn wide, narrowly -elliptic or -ovate' mostly acute'
outer phyllaries gLabrous or sts black-tomentose without. FLOnets-
corolla s-{:s} mm long, tube 3.1-{12-2} mm long,.Iigule c- 2-o-tS-e}
nm wide; anther tube 2.f-{7.2} run long, appendages o-3-{o-9} mrn long;
style branches 0.8-{2.O} nun long. Ftuits- achenes (4.5-) 6-L0 (-l-1.5)
nmr long, narro!{-fusiform to truncate-columnar or obconic, yellow-brown
to dark brown, sts white, pinkish or blotched with purple; ribs flattened
or rounded (sts acute), glabrous or sts sparsely to densely strigulose
Cited in WilLis (1972) but not seen by this writer.
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and./or with scattered villous hairs or occ. scaberulous. Embryo fiUing
to 3/4-fi11ing achene. Pappus members 8'66, (7.4-) 10-16 (-19) rmn long,
white-silvery, stramineous or sordid, fragile or persistent, paleaceous
below or some or al-l members essentially capillary throughout; base of
capillary members up to c. 3 mm 1ong, 0.08-0.2 mm wide; palea uP to 14 mn
long and 1.6 mm wide, narrowly -elliptic, -ovate or -ovate-triangular
to ovate-subulate, scarious to somewhat cartilaginous, wings each c- I-3x
the width of the midrib at the widest point; palea us. tapering gradual-ly
above into the awn but sts oblique, truncate or bifid at the apex (the
teeth to c. 0.6 mrn long), margins very minutely denticulate to spiculate
and t laceratei a\dn 4-11.5 nun long, minutely spiculate to barbellulate or
subplumose. Chromosome numberz 2n = 36, 72.
TYPIFICATION: "rn ltoua HoLlondia legit t'hotsky." {holot1pe? (Plate
4 A): In Nova Holland(ia), Ikotskg legit, undated, KIEL, (f1-, fr.)!;
isotype? (Plate 4 B): BM:]. The probable holotype shows close agreement
with walpers' description* of PhylLopappus Laneeolatts (Table 3 ), but
in the absence of any notation by the author it cannot be confirmed as the
actual specimen cited. The KIEL sheet bears two annotation labels that
relate to the protologue but they are not written in Walpers' hand
(H.M. Burdet via H. Usinger of KIEL, pers. corrn.). The probable isotlpe
closely matches tJle KIEL specimen in leaf, achene and pappus details
(Table 3 ) and seems likely to be a duplicate.
TYPE LOCALfTY: Although there is no precise location for thotskyrs
collection some evidence points to the Mt- Kosciusko region. Lhotsky
visited the alps in this vicinity (and possibly climbed Mt. Kosciusko)
* Assuming that waLpers' line
if he used the French line
quite so closely in most of
measurement was English (f(2.25 mm) the specimen would
its measurements.
Iine = 2.1 mm):
not correspond
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in early March 1834 (Rotherham et al. 1975) and collected plants there
(Lhotsky 1843). Both of Lhotskyrs sheets have a collector's slip bearing
the notation "Alp" (fess certain on the BM slip) and they mat-ch other
herbarium specimens from the Kosciusko region.
TYPES OF SYNONYMS (Australian): Scorzonera (Moni,ermos) LaorensLi
Hook. f.: Tasmania - "Hab. Abundant." {lectotypet (Sneddon, unpublished):
Tasmania, Gutnn 506, La'srenee 134 8t 87, -.-.1832, K, (f1-) ! - largest plant
on sheet (Plate 5 A); isolectotype?: K! (Plate 5 B)]i M. fonsteni var-?
subplunosa Benth.: I'i{. Australia, Dv,wrrnond, |th Col"L. n. 366 ; Scott's
Brook, near Cape Arid, lfianiell." {lectotype (Sneddon, unpublished):
S.W. Australia, Drutrrnond 366, undated, K, (fl.): (Plate 6 A); syntype:
MEL 64832! and isosyntype?: MEt 64833 (P1ate 6 B)); M. teaklearn Gardner:
{type untraced}.
DfSTRfBUTION: Australia. Possibly occurring in south-eastern
Queensland, widespreacl through Nevr South $lales, Victoria, Tasmania and
temperate South Australia, Iess corT[non in southern Western Australia.
Open places in Eucalyptus forest or woodland, and in grassland, herbfield,
ancl on val1ey flats, in + danrp or seasonally damp (summer-dry) sites
from near sea level to about 2 21O m.
Hooker did not cite any types in his protologue- There are two sheets
in the Herbarium Hookerianum at Kew that bear the annotation
Seoy,zoney,e LaU?enci,i (plate 5 A & B), and both fit the description
and predate publication of the name. Ttre sheet chosen as lectotype
has the additional annotations "Monermos" and "n.sp" (almost certainly
= n. sp. ) and thus comes closer to satisfying guide 4d for the
selection of types in the fnternational Code of Botanical Nomenclature(Stafleu et al . 19721. Since this sheet consists of three heterogeneous
collections the lectotype is specified as the largest plant present(Plate 5 A), which, from the position of the writing on the sheet,
seems likely to be Gunn's collection. The second sheet, which is a
homogeneous collection of Gunnrs, resembles the lectotype and is
possitrly a duplicate (isolectotype).
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NOTES: M. LarneoT"ato, is disting'r:ished frorn i[. ee4p'i,ge;ry by a
conslcinatloR of vegetative and reSrroduetive character dlff€reirces
(Table 4 ). So4te of these characters overlap between ttre species
(e.9. pappus lenEth), while many others are dliagnnostic for Jtd,. :Lqrceolata
but do not occur eonstantl.y within ttie species (e.9. tuberorts roots).
The:re is no q4:iVersally occurring diagnostie chanaeter in either s;ncies.
One of ttre rnost widespreadlr ihd henee useful, 4ifferential draracters
Ln Nt. Zartceatata is ttre presence of, furfuraeeous hairs atrong the leaf,
blade margins. 1ltrese were found in approxi:nate].Xr half of the specimens
examined (throughout ttie riange of the strle.cies), often on otlrencise
gLabrous blades.
14. LqrceoT.atat as treated hotein, is divided into three nrorpholoEteal
groups, whi<*r are described infomally as races, lEhe races are regarded
as potential. subspecies ldhich stiLl regulre f,uletller irrv.estigation
(espee.i.ally certain problen forms, in cuLtivation) before they ein be
giverr formal recogmition.
It is Rot .known yet to what extent the three raees aie sppaitric.
Itrerbarium eollections seen include very few examples of slrmpatrtc
oecurrea€e (and oal.lr wi.ttr two races occurring togetherl nst all three)
the great nrajoritlr of locallties beimg represented by speei.ner,rs of a
sing:J.e race.
A.
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KEY TO INFRASPECIFIC RACES
Pappus members 30-66, minutely paleaceous (palea up to 4 nm long
and 0.3 mm wide) to capillary at the base; capitula with 8-25
(rarely more) florets; roots non-tuberous.. .race 3
Pappus members 8-30, t distinctly paleaceous beLow (palea us. )4
mm long and 0.4 nm wide); capitula with 20-60 florets; roots
tuberous or non-tuberous - -...8.
Roots us. swollen into short tubers, Ieaves us- membranous and
+ dying back in summer,. involucre us. <24 parts; flowering
mostly viii-xii
Roots elongated and non-tuberous; Ieaves somewhat thicker and
not dying back in sunmer; involucre us. >24 parts; flowering
mostly i-iii ..race 2
B.
DESCRIPTION:
RACE 1
Plant- + renascent (after dying back in mid-sununer);
caudex very short (<5 mm long) with 1-3 (-6) us. tuberous roots.
Tubers o2-) 2O-5O (-90) mm long, (3.5-) 6-L2 (-19) mn wide, fusiform,
ellipsoid, ovoid or obovoid. Leaues- t membranous, (6-) tO-25 (-40)
cm 1ong, (l-) 2-7 (-f2) {-Zf} mm wide, narrovr-Iinear (sts filiform) to
Ianceolate or rarely obovate-spathulate, aeute or obtuse, entire or toothed
and/ot lobed (to deeply pinnatifiil), the lobes up to 3O nrn long,
Inflorescenee- scapes (9-) 2a-4o (-60) {-eO} cm long, I-3.5 nun diam.
Capitula- 2o-4o {-or} -flowered, ovoid-fusiform in bud, up to {oo} ,rtt
diam. fully open. Involucre of us . ),5.24 parts; bracteoles us . 7-I2,
t glabrous, phyllaries us. 8-L2, outer ones (9-) L2-2O (-25) mm long,
(1,8-l 2-4 (-5) mm wide, + attenuate above, not black-tomentose without-
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Florets- corolla {fS.Z}-{28.3} nnr long, tule {a-Z}-{S.7} nrn long,
ligule {:.0}-{s.2} run wide; anther tube {3.2}-{5.2} mm long; style
branches {f.o}-{f.5} mm long. ?nuits- achenes (4.5-) 6-10 (-11.5)
mm long, ribs flattened to rounded, glabrous or sts sparsely to densely
strigulose and,/or with scattered villous hairs. Embryo filling to
3,/4-filling aehene. Pappus members g-2L, 8-19 mm long, t persistent,
vrhite-silvery, stramineous or sordid, paleaceous below. Palea (2.8-)
5-I0 (-14) mm 1ong, (0.3-) 0.5-1.2 (-1.6) nun wide, wings each c. 2-3x
the width of midrib at widest point, margins of the palea very minutely
denticulate (almost smooth) to (in tl. Australian plants) spiculate and
t laceratei avrns (4-) 4.5-8.7 nun long, spiculate to subplumose (bristles
up to 0.6 mm long). Chromosome number: 2n = 36.
TYPES INCLUDED:
Garclnor?
ILLUSTRATTONS:
21 A,B&D(leaf
30 A-G (capj-tula) ;
hchenes a pappus);
M. fotsteri var.? subpLumosa genth; Iy'. teakleana
Plates 6A-D, 11 (plants); 15 A-I (roots and stems);
form) i 24 D-E (leaf surfaces); 25 M-P, 28 A-D, 29 A-J,
33 G-J (bracteoles c phyllaries); 36 A-I"1, 37 F-H
34 rig. 2D & E (pappus awn detail); 42 B (chromosomes).
DISTRIBUTION (Plate 8) : South eastern Queensland(?), New South
Wales (Coast, Tablelancls, Western Slopes, western P1ains and southern
Far t{estern Plains), Victoria, southern Tasmania, temperate South
Australia, southern Western Australia. Altitudinal rangJe from near sea
level to c. I 200 m
ECOLOGY: Race 1 grows in t open places in mallee, coastal heathland,
savannah woodland and sclerophyll forest, and in frost flat grassland of
montane-subalpine valleys, in sandy, silty, clayey or loamy (rarely rocky)
soils ranging from alkaline calcareous-saline soils fringing salt lakes
to acidic podzols of forests. Restricted in drier parts of range to
river flats and valley floors where the ground is flooded in winter.
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Flowering period: (vii-) viii-xii (-v)
USES: The tubers were used as a food by the aborigines
(l,lueller 1888; I'laiden 1889).
VERNACULAR IIAMES: tYann-daisyr , 'Yam' , rNative Dandelion | ;
aboriginal - rMurrnongr or (1ess commonly) rMirr n' yongr (Maiden,
1889), 'Myrnong' (Cochrane et al. 1968) .
TOTA], COLLECTIONS EXAMINED:
REPRESENTATIVE SPECIMENS :
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QUEENSLAND: Stanthorpe (locality possibly in error) , Dauidson 1"L,
undated, BRI 184838, (st.).
NEW SOtl"$I WALES. NORTH COAST: T!'reed, Thom 12, undated, MEL, (ff.)-
CENTRAL COAST: Port Jackson, Anon 9./t. , undated, MEL 54869, (f1.).
NORTHERN TABLELANDS: Tenterfield, Stuart s.n., undated, MEL 64856,(fl.); GIen rnnes, Pov,tev, s.Yt. t -.iv.1885, MEL 64840, (fl.); Glen Elgin,
J.h/.H, 280L2, 16.i.-30, CANB, (f 1.); University of New England grounds,
Armidale, Roberts s,17.,28.i.1960, NE 021161, (fI., fr.); Moona Plains
near Walcha, Cnasio'td s.n., -.x.1884, MEL 64830, (fl.); Tia Fa11s,
Forsgth 3 Cheel s./L,t -.x.I900, NSw I25o37, (f1.) - isotype of M. LatifoLia
Gandoger. CENTRAL TABLELANDS: Barbers Creek (Tallong) , Rwnseg s.n. I
-. x.1899, NSId 128909, (ff .) i E side of Little Bald Hill, c. 3L mites(5.6 km) N of Hill End, PLekard 474, 2o-x.1969, NSw, (f1., fr.); Mullion
Creek State Forest, l4air s.rt. t 14.x.1966, NSW 128907, (f1 .); Sunny Corner,
Boonnan s.n., -.xi.1899, NSw 128910, (f1.); Jenolan Caves, BLakeLy s.n.,
-.xi.1899, NSW 128911, (ff.); Abercrombie Caves (e. 3O miles (48.3 km)
S of Blayney), l4aiz. s.n., 2O.x.1951, K, (ft.), NsW 128912, (f1., fr.).
SOUTIIERN TABLELANDS: near Gundaroo on road to Murrumbateman, Moore 3L62,
f.ix.1959, CANB, (fl.) i near Doughboy Ck on Bungendore-Braidwood road,
Mooye L777, 18.ix.1952, CANB, (f1.); Kowen area, Nsw-ACT border' Btvbidge
& Gray 6531,30.ix.1959, CANB, NSw, (fl.); Tinderry Mts, Hattley L3448,
14.xi.1971, CANB, (ff.)i near Cabramurra, Mool'e 32L3, 2o.xii.1960, CANB,(f I.); Cooma district, Parki,ns s.n. 
' 
-.xi.1897, NSw 12924, (fI.).
NORTH WESTERN SLOPES: Barraba, Ro&.'taA 71.746, -.ix.1924, NSW, (ff .1,
Plains, Coorianawa Station, Castlereagh River, Iottont 764' -.viii.l-883,
BM, (f1.); LiverpooJ- Plains, Moore s.n., undated, K, (f1.). CENTRAL
I,IESTERN sLoPES: Gulgong (River Cudgegong) , Barnavd 166 & 87, -.-.1882,
MEL, (fl.); Wellington, Betehs s.rl., -.x.1883, NSW 128999, (fl.); Strahorn
State Forest, Mungerie (25 miles (40.2 km) NW of Peak HilI), 900 ft(274 m), Constc,hle s.n., 1,x.1951, K, Nsw 17329, (fl ., fr.); Mugincoble(nr Parkes), ConstabT'e s.n., 22.ix-L947, Nsw 4600' (fl., fr.); Cowra,
Beattie 8.71, r -.ix.1915, NSw 128995, (ff.); Wyalong, Boorman s.n.,
-.x,1903, NSw L28994, (fI.); Ardlethan, Conbage s.r!., 2.x.1916, NSw
128996, (fl.); Temora, D'tAer,607, -.ix.I915, NSw, (fI.). SOttTH WESTERN
SLOPES: trlagga, Dutgen g.rx., -.-.L929, WA, (fl., fr.); Nangus, Robertson s.n.,
-.xi.1840, K, (fl. ); Mulwala, Fle.teher s.n. r -.x.1890, Nsw 128987, (fl.).
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SESTERN PLAINS: Pallamallawa (Gwydir s..1 , HiekeA 8.71., -.viii.1884,
MEL 64829, (fI.); 8 miles (f3 kn) SE of N)rmagee on Bobadah Road,
Cunnirtghon & M|Lthorpe 1244, 22.ix.1973, Nsw, (f1.); Lachlan River(c. 15 krn W of L. Cargelligo), Curminghatn 8.n., 23.vii.1817, K, (fI.);
Booligal, Lachlan a., BeLL s.n. 
' 
-.ix.1887, NjEL 64842, (st.); Hay
Fleteher s./1. t 22.ix.1889, NSw 128985 &128986, (fl., fr.); Mt waabalong,
Hillston, Cunninghan & Milthorpe 1283, 24.viii.L973, Nsw, (fI.); Newell
Highway 2 miles (3 km) N of Morundah, klhatte 2L5L' 2.ix.1960, NSW (f1.);
Faltimar Field Station, Deniliquin, Willou-ghby 53, -.xii.-45, CANB, (ff .).
FAR bTESTERN PLAINS: BalranaLd, Lueas L05r -.-.1878, I{EL, (f1.); Wentworth,
Flores s.n. , undated, l4EL 64848, (fI.).
VICTORIA. EASTERN HIGHLANDS & COASTA.L PLAINS: BCCChWOTth, EALEK 8.N.,
undated, MEL 64876, (ft-); Bald HilI, (possibly the locality c. 4 km NE
of wulgulmerang), Arton 1.3L, I6.x.1892, MEL, (fl .); warby Ranges, E end of
Taminick Gap in vicinity of "Kurring-gai", Nason 8.rt., lo.xi.1959, MEL
64A93, (f1.); Delatite River, Thom s.n., -.-.1891, MEL 64808, (f1.);
Fraser National Park, on western side of Eildon Reservoir , lnluin 3585,
29.x.1954, MEL, (ff .); Alexandra, Goulburn River, Hatdy 13, -.-.1882'
MEL, (f1.); Christmas Hills, St. ,Iohn s.n.,1.x.1903, MEL 64904, (f1.);
Woodside, Gippsland, Hoaitt L98, -.-.1887, MEL (f1.); Greensborough(Envs.Melbourne), 5Oo ft (150 m), Aldttch s.7I.t --x-I962, lltEl, 64892, (fl-);
nr tlre sea at Brighton, Hannaford s.n., 2l.viii.1853. NSI{ l-28929, (f1.; t
Mentone (Envs. Melbourne), Sf,. John s.n., 9.vii.1900, MEL 64905, (fl.);
Beaconfield, St. John s.n. , 24-x.1901, MEL 64903 (fl-, fr'); Frankston,
Morrison L378, 13.ix.f891, K, (fI.) - IIESTERN VOrcANIC & COASTAL PLAINS:
Werribee, Morrison 2L07, 24.ix.1892, K, (fl.); Little River nr Geelong,
Anon 3, 30.vii.1866, MEL 6479I, (fI.); Queenscliff, Teppet' 8.7t., 21.xi.1886'
AD 966O5L442, (f1., fr.); Hawkesdafe, WilLi.anson s.n., -.xi.1901, NSw
L28g3g, (f1.), on Portland Road 18 miles (29 km) E of Nelson, Belehe" 687,
6.xi.1967, MEL, (fI.). WESTERN HIGHLANDS: Kilmore Junction, St. John s.n.,
10.xi.1905, MEL 64907, (f1.); Bendigo, Burns s.n., about vii--69, l/lEL
64899, (f].); Castlemaine, KendaLL 68' 24.xi.1860, K, (f1-); Brisbane
Ranges, Wtlliamson s.4., -.x.L926, CANB 190385, (fI.); Ballarat, Spence
s.n., -.viii.1885, MEL 64828, (f1.)i cemetery at Kingower' about 7 miles(11.3 km) SW of Inglewood, l4uir L372, 9.x.1950, MEL (fI., fr.); nr Mt
Warrenheip, f,lilhelmi s.n., -.iii.1857, MEL 6478L, (fr.); Skipton, I'lhcn 8.n.,
undated, MEL 64811 , (fL., fr.); Moyston, Sulli'uan 75, -.xi.1871, MEL (f1.);
Grampians, l4t Arapiles S of P.M.G. Tower, BeaugLehoLe 26939, 19.xi.1968,
I'IEL, (fI .); Halls Gap, Grampian Mountains, Tilden 8./t., -.xii.I9l-2' BM' K,(fI.). NORIHEF]I PLAINS: Ovens River, Henleys s-/t., -.-.1891, l'{Et 64805,(f1,); Lower Loddon, Thon 14t ---.1882, !{EL' (f1.); Charlton, Watts L767,
-.ix,1918, NSW, (fl.); nr Wycheproof, Watts 5L1, -.ix.1917, MEL, (f1-);
about 2 miles (3.2 km) E of Kanya on the Kanya-St. Arnaud road, Ihtir'7278,
13.ix.196o, MEL, (f1.); Kulkyne State Forest, W of Lake Hattah, Aston 773'
1.xi.1958, MEL, (fI.). I4ALLEE: Lake Kenyon (Pink Lakes) , Henshall 3789,
25.ix.1971, NT, (fl.).
TASMANIA: Cambridge, Giblin s.7t. t --x.L929, HO, (fI.); Jordan River,
Ro&,tay 4930, -.xi.1898, NSw, (fI.); Tasmania, Ro&'lay 4929, --i-1918, NSw,(f1.); Show Ground, Hobart, Iateas 8.r1., -.x-l924, NSW 128936, (f1.)
mixed with race 3; Van Diemen's Land, Mossman s.n., undated, K, (f1-) -
SOUTH AUSTRALIA. SOUTH EAST DISTRICT & MURRAY MALLEE: Big HCAth NAtiONAI
Park, c. 25 km SW of Naracoorte, Aleoek 2905t 4.xi.1969, AD, (fI.);
Beachport, c. ?5 km WNW of Mt Gambier, Maldn & fsing 8.r1.,6.xi-1929,
AD 966051445, (fI.); Lake Hawdon, MueLLe! a.il., undated, llEL 64872, (fl-);
Mt Scott, c. 25 km E of Kingston, Roaeh B7r 24.ix.\972, AD, (f1-); 4 miles(c. 6 km) S of Cooke Plains, which is c. 40 km SE of Murray Bridge on
Adelaide - Melbourne railway, Shatnad 789, f.ix.1960, AD, (f1.); versus
Guichen Bay, Sortd.er s.n. 
' 
--ii,/iii-1849, !'lEL 64a23 & 64824' (f1.); Lake
Bonney, tlehL s.ft., -.-.1882, MEL 64A52, (fI.); c. 3 km NE of Nangawarry'
Jf,
which is c. 3O km N of Mt Gambier, Wi-Lson 539, 26.ix.1966, AD, cHR,
CANB, (f1.); Marshrs Swamp, which is between Glencoe & Mt Burr township,
c. 45 km NW of Mt Gambier, llilson 892, L2.x.I968, AD, (f1.); nr the
Glenelg River on E side, c. 26 km SE of Mt Gambier, Wi.Lson 1.320, 18.xi.1959,
AD, (fI.); Keith, Croeker s.n., undated, CANB 11687, (f1.); Murray Mallee
PLains Lameroo, about 18O km ESE of Adelaide, BLaek s.n., IO-x.I918,
AD 96940076, (st.); about 2 kn NW of Scorpion Springs Conservation Park,
S of Pinnaroo, Symon 87668, 24.x.1973, ADw, (f1.). KANGAROO ISLAND:
Pennington Bay, south coast, Jaekson 32L, 6.x,1963, AD, (f1-); south
coast, Karatta, which is c. 20 km W of Vivonne Bay, Teppen B.rI.,
12.xi.1881, AD 956051442, (fl.). ADELAIDE PLAINS & FLEURIEU PENTNSULA:
Norwood (a central suburb of Adelaid,e), Blaek 2, -.ix.1903, NSW, (ff .);
Adelaide Plains at Royal Park c. I0 km NW of Adelaide, Smith L429,
23.ix.1968, AD, (fI.) r prope Macclesfield - procula Port Adelaide,
BlandouskA s.n.r -.-.1850, MEL 64866, (st.); East of St. Vincent Gulf,
Marino Rocks, c. 16 km SW of Adelaide, Slnit'lx 398,25.ix.1967, AD, (ff .);
t{ side of Port Elliot which is c. 75 krn S of Adelaide, Snrith 422,
26.ix.1967, AD, (fl.); Normanville sand dunes, c.65 km SSW of Adelaide,
l'/LtibLey 291.8, ll.ix.1969, AD, (fI. ) . MOUNT LOFTY RANGE: Ashbourne,
c. 45 km SSE of Adelaide, Andyeu s.rr.,6.ix.19f9, AD 96940078, (st.);
Torrens Gorge nr Reservorr, Chinnock 1338, 11.x.1973, $IELTU, (fl.);
c. 3 km br of Tepko, which is e. 50 km E of Adelaiile, Caonni.j L72,
3.x.I968, AD (f1.); c. 3 km E of Hahndorf, which is 25 km SE of Adelaide,
Donnen 880,8.x.1963, AD, (f1.); nr Prospect Hill (c. 38 km SSE of
Adelaide) via Meadow, fsing s./1. , 2.xi-.L962, AD 9642L746, (ff .);
c- I.6 km S of Freeling, which is c. 55 krn NNE of Adelaide, Ifudehertbuehl
1750, 17.ix.1955, AD, (fl.); Tanunda, c, 65 km NE of Adelaide, I(naehenbuehl
67L,22.tx.L962, AD, (f1.); Tothill Range, Tarnma, which is c- 90 km NNE
of Adelaide, Ikaehe'nbu.zhL 2276, 5.x.1968, AD, (f1.); Lenswood Research
Centre, c. 2O km ENE of Adelaicie, 1o-n 243, 25.x.1969, AD, (fl.).
OLARY SPUR: I'lt Victor, Mt Victor Station, 40O kn NNE of Adelaide,
CrL::p & Lay 429,4.ix.1971, AD, (ff .). FLINDERS RANGE: Wirrabara, c. 2I0
km N of Adelaide, Blaek.e.1n.t 24.x.l9l7, AD 96940077, (st..); nr Mt Hack,
c. 15 km E of Warraweena, CaT.Len 24, 7-10.ix.1969, AD, (ff .); between
Hawker & Moolooloo Station (Moolooloo Station is c. 100 km N of Hawker) r
Carrodus s.rl , -.ix.1956, AD 95212068, (fl.); wilpena Chalet, Sgnon 539,
13.ix.1950, ADW, (f1.1i Gammon Ranges (c. 75 km E of Leigh Creek)r lorge
of western branch of Balcanoona Creek above Loch Ness WeII, Eiehler, 12933,
23.ix.1956, AD, (fl.), Mt Remarkable, fsing s.n., 25.x.L928, AD 966051427(fl.); Oraparinna National Park, central portion, Jaekson 776A, 15.ix.L97L,
AD, AK, (f1.); Oraparinna National Park, above Aroona Valley on W-facing
slopes of the ABC Range almost opposite Mt Ha1rurood, Symon 7206,12.ix.1971,
ADvl, (ff,;r Arkaroola Sanctuary, Nooldoo Nooldooma Rock Hole, I(uchel 3068,
22.x.1971, AD, (fI., fr.); 12 miles (c. 20 km) E of Parachilna, which is on
Adelaide-Alice Springs railway, Lothian 950, 6.x.196O, AD, (ff.); S slope
of t'lt Serle (c. 45 km E of Leigh Creek) , 2 5OO-2 90O ft (c. 760-880 n),
Lothian 3L46,10.xi.1964, AD, (f1., fr.); Windy HiIl, Hawker (c. 90 km NE
of Port Augusta) , Telfen 74, 14.ix.1968, AD, (fI.). YORKE PENfNSULA:
Hundred of Curramulka, c. 72 km WNW of Adelaide, Blaylock 285, 8.x.L966,
AD, (f1.); c. 8 km SSW of Corny Point Lighthouse, which is c. 80 km SW
of Maitland, Blayloek 338, ll.x.1966, AD, (fl.); Pondalowie Bay, c- t0 km
NW of Cape Spencer, BLayLock 21.L, 9.x.I966, AD, (fl.); Hundred of Ramsay(c. 15 km EsE of Minlaton), Section 19, BLaylock L738,23.ix.1971, aD,(fI.);
OId Mona Railway Yard, c. 5 km W of Bute, which is c. 13O km NNW of Adelaide,
Copley 540.27.viii.1966, AD, (fl.)i 24.5 miles (4f km) from Yorketown
towards FouI Bay, Phi.LLips s.n., 18.x.1966, NT 30561' (fl.); Ardrossan,
Tepper s.n.,19.ix.1879, MEL 64863, (f1., fr.); Tubb's Lake Hill nr
Yorketown, WALA s.n., 13.ix.1929, AD 966051429, (f1.); Moonta, Beythwn 128'
-.-.1888, I{EL, (f1.); Head of St. Vincents Gulf, South Hummocks Range,
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c. 20 km NNW of Port Wakefietd, lfuaehenbuehL L399, t4.viii.t965, AD,(fI.). EYRE PENINSULA & GAI'IIER RANGESz 23 km W of Minippa, C'ltinnoek
L22L, 22.Lx.I973, IVELTU, (f1.); c. 8 km NNI^I of BascomLre trlell H.S.(c. 25 km wSW of r,ock), county Musgrave, Hundred of BLesing, Jaekson
1070, I.x.I967, AD, (f1.); lgest Point (c. 35 km SSE of port Lincofn),
Lincoln National park, Alcoek 167Jr 1,x.1967, AD (fl.),. Arno Bay, 105
km NE of Port Lincoln, rsing s.n.,27.viii.1935, AD 966o5L443, (fL.);
Wudinna, c. 190 km NNW of Port Lincoln, fsing s.n., 8.ix.1939, AD
956051423, (fl.); "Big Swamp" on Flinders Highway (c. 15 km NW of portLincoln), Sec. 513, Hundred of Lincoln, Aleoek L406, 18.ix.L96Z, AD,
ADtt, (f1.); Hundred of Nicholls (c. 80 km N of port Lincoln), part of
Hinks National Park, Alcock 2LL9,1.ix.1968, AD, (fl.)r 20 miles(32.2 km) N of Streaky Bay, Hilton s.yt., 26.viii.-55, ADFil 18309,(f1.); between Port Lincoln & Streaky aay, Riehands s.n., -.-.lBB2,
MEL 64843, (f1.); Mt lve, c. 160 km ti of Port Augusta, Dormey 325L,
28.ix.1969, AD, (f1.); nr the sumnrit of Mt Nott, 9 km S of lhurlgaStation, Symon 8049ts, I.x.1972, ADW, (f1.).
WESTERN AUSTRALIA: Lionestone brook (33.45 LaL- L22.40 long.) enteringinto an inlet $l of cape Arid Bay, scotts brook, lfiaxuell s.n., undatedIL 64832, (f1.) - Syntype of I4ieroseris forstert) var.Z subpT,unosaBenth.; W. Australia, Ilan'lell s.rL., undated, MEL 64879, (fI.); between
Esperance Bay & Frasers Range, Anon 5.n., undated, I'IEL 64834, (st.);
Fraser Range, ALpin 1.806, 7.xi.L962, v[A, K, (f1.); Southern HillsStation in Fraser Range, Gandner 285L,2O.x.1931, (f1., fr.); betvreen
Norseman & Balladonia, Gaydne'e & BLackaLL LL40, 24.x.I931, wA, (fI.);
lrl end of StirlingsRange, AnDn s.r!., undated, MEL 64909, (f]- .) 
-
NOTES: Race 1 is distinguished from the other tero races principally
by its tuberous roocs and very short stems. It also has leaf, capitulum
and fruit characters that tend to be correlated (Table 5) so that fertile
plants can usually be identified with confidence on aerial parts a1one.
Many herbarium specimens with missing or incomplete roots were placeable
on aerial parts (P1ate 8).
The northern limit of this race is uncertain. The only specimen
record of M. Lo.neeolata from eueensland (stanthorpe, BRr lB4B3g) is
equivocal since Melbourne is also given as its locality. This specimen
has a tuberous root typical of race l.
A collection from Tia Falls (Forsyth, tU (Plate 6 D); Fot,syth &
Ctteel, Nsw 125037) has been given the unpublished name M. Latifolia by
Gandogert. An inquiry to LY, where Gandoger's Herbarium and manuscripts
* Stafleu (1967) 'comrnents that Gandoger lras "one of the greatest,
splitters ever".
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are held, did not locate any description or notes relating to this name.
The collection fits race 1 in all features though the roots are unusually
long and narrow for tubers. I{owever, the seeond season roots are
shrivelled (rnore evident in the NSI.I specimen) which is a tuberous
characteristic,
Specimens seen from tlestern Australia differ uniformly from those
in other States in possessing much longer (sr:bplumose) bristles on the
pappus awns. In all other features western Australian plants agree
with race 1. Gardner (1931) recognised two species in Western Australia:
l'1. seapigero. (Forst. f .) Schultz et Bip. (= Sch.-Bip.) and M. teakleavn
Gardn. I'tS. It seems that Gardner left no evidence of what he regarded
as the new species: it is unlikely that he prepared a MS description
(K.F. Kenneally of WA, pers. comm.), and no herbarium specimen with his
annotation could be traced. Only one herbarium specimen with the
determination /1. lsx.la7,sana. has been located: Blackal.l. 3206, wA (Plate
6C). This is a subplumose-awned plant typical of Western Australian
members of race l.
Population LC had essentially non-tuberous roots (Plate 15 F-I) -
It is the only non-tuberous collection referred to race 1 though
possibty others may be included after study in cultivation*. Population
LC hras found to resemble race I in the great majority of its vegetative
and reproductive features. (For example, its leaves often died back
after flowering.) It was also found to be highly interfertile with
tuberous populations in experimental cros5es, though whether it was
any less interfertile with race 2 (tetraploid populations) could not
be tested as the seeds from the only cross made all failed to germinate
(see SECTION ITI).
Some of the non-tuberous herbarium specimens from eastern Victoria
and New South WaLes which are currently included in race 2 se7la.
Lat, (see on) may, on examination of living material, be found to
belong with population I€ in race I.
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Race 1 occurs sympatrically with race 2 at two localities in
New South tVales: Glen fnnes (Porter, MEL; Boowncn, BRI s NSVC) and
Barbers Creek (Runseg, NSw 128909 i Rumsey, Nsw 128908) ; and with
race 3 in Tasmania (see p. 44 ). fn these localities it is quite
distinct from the other race present. Race 1 may also co-exist with
race 2 in the Canloerra region of New South Wales: both races inhabit
subalpine frost flats (e.g. race 1; Park, population LB; rae 2:
Hetley 13643, CANB) but the only known collections are frorn different
flats.
RACE 2
DESCRIPTION: PLant- leafy in all seasons; caudex up to c.
20 mm long with L-10 non-tr:berous roots- Roots elongate (distally
incompl-ete in all herbarium specirnens seen), to {>50} cm long, 2-5
(-10) mm wide, t tapering from near insertion. Leaues- membranous
to subcoriaceous, (5-) 10-25 (-32) cm long, (3-) L2 (-221 {-Ze} nun
wi.3e, lanceolate to obovate-spathulate or occ. linear, ECUI€ to obtuse
or apiculate, entire or toothed and/or lobed (to pinnatifid), the lobes
up to 20 mm long. fnflorescenee- scapes (11-) 20-45 (-63) {-gO} .t
1ong, (1.5-) 2-4 {-4.3}rm diam. CapituLa- 30-60 {-gei -flowered, us.
obovoid in bud, up to {Za} mm diam. fully open. Involucre of (2o-)
30 (-40) {-Se} parts; bracteoles 10-20, glabrous or pubescent without
and on margin; phyllaries 10-20, outer ones (11-) 13-17 (-21) mn
long, (2-) 3 (-4) mm wide, not strongly attenuate a.bove, sts black-
tomentose without . F|.oret,s- corolla {fa.gi-{35} mm long, tube
{a.l}-{r2.2} nrn long, ligule t:.e }-{s.8} rnm wide; anther tube {3.e}-{z.z}
mm long; style branches {f.z}-{z.o} mm long. Ft'uits- achenes 6-1o mrn
long, ribs rounded or sts acute, glabrous or sts sparsely to densely
strigulose and/or with scattered villous hairs, or occ. scaberulous
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along midline of ribs. Embryo filJ.ing to 3/A-fi-lling achene.
Pappus members (11-) 15-23 (-30), LO-15 (-18.5) mm long, t persistent,
stramineous or sordid, paleaceous below. Palea (2.5-) 5 (-7) mm long,
(0.3-) 0,6 (-0.85) mrn wide, wings each c. I-2x the width of rnidrib
at widest point, margins of the palea minutely denticulate to minutely
spiculate and t laceratei a\irns 7-11.5 mm long, spiculate to barbellulate.
Chromosome number: 2n = 36, 72.
TYPES INCLUDED2 M. Lanceolata (walp.) Sch.-Bip-; Seorzonera
(i:4onierrnos) Lat'treneii Hook. f .
fLLUSTRATIONS: Plates 4 A-8, 5,
17 A-C (adventitious suckers); l8 F'
(plants); 16 A-E (roots and stems)
C,E & F (leaf form) i 24 A-C
L2
2T
(leaf surfaces); 25 9-S 
' 
28 E-G, 30 K, 31 A-H (capitula); 33 K-!'l
(bracteoles and phyllaries); 36 N-V, 37 E (achenes I pappus); 34 Fig. 2C
(pappus awn detail); 42 C & D (chromosomes) -
DISTRIBUTION (Plate 9): New South wales (South Coast and
Northern, Central and Southern Tablelands), Victoria (Eastern Highlands)
and northern Tasmania. Altitudinal ranqe usually between 1 200 and
2 zLO m but descending to near sea level in a few localities,
ECOLOGY: No information on lowland habitats but at higber elevations
it grows in grassy places under alpine ash (Eucalypttts d.el.e.gatensis)
mountain forest and snow gum (8. paueif'Lora ssp. ni'phophilal woodland;
and in grassland and herbfield above the treeline. Soils range from
thin sts dry soils under forest to organic soils and bogs of alpine
meadows- Flowering period: (xi-) i-iii (-iv).
VERNACULAR NA}4E: 'Native Dandelion'.
TOTAT COLLECTIONS EXAMINED:
REPRESENTATIVE SPECIMENS :
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(An asterisk denotes race 2 gens. l.at.)
NEW SOUTH VIALES. SOUTH COAST: Conjola, Henon 42, -.xi-1899' NSW, (fl.)*;
S Crookhaven Head, Rodua'g 11756, f.i.1941' NSw, (fl.)*. NORTHERN
TABLELANDS: Glen Innes, Boorrnan s.n., -.iii.1917, BRf 184834, NSw
L289O6, 1fr.)*. CENTRAL TABLELANDS: Barbers Creek (Tallong) 
' 
Rumsey s.n.'
- . ii . 1900, NSIrr 128908, ( fr. ) *. SOIITHERN TABLELANDS: Shoalhaven,
BcnnerLen 656, --ix.1884' MEL, (fl.)*; Tidbinbilla, Federal Territoryr
5 100 ft (I 554 m), Conbage 8.n., 7.xi.191l, t{sw, (f1.); Ski run, Mt
Franklin, 5 600 ft (I 7O7 m), Btpbidge 1675, 6.ii.L94'7, CANB, (f1.);
Ginini Flat, Brindabella Range, HattLey L3643, 21.iii -L972, CANB, (ff.);
Mt Gingera, 6 OO0 ft (1 829 m), Tinl.ale s.n., 15.i.1954, NSw 128918,(ff .); Mt Bimberi F.c.T., 5 500 ft (L 676 m), Bunges s.n., --xii.1930,
NSw 128922, (f1.); c. 43 km N of Adaminaby, Currangorambla Creek, Currango
Plain, N of Tantangara Dam, 1280 m, Thomson 796, !9.i-1971, NSw' (fl .)*;
Rulers Point N of Kiandra, c 4 5OO ft lL 372 m), Salasoo 3497, 22.i'1969,
NSW, (f1.); Happy Jacks Plainr headwaters of the H.J. river, c- 15 miles(24.1 km) S of Kj-andra, 4 900 ft (1 493 ml , Thornpson 82, L7.L.1958' Nsl'I,(f1.); above Island Bend on Plains of Heaven Track, c. 5 000 ft (l 524 m) 
'Goyd.en s./t. t f .i.1956, NSW 128915, (f1-); BaId HiIl, Main Range w of
Eucumbene Dam, 5 7OO ft (I 737 ml, Johnson s,n., 31.iii.1964, NSW I2892L'(f1.); summit of Kosciusko above 7 25O ft (2 zLO m), Canbage 431.8,
16.ii.I92O, NSW, (fI.); lower slopes of Ml Kosciusko, 3 OO0 ft (914 rn),
Seartlt-Johnson 3, -.iv.L970, BRI, (fl., fr.); Lake Cootapatamba, Kosciusko,
6 8OO ft (2 O73 m), Johnson & Constable s./t. t 24.i.L957, l'rsw 15937' (fI-);
Kosciusko, Lower 1\uyneham Cirque, 6 4OO ft (1 951 m), tlalker 783,
1l.ii.Lg62, cAtlB, (fl.); Charlotte Pass, Skottsbeng s.7/1., 14-iii.L949,
I.lSw 1289 15, (ff .); Kosciusko National Park, Blue Cow (c. 20 km E of
Jindabyne), Ashbg 2877, 16.ii.1969, AD, (fl., fr.); Mt Kosciusko National
Parl<, Spencers Creek, Ashby 1752, 11.ii.1956, AD, (fl-) -
VTCTORIA. EASTERN HIGHLANDS (INCLIIDING ALPS): Mt COPC, BOgONg High
Plains, c. 5 800 ft (1 768 m), Crauen 1792, 24-i-197O, CANB, (fl.);
Razorback track to Mt Feathertop, 3 miles (4.8 km) from Mt Hothann,
c. 5 800 ft (1 768 ml, Bniggs 1338, l.i-1953, NE, (ff-); on penstock
line, McKay's Creek, Kiewa River, PhiLLipS & caty 3240, 26.xL.L957. NE,(fl.); Mt Euffalo, 4 000 ft (1 219 ml, Steuart s-n.,9-i-1950, BRI
184908, (fl.); Mt Buller, Pav'k 8.rt., -.ii-L972, WELTU 12490' (fr.);
tributary of tiigothoruk Creek 1% miles (2.4 km) SW of Mt t{ellington,
Gippsland, in alpine grassland, I4uir 309'l' 3.i.1964, MEIJ' (fl.)*;
Erru Plains nr Mt trlombargo, between Benambra & sugqan Buggan, c- 4 4O0 ft(l 322 m\, Park s.n., -.L.L972, WELTU 1230I, (fl-)*; Delegate HilI' just
over Victoria side of NSW-VICT. border, 4 30? ft (L 294 m), Pa?k s.n-
-.i.Lg'12, WELTU 12303, (f 1., fr. ) *; GIen Fall.och (property) ' Big Hill.Gippsland, Houitt 7L86, undated, MEL, (ft.) t'.
TASIiIANIA: Launceston, V.D. Land, Gunn 506, 11.xi. (I8)44, K, (fl.)* -
isolectotype(?) of Seorzonena (I4onienmos) La,tteneii Hook. f .; Tasmania,
-Cocker s.n., Antarctic Expedition 1839-1843, t4Et 64A2L, (fl., fr.)*;
South Esk, Avnn 277, 20.xii. (?), MEL 64850' (fl-)*-
NOTES: Race 2 is distinguished by non-tuberous roots in combination
with a t distinctly paleaceous pappus and usually a large stature,
together with associated features detailed in Table 5.
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Race 2 can be divided into two subgroups: qenl. strict. and sen7.
Lat. The former subgroup comprises the majority of the herbarium
specimens placed in race 2 (including the type of /,/. Lanceolata), and
the experimentally cultivated populations LD, LE and LF. It is fairly
uniform morphologically and ecologically with an altitudinal range
usually between I 200 and 2 2I0 rn. Plants in this subgroup are mostly
robust and tend to have subcoriaceous broad (>7 mm) leaves and a high
number of involucre parts (>24) and florets. Tlne senl. Lat. subgroup
consists of a relatively small number of herbarium specimens (cited
under representative specinens) which all show some traits (varying in
number, combination and degree) that are more typical of either race I
or race 3. The distribution of this subgroup is mostly peripheral to
that of aena. strtet., with an altitudinal range from near sea level to
c, 1 400 m. Specimens that show some degree of intermediacy with race 1
include those from Glen Innes, Conjola, South Crookhaven Head, Shoalhaven,
Nigothoruk Creek, Emu Plains, Delegate Hill, Bi9 Hill, and Launceston
(isolectotype(?) of Seoraonera LaLneneti Hook. f.). A specimen from
Barbers Creek shows some tendencies towards Race 3 in its srnall size
and unusually high number (25-30) of pappus members. The plants in
race 2 gens. Lat. are problematical and require study in cultivation
to resolve their relationships. There is a particular need to verify the
racial status of the synonym Scoxzonera Laureneii tor if it is found
to be more closely allied to race I than race 2 its name will have
priority when race I is published as a sr:bspecies.
Race 2 occurs sympatrically with'race one at two localities in
New South wales (see p. 38) and possibly wittr race 3 in Tasmania (see
p. 44).
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RACE 3
DESCRIPTION: Plant- leafy in all seasons; caudex up to c. 10 mm
J-ong with c. 1-6 non-tuberous roots. Roots elongate (distally
incomplete in most herbarium specimens seen), to )I0 cm long, I-4 (-7)
mm wide, i tapering from near insertion, Leaues- membranous Lo
subcoriaceous, (3.5-) 9-15 (-20) cm long, 1-4 (-9) mtn wide' filiform
to linear or lanceolate, acute or obtuse, entire or toothed and,/or
lobed (to deeply pinnatifid), the lobes up to c. l0 nm long.
fnflo'eeseenee- scapes l7-) 10-20 (-30) cm long, 0,8-2.5 mm diam.
Capitula- 8-2o (-30) -floweredr bud shape not known, up to c- 20 mm
diam. when open. Involucre of us. 16-24 parts; bracteoles us. B-12, t
glabrous, phyllaries us. 8-12, outer ones 8-15 nun long, 1.4-3.3 mm
wide, not stronqly attenuate above, not black-tomentose without.
Florets- corolla 9-L2.5 mm long, tube 3.1-4.8 mm long, ligule
c. 2-3 mm wide; anther tube 2.I-2.8 mm long; style branches 0.8-l-'f mm
long. Fv,ui.ts- achenes (6-) 7-9 (-1O) nm long, ribs flattened or
rounded, glabrous. Embryo filling to 3/ 'filling achene. Pappus
members (30-) 40-60 (-66), (8-) 10 (-14) mm long, fragile, stramineous
or sordid, minutely paleaceous belorv or some or all members essentially
capillary throughout; base of capi.llary members up to c- 3 mm long'
O.O8-0.2 mm rvide; palea up to 4 mm long and O.3 mrn wide, wings each
c.Ix the width of the midrib at widest point; rnargins of the palea
minutely denticulate and t lacerate; alrrns 6.2-11.5 nrn long, i minutely
spiculate. Chromosome number: not known.
TYPES INCLUDED: None
ILLUSTRATIONS: Plates 13 (plants); 30 H-J (capitula); 36 w-Y, 3'l I
(achenes and pappus) ; 34 F e G (pappus awn detail).
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DISTRIBUTION (p1ate 9) : Victoria (mid-Western Volcanic Plains)
and Tasmania. Altitudinal range from near sea level to c. I 200 n.
ECOLOGY: Grassland and open places, mostly on soils derived from
igneous rocks (basalt and dolerite). Flowering period: (x-) xi-iii (-iv)
VERNACULAR NAI'IE: 'Native Dandelion'
TOTAL COLLECTIONS EXAMINED:
PEPRESENTATIVE SPECIMENS :
VICTORIA. WESTERN VOLCANfC PLAINS: Lake Calvert (Lough) on basalt
plains, IhrcLLer(?l 8.n., -.iii.1875, MEL 64786, (fL., fr-) -
TASMANIA: Port Arthur, Bufton 8./t., -.-.1892, l4EL 64837, (fr-); Pine
Lake, J.5. g.n. , 7.i.1960, HO, (fr. ) ; "var montana", Ayehev' 8.n. 
'
undated, HO, NSW 128932, (fI.); Projection Bluff, Bttvns 523, 8.i,1962,
K, (f1.); Hampshire Hills , Milli.gan 1026, 4.iv-184l, Ho, K, (f1.);
Tasmania, Areh.er 8.n. 
' 
undated, Ho, (f1., fr.) - mixed with race 1 or
2, NSW L28934, (fr.) - mixed with race 1; Show ground, Hobart, Lued.a s.n. '
-.x.L924, NSW 128936, (f1., early fr.) - mixed with race l; Cradle Va11ey,
Ro&.oay 4934, -.xii.1915, NShl, (fr. - but possibly added and not intrinsic);
Bruni Island, Roduny 4932, -.i.1901, NSw, (fl- ) ; New Norfolk, Gunn(?l 506,
2.xi.1839, K, (fr.); Circular Head, Gunn 506,24.xi.1837, K, (fl-);
woodcutter,s Point , Rodtmy 493L , -. i.190I, NSW, (old fr. ) . Race 3 aens.
l,at.r Mt Nelson Range, Roduay s.?n,., -.i.1893, Nsw 128933, (f1-);
lvtt Nelson, Rodaay 4929, -.i.1918, NSI{, (f1.).
NOTES: Race 3 can readily be distinguished from the other races
by its pappus (Table 5). Frequently associated features include a
sma11 stature, less than 20 florets per capitulum, and short corollas.
Race 3 is known only from herbarium specimens-
A collection from Tasmania (Anehet, Ho, NSw) has the annotation
,'M. Forsteri var. montant Archer. MS." This is an unpublished name and
the whereabouts of Archer's manuscript is not known to the writer. The
specimens are typical- of race 3 (Plate 13) with paPPus members ranging
from 38 to 45 in five florets counted.
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The fruit illustrated in Fitch's plate in Flora Tasmaniae (Hooker
1857) is placed in race 3 although its pappus only shows about 22 members
(Plate 2 B). This nurnber is probably not accurate since the source
material for the illustration (New Norfolk, Cunn(?) 506, K) has more
members; 30, 38, 40 & 40 in four fruits counted'
Race 3 occurs sympatrically with race I at Hobart Show Ground, with
specimens of the two races on the one sheet (Lueas, Nsw) . only ttre
race I plants have roots and these are tuberous. The plants of the
two races, vrhich both have flowering headsr Er€ quite distinct on PaPPus
features: race 3 has a capillary pappus of c. 40 members; while race I
has a paleaceous pappus of 10 members. Possible (but equivocal)
examples of slmpatric occurrence are provided by two sheets collected in
Tasmania by Archer. Both contain rnixtures of race 3: one with race I (NSW);
and the other with incomplete plants that may be race I or race 2 (HO
double sheet - respective fruits illustrated in Plate 36 x & z) - The
sheets do not indicate whether one (hence sympatric) or several localities
are represented. In both sheets the race 3 plants have a typical pappus
of 4o-plus members.
llso similar collections from Mt Nelson and the Mt Nelson Range
(both Ro&'ny, NSW) are included tentatively as race 3 sens. lat.
but have not been incorporated in the racial description). They
agree with race 3 in their small size and narrow-linear leaves-
Also, their roots, though incomplete, seem likely to be non-tuberous-
However, both coLlections differ from race 3 in having long corollas
(c. 20 nrn), Iong anther tubes (4.3-5.2 nun) and fewer Pappus members
(20-22 (-27)). Their status is uncertain.
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VARIATION
PHENOTYPTC PLASTICITY
(1) Differences betr^reen cultivated and wild plants
Allan (196I) noted that plants of M. scapigena grown in
cultivation often assumed large dimensions.
A comparison between cultivated plants and herbarium voucher
specimens from nature, at the same stage of development (flowering
and/or fruiting), could only be made in a few cases. The populations
in which the conparisorswere made were found to differ in their
response to cultivation conditions. In M. sc1pige?a, population SA
(flowering wild material) showed an overall increase in the size of
vegetative parts ( leaf length and width increased 3-fold) together
with a noticeable increase in branching freguency. The only
reproductive part to show a marked enlargement in cultivation vtas
the scape (maxirnum length increase of 4.5-fo1d): increase in the
rnaximum size of involucre parts was much less (1.15-fold and
1.25-fol-d for phyllary length and breadth respectively). 
, 
A contrast
was provided by population SQ (flowering and fruiting wild material).
In this population there was no increase in overall size or in
branching frequency, and some vegetative and reproductive parts were
in fact smaller tllan in nature. Thus leaves were narrower and showed
no increase in length or margin division. Scapes ltere somevrhat shorter,
as \dere the naximun lengths of achenes (4,/5 wild lengttt) and pappus
(2/3 wLLd. length), Involucre part size was similar under both
conditions. Ln I,!. LanceoLata, cultivated plants of three populations
were compared with voucher specimens from nature, LB, LE & LF
(only flowering material could be compared). All three showed growth
increases in cultivation as follows:
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Roots and stems $rere larger in all populations. Branching frequency
only showed a significant increase in LB (in older plants). Leaves
had similar length maxima for wild and cultivation conditions in
LB and LE, with a ll-fold increase in LF, while leaf bl-ade width
showed a I\- to 2-fold increase, dlld lobing was accentuated in all
three. Ratio of maximum peduncle length in cultivation to that of
wild plants was 1.48 in LB, 2.25 i,n LE and 2.79 in LF, while the
correspondi-ng ratios for phyllary length and breadth were 1.23 e
1.94 in LB, I.15 & 1.37 in LE and 1.35 & I in LF.
The following general trends occurred in cultivation, based,
on the preceding information, and on comparisons of many of the other
cultivated populations with herbarium material (non-voucher) from the
appropriate localities.
(a) The size of vegetative parts of the plant, especially
the leaves, is often increased though some populations
may produce smaller parts.
Plants tend to produce longer stem axes which bear
more leaves per season than in nature.
Branching frequency is accentuated in some populations
(e.g. SA, SF, SH, SK, SP) but remains fow in others
(e.9. SQ, SV, Sw).
Scape length increase parallels or exceeds that of the
Ieaves.
The size of involucre parts may be unaffected or increase
slightly, with the longer phyllaries of 14. Laneeolata
showing the greatest change.
The number of involucre parts is unaltered or only slightly
increased.
(S) Fruits, like involucre parts, are not greatly nodified but
may be slightly larger or smaller in cultivation (both
achenes and pappus).
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
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(2) Aspects of plasticity !n cultivation
ROOTS. In general-, plasticity in roots was limited to change in
size. HOwever, the Shapes of tubers and of non-tuberor:s rootS of
population LC both varied somewhat depending on the nature of the
growing medium. Tubers grown in clay-rich soil were slightly
narrower and more elongated than when grown in sandy soil (the
tuberous character was unchanged). All Lubers illustrated in Plate 15
(A-E) were grovtn in sandy soil. The non-tuberous roots of LC
differed in shape according to the pot size used: roots were club-
shaped in small pots (Plate 15 F & G) but long and cylindrical in
large pots (Plate 15 H). fn LC, suckers growing on a piece of
cylindrical root in pure sand produced foots that were fusiform in
shape (Plate 15 I). However, suckers from another plant of LC
produced long cylindri.cal roots under the same conditions- Thus, the
nature of the plastic response varies according to the genotype.
LEAVES. Leaves were found to be very plastic in cultivation.
Leaf size and lobing showed the greatest plasticity while leaf
shape (excluding margin division) remained basically the same, whatever
the size of the leaf.
In cultivation plants often showed marked seasonal differences
in leaf size, producing large leaves in summer and much smaller ones in
winter and early spring (cf. Plate ]8). A 3- to 4-fold increase in
length between seasons lrtas common with the greatest difference' a
6-fold increase, occurring in the leaves of population SM-
Some plants only produced entire or nearly entire leaves
throughout the year (e.g. all plants of population SA), whereas others
produced at least a few lobed leaves. As Plate l8 shows, lobing is
accentuated on large leaves. In some plants lobing on leaves was
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relatively constant (lobes always present on all leaves) but in others
it varied considerably. In the latter plants lobing was often confined
to large summer leaves with the small winter ones being dentate or
subentirer e.9. population SD and some plants of population SK (plate
18 B & C). In these two examples most of the sunmer leaves were lobed'
but in other examples lobed leaves occurred in fewer nurnbers together
with entire and/or dentate leaves, e.9. Populations SE & SI (Plate
19 E & H) and SJ (Plate 20 A). Plants in which both larqe and small
leaves were always lobed (pinnatifid leaves) occurred in populations
SB, SC, SE & sH (large leaves shown in Plate.Lg) & SV (large Ieaf
shown in P1ate 20 M).
The variations observed indicate that while margin division
(toothing or lobing) is under quite rigid genetic control in some
plants, in others it is modified in expression by environmental-
developmental factors.
GENETIC VARIATION WITHIN POPULATIONS
Preliminary evidence on the extent of genetic based variation
in populations was obtained from the samples studied in cultivation, and
from herbarium material. Variation was readily observabl-e within some
population samples, but many other samples vtere very uniform. Similarly'
in herbarium materiat variation between plants was evident on some
sheets containing more than one plant, but wa$ not obvious on nany
other such sheets. (A large proportion of all herbarium sheets
seen contained tgro or more planEs.) The study of variation
within cultivated populations was limited by the frequently low number
of plants per sample (sometimes a reflection of snall natural population
size) r so that lack of variation in some samples could not be taken as
applying to the natural population. No significant variation was
apparent in the following population samples of two or more'plants
(with the number of plants per samPle in brackets): SA(18), SB(3) 
'
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sD(16), SH(12), Sr(3), SJ(13), SL(2), SP(12), SQ(4), SR(6), SS(6),
SU(6), Sw(2), SX(12). Population samples showing obvious variation
were SC (I2) , SE(10), SF(15), SG(12), sK(11), SM(6) 
' 
sN(16), So(14),
sT(3), SV(6), r,1\(20), LB(3), LC(20). Not all of these varied to the
same degree: in some variation was limited to one individual or to
one part, but in others it was more extensive.
In variable populations, the differences between individuals did
not exceed variation between populations. In spite of differences,
individuals still retained numerous shared characters' so that their
provenance could be identified without referring to labels.
Variation r^tas more frequent in some parts of the plant than
in others. The part most commonly affected by genetic-based variation
was the leaf. Capitula sometimes differed between plants as did the
fruits, though in general fruits showed the least variation within
populations. Pubescence and anthocyanin pigimentation were variable on
all parts. Leaves varied in shape and margin division (whether entire.
toothed or lobed), though in the latter variation was sometimes
masked by the effects of plasticity. Capitulavaried in the size,
number and shape of involucre parts and the number of florets. Fruits
varied mainly in the size of achenes and the number of pappus members
and size of their bases.
An example of population variability from each species is provided
by SF (1,4. scapigera) and LC W. Lmrceolata). Both examples were strongly
self-incompatible, as were the majority of populations studied (see
SECTION II).
In SF the population sample comprised 15 plants, collected at
various points on an extensive coastal cllff. Ttre plants differed
from one another in leaf form, the leaves ranging from entire to dentate-
short ]obed, to pinnatifid (extremes shown in Plate t9 F). Capitula
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on the other hand did not show marked variation: there were small
differences in the shape of outer phyllaries and in the nurnbers of
involucre parts and florets. Fruits, whj.ch were examined in 14
plants, exhibited some variation in achene length and pappus characters
(Plate 40) .
In LC the sample comprised 2O plantsr grown in cultivation from
seed obtained from several plants in nature. Details on the exact nr.unber
and spacing of the latter plants hrere not available. The 20 individuals
differed considerably from one another in leaf form, with leaves ranging
from linear-pinnatifid to broad-Lanceolate and the latter from entire
to lobed (leaves from four plants are shown in Plate 21 B). Capitula
were also guite variable in size and in the number, Iength and shape
of involucre parts (cf. Plate 28 C e D). Fruits were produced in a
few plants only (those deliberately cross-pollinated). These fruits,
together with fruits examined from about nine plants in nature showed
some variation in the achenes (length, colour and pubescence) and size
of the pappus; but great uniformity in the number of pappus members,
which only ranged from 9 to 11.
GEOGRAPHICAL VARIATION
(f ) Geoqraphical varibtion in M. secp?:gera
MLenosenis seapi.gera is a very polymorphic species, widely
distributed in New Zealand (Plate 7), and found in a variety of
different habitats,
Variation within the species is shown in a comprehensive
selection of illustrations, detailed on p. 22 . Measurements of
reproductive characters, based largely on glasshouse-cultivated material,
are shown pictorially in Plates 38 (pappus) and 41 lreproductive
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character averages other than those in Plate 38) *. Plate 41 also
includes the population samples studied Ln M. Lan'eeolata for
comparison. In this Plate the average states of L2 characters are
displayed in metroglyph formf.
The writer has been unable to treat taxononically the
infraspecific varj-ation observed in cultivated population samples
and in herbarium specimens of wild plants. l4orphological-eco-
geographical patterns occur involving several characters in
association, but the patterns are complex and often 5-ntergrade and
are therefore difficul-t to delimit satisfactorily.
Allan (1961) recognised four formae within the species- These
taxa were each based on several characters (cf. Table 1), but were
named according to leaf shape. Plants matching his descriptions are
shown in Plate 10. In this study it has been found that leaf shape
(including lobing) is an unreliable taxonomic character. Plants
from the sane population or locality can sometimes differ considerably
in leaf shape and yet be very uniform in reproductive and other
vegetative characters- In such cases two or even occasionally three
(in the South Island) leaf shapes may occur together. It does not
seem taxonomically useful to separate, as formae' closely related plants
from the same locality which differ essentially in only one part-
Accordingly, taxonomic form names have not been recognised in this
treatment.
fn order to give an indication of the main variation patterns in
* populations SI and SL were not measured. The reproductive parts
of SI were similar to those of SH, while those of SL were similar
to SK.
i The relative scale used for 11 of the 12 characters vtas obtained by
dividing the difference between highest and lowest averages for a
given character into eighteenths (18 nnm beinq the maximum arm length
before reduction of the P1ate). The arm was then extended to the
appropriate length (fraction) for each average.
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14. ScAPi.ge"A several non-taxonomic morphological-geographical groups
are described. In most cases the qroups can not be sharply defined-
GROUP t. This group comprises the formae Linearis arrd pinnatifida,
both in part.
The most distinctive features of grouP 1 are: Iong, linear to
narrow-linear leaves (entire to dentate and/or pinnatifid); + broadly
-elIiptic or -ovate-triangular obtuse bracteolesi narrowly elliptic
(or occasionally obovate) obtuse outer phyllaries (length : width =
c. 2.5-4J; and a pappus of + 20 members with minutely paleaceous
bases up to c. 2 mrn long and 0.4 mm wide. The group has an inland
central North Island distribution bounded by Iatitudes 38o and 4OoS
(approximately), and occurs in montane to subalpine grassland- It
is relatively uniform within this area although involucre features
are not guite so marked in several depauperate herbarium specimens.
Group f incl-udes populations SB and SC and numerous herbarium specimens.
Plants from North Island localities outside this region mostly grow in
coastal habitats, and differ in the affinity they show to group I plants.
Those from Castlepoint (pop. SD) and Pahaoa Gorge 1p,sp. SE) are similar,
especially in involucre and pappus features, and could probably be
included in group 1. However, plants frorn the Bay of Islands (?J,
Cape Kidnappers (pop. SA), Cape Palliser area (e.9. pop. Sf), and
Wellington south coast (e.S. pop. sc) show little or no morphological
similarity to group l.
GROUP 2. This group consists of forma LinearLs in part.
The most distinctive features of group 2 are: long filiform,
narrow-linear or linear leaves (entire or dentate or with occasional
runcinate teeth); + narrowly ovate-briangular acute or. acuminate
bracteoles; narrowly ovate subacute or acute outer phyllaries (length:
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width = c. 4-6) i and a pappus of c. 20-30 (-37) members which are
sometimes minutely paleaceous but more often have capillary bases.
Group 2 plants are frequently small and tend to have more slender
scapes and heads and fewer florets than the other three groups. Group
2 has a South Island distribution between latitudes 4lo and 4605
(approximately), and occurs mostl.y in grassland, from lowland to
subalpine levels. Populations SO, SR, Sw, sx and SU belong in group
2 (the last having somewhat atypical leaves). Several herbarium
specimens have short corollas and may therefore be weakly self-
incompatible like Sll (see SECTION II), €.9. Boltons Gully (Plate 10)
and Glen Ure Station (CHR 140072). Group 2 grades into wider leaved forms
with less distinctive involucres in various parts of its range, especially
in Nelson: such plants are difficult to separate from Group 3 B plants.
GROUP 3. This group comprises forma obouata.
The most distinctive features of group 3 are: obovate-spathulate,
oblanceolate or lanceolate leaves (entire or dentate and,/or lobed);
usually ovate-triangular to broadly ovate-triangular obtuse or acute
bracteoles; and narrowly -elliptic or -ovate t obtuse outer phyllaries
(length:.width = c. 3-4). The pappus varies considerably from 8 to 33
members and ranges from paleaceous to capillary. Group 3 has a South
Island distribution between latitudes 41o and 44o 30' S (approximately),
and occurs from coastal to sr:balpine levels in a variety of open ha-bitats.
Group 3 is a heterogeneous assemblage which can be divided into several
subgroups:
SUBGROUP A. Plants from the mountains of Marlborough often have in
conmon broad obovate-spathulate dentate to lobed leaves, t obtuse
bracteoles, and narrowly elliptic obtuse phyllaries. Pappus features
often conurast sharply in such plants, €.9. a specimen from carters
Saddle (CHR 203097) has c. I0 paleaceous pappus members (paleas c. 3
mm long and 0.6 mm wide), whereas plants from Mt. Miro Miro (P1ate 10)
Vetonta uNtvERsrry oF wEt LTNGToN
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have 30-33 capillary pappus members.
belongs to this subgrouP.
Population Sll from Mt Fyffe
SUBGROUP B. other plants in inland Marlborough and a largte
nurnber from Nelson form a second subgroup differing from the former
in having narrower, more frequently entire leaves and more pointed
bracteoles and phyllaries. Pappus features appear to be more constant
in this subgroup with c. 20-30 members ranging from minutely
paleaceous to capillary. Subgroup B tends to occur in damp montane
to subalpine grassland. Exarnples of experimentally studied populations
in this subgroup are SS & sT. The strbgroup grades into more linear-
leaved types, sometimes in the same locality. Populations SP and SQ
had essentially Iinear leaves but were similar to SS and ST in involucre
and pappus features. Plants with leaves matching those of the subgroup
but often having larger less narrowly acute bracteoles occur in Canterburlr,
sometimes together with linear- or pinnatifid-leaved (but otherwise
similar) plants, e.9. grcpulation SV (cf. leaves of two plants in Plate
20 t4).
SUBGROUP C. Plants from Hakataramea
third subgroup with large broad entire
broad obtuse bracteoles (Plate 27 L).
mostly paleaceous members (Plate 35 U)
Pass, South Canterbury, form a
to subentire leaves and very
The pappus consists of c. 20
SUBGROUP D. Plants in maritime habitats in Marlborough often have
obovate or broad-Ianceolate leaves. Such plants resemble subgroup A
in the shape of involucre parts. Ihe pappus is relatively constant
with less than 20 (and mostly <15) paleaceous members. In some
localities plants with linear or pinnatifid leaves occur together with
or in close proximity to obovate-Ieaved ones, e.g. I'larfells Beach
(populations SH & SI) and Ward Beach (cf. suite of specimens collected
by Co1.letf, at CHR). The type sheet of M. seaPigerd., collected at
Totaranui in the Marlborough Sounds also contains linear- and obovate-
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Ieaved plants (P1ate 3).
GROUP 4. This group comprises forma mqjor.
The distinctive features of group 4 are: Iarge linear-
lanceolate leaves (entire or dentate and,/or lobecl); broadly ovate-
triangular obtuse bracteoles; and large elliptic or ovate obtuse outer
phyllaries (Iength:width = c. 2.5-3r. The papPus appears to be
quite uniform (examined from three localities) with c. 9-14 distinctly
paleaceous members, the paleas up to 4.3 mm long and 0.9 nm wide.
Group 4 is confined to the Waima (Ure) River catchment in Marlborough
where it occurs on shaded limestone cliffs. Populations SK and SL
belong in the group. Group 4 plants resemble members of group 3
(subgroups A & D) in the shape of phyllaries and in pappus features
though involucre parts and paleas are rnostly much larger.
(2) Geagraph,lcaL varLaEion j-n- M. Lanceolata ra?e I
Race 1 is the most widely distributed and abundant of the three
races. It has a disjunct distribution with a gap of nearly 1000 km
separating western Australian localities from the main area to the
east (Plate 8). The race exhibits variation in different parts of
its range. Some morphological-geographical patterns occur but are
apparently lirnited to single characters. None seem significant enough
to warrant subdivision of the race. Geographical variation occurred
as follows:
PLANT SIZE. Plant size varies considerably in most States, in a
random pattern. Plate II (upper left & right specimens) shows maximun
and near minimum sized plants.
ROOTS. Roots are t1pically tuberous, though one population included
in race I (LC) has non-tr:.berous roots (see p. 37 ). As Plate 8 shows,
plants with tuberous roots occur widely within ttre distribution area
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of the race. However, many herbarium specimens lacked roots or
had roots which could not be identified because they were incomplete.
It seems likely that most of the latter plants were also trlberous.
Tuberous roots showed some variation in shape. The majority were
short and broad, though in most States long narrow ones sometimes
occurred. The two narrowest examples (length : breadth ratio of 12-15:1)
hrere from Tj.a Falls (Plate 6 D), and Rendezvous Creek District, A-C-T-,
Adnns 542, CANB, (Northern and Southern Tablelands of New South Wales,
respectively). No definite geographical pattern was apparent witlt
narro!{ tubers though there were indications that they may be more
comnon in wetter areas.
LEAVES. Leaves were extremely variable throughout most of the range
of the race though those of Western Australian plants examined r.rere
more uniform, usually linear to narrow-lanceolate and dentate.
CAPITULA. Form of capitula showed variation but no regional trends
were apparent. A representative selection of capitula from herbarium
specimens is shown in Plates 29 & 30 A-G, in which variation in head
size, and in the nu.rnber, size and shape of bracteoles & phyllaries can
be seen.
FRUITS. Fruit form exhibits regional differences in pappus features,
A representative selection of fruits is illustrated in Plate 36 A-M
and pappus measurements are shown pictorially in Plate 39 (race 1) -
The most distinct regional difference is in the length of bristles
(spiculae) on pappus awns. All Western Australian material seen had
Iong bristles (0.2-O.6 mrn) whereas in other States the bristles were
short (<0.2 rnm). Short and long bristles are illustrated in Plate
34 D & E. Preliminary evidence indicates some regional.variation in
the number of pappus members. Counts of pappus members in mature
fruit collections (shown as range in Plate 39) and immature fruit
collections (not shown) tended to be low (c- I0) in south-eastern S.A.,
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Victoria, Tasmania, and south-eastern N.S.W. and higher (uP to c. 2L',
elsewhere.
DISCUSSION. Mtenoseyi.e Laneeolata race I appears to be a climatic
ecotype which is adapted to withstand periods of suruter drought.
Adaptations include tuber:ous storage roots, soft thin leaves that
tend to die back after flowering, and an early flowering season timed
for completion before the onset of the dry spell. In South Australia
race I (as the native yarn,, M. fonsteri') is rePorted by Wood (1937
pp. 6l & 145) as being a prorninent geophytic member of a geophytic
and ephemeral conununity frequenting flat alluvial areas where "the
ground is flooded throughout the winter months , .. - remains saturated
during the short spring and is baled dry in stunmer." A similar
habitat in dry inland regions of New South Wales and Victoria is
indicated by numerous riverine localities for herbarium specimens
(see Plate 8 for distribution along major rivers).
The distribution of race 1 spans an annual rainfall gradient
from 25 cm on the dry inland side to over lO0 cm in wetter areas such
as the NE coast of N.S.W.). The writer does not know whether seasonal
droughts also occur in the higher rainfall areas. rf not, a gradient
(ctine) in drought-adaptive features - becoming Iess marked in wetter
regions - might be expected. There are indications of some dinuinution
in directly adaptive traits in plants from wetter localities (e.g- Tia
Pal-Is, see pp. 36-37) but more sanpling is necessary before this can
be confirmed.
(3) Geographical variation in M. Laneeolata race 2
Race 2 is divided into two morphological-eco-geographical
subgroups referred to as sens. strLet. and sens. Lat. (see p. 4l).
Race 2 aens. Lat., which is the smaller subgroup, is a residuum
of the variation in M. Laneeolata that does not faIl within race 2
sena. strict. or either of the other two races. It comprises a
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heterogeneous assemblage of specimens showing some internediacy between
race 2 sens. strrict. on the one hand and race I or 3 on the other hand-
The distribution of race 2 sens. Lat. is shown in Plate 9, and
illustrations of herbarium material include Plates 5 A-in part & B
(plants); 30 K (capitulum); and 36 O (fruit) .
Race 2 sens. strdet., which comprises many specimens, has an
alpine distribution extending for c. 300 km in south-eastern N.S.W. and
eastern Victoria (Plate 9). The subgroup shows variation over its
range, but this is relatively minor. Representative herbarium
specimens are shown for comparison in Plates 12 (plants); 31 (capitula)
and 36 N, P-v (fruits). Pappus measurements are shown pictorially in
Plate 39 (race 2), in which aII but the upper two circles (sens. Lat.)
are sens. stv,iet.
One of the three populations of race 2 sens. strict. grolgn
in cultivation (LF) was found to be an octoploid (2n = 72). Of tfte
other two, LE had the tetraploid nurnber (2n = 36) typical of the
subgenus while LD rvas not investigated cytologtically but was probably
tetraploid also*. The octoploid, LE, had larger capitula than LE & LD
(Plate 25 Q-S) but did not show gigantism in other parts of the plant.
It is not known whether octoploids occur naturally at- any locality
other than Mt. Hotham. I\so microscopic characters were examined to
see whether they could be used to identify probable octoploids (and
tetraploids) from among herbarium specimens: mean pollen protoplast
diameter and the relative proportion of 4-pored grains (together with
much less numerous 5- & 6-pored grains) to 3-pored grains. A third
morphological marker used for separating different ploidy levels,
the average Iength of leaf stomata guard cells (Babcock and Stebbins
* Based on crossing relationships: LD, Iike LE, set fruit from
uncontrolled outdoor cross-pollinations (intra- and interspecificpollen) 
- 
unlike LF in which fruit set.failed to occur.
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f938), is a subject for future study. The octoploid population LF
was found to have a larger mean pollen protoplast diameter (with a
higher maximum) than any population known from cytological examination
to be tetraploid, and it also had a much higher percentage of 4-
pored grains (Table 7). ln M. Lanceolata race 2 selrs. striet. there
were a.Lso herbarium specimens from several localities which had mean
pollen diameters and,/or 4-pored grain percentages similar to tF
(cf. Table 7) and which might, therefore, also be octoploid. However,
the value of the 4-pored percentaqe as an octoploid indicator is
undermined by the following preliminary evidence: Firstly, it is
apparently influenced by environmental or developmental factors since
it can vary widely in the same genotype (plants of the same clone).
Such variation occurred in LF'. Secondly, it may be genetically
controlled: several highly 4-pored individuals occurred in F2 and BC1
generations of crosses whose parents were frorn 988 to I00* 3-pored
e.g. H205-3 = 38*, and HI89-6 = 72% 4-pored. Furthermore, 4-pored
grains have a frequency of 51-8ge" in M. eatnpest?is (subgenus Mieroserl:s,
- a tetraploid species (Chambers 1955, p. 237). Mean pollen protoplast
diameter, on the other hand, may be a better octoploid marker although
here too there is conflict with M. caJnpest?i.s, in which mean pollen
(protoplast?) diameters of 33-36 pm have been recorded (Chambers 1955).
Clearly, more chromosome counts are necessary in //. Lgrtceolata race 2
aena. striet. to assess properly the reliability of protoplast diameter.
(4) GeoqraphicaL variaLLon in M. Lanceolata race 3
Race 3 is apparently the least abundant race, comprising only 18
collections from Tasmania and Victoria (Plate 9).
Race 3 sens. striet. (16 collecLions) exhibits some variation
in leaf, capitula and fruit form- Representative herbarium specimens
are shown for comparison in Plates 13 (plants); 30 H-J (capitula);
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and 36 r*-Y (ftuits). PaXrpus me$hef measutements (nrature fruits only)r
are sho\'tn pietorially in Plate 39 (race 3). A lrtgh ,nurnleer of pal4rus
nenibers is a eharacterristie f,eature of fl:e race (confinned i.n rrtgs:t.
eoltrections) but sotne nufirenfcal vartatlon o€curs. tlre Victorian and
sotne of tlr€ Tasmanian plants have c. 50.60 lnelfllcersr hovever ottrer Ta:snrarrian
pil-ants havE c. 4O nrenbersl €ig. plalrts f,rom Pine f,ake' ProJection Bluff,
liew Norfotrtr,r atnd the geographieally unpl.aced 'rvar. nonb@Ni'n. In nrost
trocalitles ttie pappus nenibers ware Largely o-f the aaiue length but in a
coillection frgm Port, Arthur, Tasmania (49-56 men$ers) more ttran hal-f ttre
memtiers were shorter and weaker than the rest.
R.aee 3 gelts. X,at. cons,ists of two colleettons froln the same area
(![t. Nelson) l-n Tasrlania. Iliey differ cons'iderably from race 3 ffins.
ei:rtet. p'lants ,i:n floret and Bappus features (see p. 44f but agree Ln
o her :respects.
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SECTTON II, BREEDING SYSTEM
METHOD
Plants vrere tested for self-compatibility and self-incompatibility
both by bagging individual heads and by growing whole plants in
isolation. (Plants were usually isolated, one at a time, at the
writer's home, where no other MiCnOSeriS plants were growing.) AII
heads were manually self-pollinated except those of population SW,
which were left to self-pollinate naturally. rnitially one plant
per population (two or more heads per plant) was investigated, but in
populations where self-cornpatibility was found testing uras more
extensive. Other information on the breeding system v,tas obtained
from crossing experiments (see SECTIoN III).
RESULTS
FLOIIERfNG AND POLLTNATING BEHAVfOUR (GENERAL) - rhe two
spacies of subgenus Monennrs have the following flowering and pollinating
features in common. Florets mature in centripetal seguence- Heads
open daily for 1 to 5 days (depending largely on the number of florets
per head) until all the florets have expanded. At anthesis the styles
elongate rapi.dly, carrying the pollen mass from the anthers. The pollen
often coheres quite strongly and is not easily disturbed, except by
visiting inseets and rain. Cohesion is aided by the minute bristles on the
style and probab]y also by tiny oiI droplets scattered anongst the
pollen grains. When the style tips separate the stigmas are free of
pollen. Unless the floret is fertilized the stigmatic tips stay receptive
for about two days before withering, becoming progressively more recurved.
Some self-pollination (but not self-fertilization) probably occurs in all
populations when the heads cfose at night. Closing brings the recurved
stigmas into contact rrith the pollen on neighbouring styles. Open heads
are visited by a variety of flying insects but especially honey bees,
bumble bees and hover flies.
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SELF- INCOMPATIBILITY
The type of self-incompatibility i.n Mierosez'is is not known but other
compositae have the sporophytic system (Lewis 1966).
Three levels of self-incompatibility were found to occur wj-thin
subgenus MonetrnoS, herein tersed strong self-incompatibility, moderate
self-incompatibility and weak self-incompatibility. The distribution
of populations studied within these classes is shown in Table 8 A. The
two extremes, strong and weak self-incompatibility, Idere also aceompanied
by differences in capitulum form and opening behaviour, which appeared
to be adaptations to promote, respectively, outbreeding and autogamy
(cf. Ornduff 1959).
STRONG SELF-INCOI4PATIBILITY. The najority of populations tested
were strongly self-incompatible. These included all six populations
of i4. LaneeoLata and most of those in M. seapige"a. No fruit set
occurred in manually self-pollinated bagged heads, indicating obligate
outbreeding- Capitul-a varied considerably in size anong populations
but all shared the fotlowing features, which were apparently associated
with outbreeding. Corollas always projected well belond the phyllaries
(refer to appropriaie populations in Plates 26-28); heads had a daily
opening time of about 5-6 hours and mostly took 2-5 days to complete
flowering; anthers were often long (range t 3-'7 rnm) 
' 
with abundant pollen;
and styles were usually prominently exserted-
Although self-pollination always failed to produce fruits some
selfing occurred when heads were cross-pollinated with the octoploid
LF, and in one head, by the tetraploid le (Table 8 A) - rt appears
that populations LE & LF can stimulate selfing in strongly self-
incompatible populations, from which they are almost genetically
isolated- Remotely related plants can have the ability to stimulate
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selfing in othenrise self-sterile plants (Clausen 195l' p. 172) -
In subgenus Monermos it is not known whether stimulation of selfing
involves self-fertilization or pseudo€Jamous apomixis. However, the
apparent absence of parental selfs in the numerous hybrid progenies
of crosses made with strongly self-incompatible ovule parents (see
SECTION III) suggests that apomixis is unlikely. How the LE/IE pollen
could overcome the self-incompatible reaction, allowing self-fertilization
to occur, is uncertain. The site of inhibition in many com;rcsitae is
restricted to the stigma (Arasu f968). Therefore a possible exPlanation
requiring further study, is that the LEILF pollen, which was applied in
large quantities, in some way alters the stigrmatic surface (enzymatic
breakdown?) enabling germination and penetration by domestic pollen to
proceed, Presumably the self-pollination would have occurred several
hours after cross-pollination, when the heads closed.
MODERATE SELF-INCOI"IPATIBILITY. Trro populations (and one hybrid
examined) were moderately self-incompatible: SD & SG- In both, averagJe
fruit set in single plants, under the same conditions (whole plant
isolation) was approximately 5Ot- The capitula of SD & SG !"tere little
or no different in appearance and opening time from those of strongly
self-incompatibte populations though the corollas of SG were not strongly
exserted (P1ate 26 G). In population SD, 15 plants were investigated
to see whether the degree of self-incompatibility varied between plants
(Table I B). In the nine plants in which sufficient heads (>I0) were
tested by bagging there was general agreement in the level of self-
incompatibility. Eight of the plants had fruit set averages betveen 34?
& 439 and maxima between 709 & 87t. The plant that differed (SD 12)
had an average of 208, though its maximum, 84t, agreed with the others-
(Here the average was lowered by seven fruit set failures.) More heads
failed to set fruit after bagging than when left unbagged' in isolation.
For example, in SD 16 fruit set failed in three out of the sixteen
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heads bagged, but occurred in all 28 heads when the same plant was
grown in isolation. Therefore bagging probably caused some of the
faiLures. ft could also explain some of the fruit set failures that
occurred in artificial hybridizations.
IfEAK SELF-INCOMPATfBILITY. One population, S!{, was weakly self-
incompatible or, conversely, strongly self-compatible. Self-pollination
fruit set in a sample of eight plants averaged 838 (with no obvious
difference between plants), and in many heads the full complement of
ovules developed into fruits (Table I B). The population may, indeed,
be wholely se1-f-compatible, with the difference between observed and
fuIl fruit set due only to inefficiency in self-pollination. The
capitula of SW exhibited a number of features which seemed to be
associated with autogamy. Thus, corollas projected little (if at all)
beyond. the phyllaries (Plate 27 J, showing maximum exsertion); and the
heads had a restricted opening time of aborrt 2-3 hours. {These two
traits also occur in the species of subgenus Micnoseri.s, which are all
highly self-fertile (Chambers L955, p. 22Orj. AIso, anthesis was
usually simultaneous in all fl-orets, the head only opening on one day;
anthers were short (<3 mm) and contained a relatively small amount of
pollen; and the styles were not greatly elongated.
Population SW could be crossed in both directions with strongly
self-incompatible populations (Table 9). Thus, unilateral incompatibility,
vrhich is sometimes encountered in crosses between self-compatible and
self-incompatible parents (Ornduff f969) does not occur-
t4. Lanceolata race 3, which was not available for study, could
possibly be weakly self-incompatible, based on the form of its capitula.
Like SW, it has small capitula with relatively short corollas and small
anthers.
SECTION IIT
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ARTIFICIAL HYBRIDI ZATIONS
METHODS
CROSS PROGRAMME. The cross progranme comprised interpopulation
crosses within and between M. seapigera & M. Laneeolata (sr:bgenus
Moneyrnos) and between these species and M. borealis (subgenus
Aparg:idium). rn M. seapigera, populations used in crossing were
selected to represent as much of the morphological variation within
the species as possible. T\*o pairs of closely related populations
were included: SH & SI; and SK & SL. In the first pair, SH was used
widely i-n crosses but SI was only crossed with its partner. In the
second pair, SK & SL were used as interchangeable alternatives in
crosses with other populations. In M. Luzceolata, only race I &
race 2 were used in crossing: race 3 could not be obtained. In
14. borealis, only one population was available. Most populations in the
progranme were used in more than one cross. UsuaIIy they were employed
as ovule parents in some crossings and as pollen parents in others but
SM, SP, LA & BA were used wholly in one parental direction- The
localities of the populations involved in the cross programme are
listed in Table 2.
CROSSING TECHNIQUE. Crossing was carried out in a glasshouse which,
because of ventilation requirements, could only be kept closed to
pollinating insects i.n the mornings. Conseguently, it was necessary
to isolate heads in bags, although the heads of SW were not bagged
because of their short oPening time. Ttre bagging apparatus consisted
of a cellophane bag stretched over a l^rire frame and sealed with
paper clips (Plate 43 A). A head of the desired ovule-parent was
tagged, and pollen from the pollen parent was applied daily (bagging
after each application) until all florets had been crossed. Several
days later, when ttre florets had withered, the bag was removed and the
head left to ripen. Donor pollen was usually applied by removing
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pollen-coated styles one at a time with forceps and gently dusting
them on the stigmas of the ovule parent, but sometimes it was applied
sinply by rubbing donor and recipient heads together. fn the majority
of head-crossings only one donor plant was used. Care rrras taken to
avoid contamination with unwanted pollen during crossing: the glasshouse
was closed; forceps were flame-sterilised; and donor pollen was taken
only from florets at early anthesis age.
Crossing was straightforward in strongly self-inconpatible
populations, but in those less sbrongly self-inconrpatiJrle there was a
problem at first with self-pollination, which sometimes occurred to the
exclusion of hybridization. However, it was found that self-fertilization
in such populations (notably SD) could be greatly reduced or eliminated
by applying donor polIen early - as soon as the style anns separated. -
and takj-ng special care not to disturb the domestic poIlen-
RECORDS AND REFERENCE NUMBERS. The great majority of crosses
were recorded. The unrecorded crosses wele mcstly made between P1
hybrids of It!. sedptge?a x 14. Laneeolata race I, in which available
flowers were crossed randomlyr' for the purpose of obtaining an F2
generation. RecorCs were kept using two separate number series.
In the first series, prefixed by the tetter X, each head crossed was
given a serial number for recording crossing details' including: bud
opening date, parent plants, nurnlf,er of florets crossed, harvest date and
fruit yield. The X-number vras also used to label the appropriate head
(Plate 43 A) and the seed packet in which its fruits were stored.
X-numbers apply to primary data and are not referred to further in the
text. The second series, prefixed by the letter H, was used to refer
to the crosses that were sorrn. In this series each uni-directional cross
(comprising the fruits of one or more heads) was given a separate number.
H-numbers are listed with their crosses in Tables 9 & I0.
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SOWfNG AND CULTIVATION. Limited space restricted the numbers of
fruits that could be sown. Fruits of each cross vtere sown in seedling
trays in labelled rows spaced 4 cm apart (Plate 43 B). UsuaIIy one row
was used. per cross with up to 25 fruits per row. Most fruits were between
two and four rnonths old at sowing. To ensure that the fruits remained
fixed in their rows they were covered with a thin layer of finely sieved
soil and only watered with rnist-spray. Seedlings were kept in their
trays almost until flowering age. Then, depending on the number available,
up to six plants per cross were potted-out into plastic bag-pots, in
standard soil mixture. In the majority of crosses, all potted plants were
plunged in outdoor sawdust beds (Pl,ate 43 C). But in selected crosses
some individuals were also grown in the glasshouse for comparison with
their parents.
FERTILITY OF HYBRfDS. Fertility was based on the percentage of
morphologically well-developed ('good') pollen grains staining in
lactophenol cotton blue. The percentage was calculated from a rninimum
sample size of 300 grains. Pollen grains classed as 'bad' were either
empty (rnost) or had stainable contents but were vacuolated or malformed.
rBad' grains were invariably smaller than rgood' ones. In F1 hybrids,
whenever possible the fertility of at least three plants vras tested. In
the majority of crosses only one count was made per plant, though plants
with disparately low fertilities were often retested. Individual
percentages were then averaged. to provide an average fertility value for
each cross.
DIRECTION OF CROSSES. Crosses represented in symbol form are uni-
directional, with the ovule parent always first (see p. 6), unless the
parents are separatecl by a hyphen. Crosses designated by the names of
the parents are similarly one-way in Tables 9 & 10 but refer elsewhere to
two-way combinations, whether reciprocals were made or not.
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CROSSES WITHIN SUBGENUS MONERMOS
GENERAL RESULTS
CROSS PROGRAI,IME. The recorded crosses made within sr:bgenus
Monevrnos in which fruits were sor./n are listed in Tables 9 g 10.
Setected representatives of different F1 hybrids and one
are illustrated in Plates 16 F-l (roots and stems); 22 e
form); 42 E-F (chromosomes); and 46-52 (capitula).
pr09eny
(Ieaf
GERMINATION. Hybrid (and parental) fruits usualJ.y started
genninating one to two weeks after sowing. In the majority of crosses
germination ceased about one month after sowing but sometimes fruits
continued to germinate, sporadically, two to three months later-
Percentage germination ranged from 0 to 100*. There was no apparent
correlation between low germination and. low hybrid fertility: interspecific
hybrids, which had the Lowest fertilities, often had hiqh germinability.
The fruits of 24 crosses failed to germinate (Table 9, Plate 44). Some
failures were probably due to fungal pathogens (fruits were sometimes
attacked by a fungus when ripening, though only visibly unaffected ones
were sown). In other failures (notably SX crosses) the cause may have
been physiological (need for cold temperature?).
PROGENY STATUS. Of the 178 F1 progenies raised 159 were hybrid in
that no non-hybrids were detected. The other 19 cross progenies contained
parental selfs (Table 9): either mixed with hybrid plants (6 cases) or
as the only plants, crossing therefore having faited (13 cases). Progenies
with parental selfs r,\rere either from crosses in which the ovule parent was
moderately to strongly self-compatible, or from crosses with LE or Ll' as
pollen parents which apparently stimulated selfing in strongly self-
incompatible ovule parents (see SECTION II).
F2
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FERTILITY. Fertilities of Pr, Fz & BC1 crosses are listed in
Tables 9-11. The average fertilities of F1 crosses are scheduled
in Plate 44 (where unsuccessful crosses are shown also) and
summarised pictorially in Plate 45. The fertilities of two F1
progenies were not determined: sN x sD (4 plants) was lost when a
plunge bed was moved, and LC x LB (l plant) died accidentally.
The fertilities of parent plants were not determined accurately for
comparison with hybrids. However, in investigating pollen morphology
(for Table 7) it was noted that the plants of aLl populations examined
had high fertilities (estimated at 95-1O0c).
HETEROSIS. Several crosses showed hybrid vigour. However, most
hybrids could not be assessed for hybrid vigour because they were not
grown under the same conditions as their parents. Hybrid vigour was
noti-ceahle as a slight increase in leaf size (mainly length). There was
no apparent increase in the size of any other organ. Both intraspecific
and interspecific crosses showed leaf vigour, e.g.: SW x SK (M. seApi'ge?a),
and SK x LC (14. seapigera x 14. Laneeolata). In these two hybrids leaf
maxima were 76 mm and 125 mm longer respectively than the mean of the
maxima of their corresponding parents.
Fr INTERMEDIACY. Most F1 progenies were approximately intermediate
between their parents in overall morphology. Usually they were relatively
uniform though some showed obvious individual variation in one or more
characters. (The commonest variable in such progenies was leaf shape).
Characters which tended to be intermediate included: root tuberosity
(Ptate 16 F-I); Ieaf shape (Plates 22-23); number and shape of bracteoles
and phyllaries (see capitula in Plates 46-52') r pappus part nrxnlcer and
palea size. The breeding system character, degree of self-incompatibitity,
was also approximately intermediate in the one hybrid tested, SW x SK
(see Table 8 A).
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Some cases of dominance were also observed: non-sucker
production was dominant over adventitious sucker production on roots
in aII crosses (SK x LF, St\'l x LF, LC x SA, LE x LB, tE x SD and LE x
SG). Glabrous leaf margj"ns were dominant over furfuraceous leaf margins
in all /r'. scapigera x M. LaneeoLata hybrids. Rugulose leaf surface
was dominant over smooth surface in SK x LFr but intermediate in S![ x LF
(subrugulose), and recessive in LE x SD & LE x sG-
RECfPROCAL DIFFERENCES. No reciprocal differences in morphology
were observed: reciprocals were indistinguishable from one another.
Some reciprocal differences in average pollen fertilities were noted
(see on) but these could have been because too few plants were tested-
CROSS ING RELATIONSHIPS
INTRASPECIFIC CROSSES: M. scapigera - Crossabilitv
between populations of ly'. seapi,gera was high. Heads occasionally
failed to form fruits after crossing but fruit set was always obtained when
these crosses vrere repeated. The fruit set per head was 75-1004 in tlte
:najority of crossings.
In general the average fertility of crosses between populations was
high (Plates 44 & 45). No population was consistently less interfertile
than other populations thouSh SQ had the most crosses with reduced
fertilities. The average fertility of the 141 crosses tested ranged
from 80-100e". Of these, 1O7 crosses had fertilities between 100 & 968'
20 between 95 C 9O?, ten between 89 & 858, and four between 84 & 80t
Individual plant fertitity (not tabulated) often varied widely in crosses
with average fertilities of less than 951. The fertility range within such
progenies was often 2OS and had a maximum of 30t (SQ x SC: 68* & 98t) -
The lowest fertility for a single plant was 68t. The I41 crosses comprised
6I one-way and 40 two-r,*ay combinations. The difference in averaqe
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fertility between reciprocal crosses was less than 108 in 34 cases and
greater in the following six: SC-SA (t7*); SK-SC (14C); SK-SD (I5%);
SK-SE (I1""); SQ-SH (13?); and SX-SF (19?) . Ttre larger differences are
probably not significant in view of individual variation within
progenies.
The F2 generation was studied in one cross' sw x sK' which was
selected because it represented the combination of morphological
extremes within the species. The F2 plants r./ere mosLly vigorous
and highly fertile, like the Fl progeny, but unlike the latter some
were abnormal, weak or had low pollen fertility. Eleven out of 143
F2 Seedlings \tere abnormal or weak and died early as small plants
(five of these were white to pale-green dwarfs). Four plants out of
a sarnple of 30 (picked at random) had low fertilities (76%,63?' 53*,
8ts): fertilities in the other 26 ptants ranged from 90 to 99*. The
F2 progeny showed limited segregation for parental characters: plants
approached, but did not match, one or other of the parents in some
characters (e.g. Ieaf width) but none apProached either parent in all
of their characters. The limited segregation towards parental
tlpes is shown for capitula form in Plate 49 fig. B (compare with
parental capitula i.n fig. A). The heads illustrated were selected to
represent the range of segregation.
INTRASPECIFIC CROSSES 2 M. Laneeolata - race I x race I.
Crossability between the populations of race 1 was moderate Lo high:
fruit set was 38t in the LC x LB head crossing, and averaged 6t* & 87t
respectively in the LC x LA & LB x LC crossings. The average fertility
was 968 in the two crosses in which it was determined (P1ate 44).
The fertility of the F2 was tested in LC x LA. Only a small number
of seeds could be obtained from the F1 plants (Table 1O), possibly
because being from the same Progeny they shared too many of the same
self-incompatible al1e1es. Severr seeds germinated and all seedlinqs were
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normal and vigorous. Trvo died accidentally prior to fertility
testing and the remaining five had fertilities of 84t (1 plant) and
98% (4 plants).
INTRASPECIFIC CROSSES z M. Lqneeolata race I x race 2-
Crossability was low with either ploidy level in race 2: fruit set
per head ranged from O-1O?,
Fertility was 94? in the one cross in which hybrid proqeny (one
plant) was raised (Plate 44). The hybrid, LE x LB, only showed some
intermediacy, Iirnited mainly to leaf (Plate 23 G') and root (P1ate f6 G)
traits. Other parts such as the stem, capitula (Plate 52 A) and fruits
shorved closer resemblance to the ovule parent LE than to LB. Preliminary
evidence from crossing tests indicated that the plant was possibly an
octoploid (amphiploid) derived from tetraploid parents- The hybrid
faiLed to set seed when backcrossed with its parents (each parent was
tested twice) whereas it readily formed fruits (average fruit set in three
heads; 47s") when crossed with the octoploid LF (Table 10) . However,
another line of evidence, pollen morphology, is negative for octoploidy
and stresses the need for cytological investigation. The pollen of the
hybrid had an average protoplast diameter of 32.7 Um and a 4-pored grain
freguency of Og. (based on lO0 & 300 grains respectively) - two attributes
which agree more closely with the pollen of known tetraploids (cf. Table 7).
INTERSPECIFIC CROSSES: M. seapigexa x M. Lanceolata race 1.
Crossability between populations was high: fruit set per head was 75-100t
in most crossings.
The average fertitities of crosses \.rere low, ranging from 9-49t in
the 15 crosses tested (Plates 44 & 451. Fertillty sometimes varied widely
between individuals; variation was greatest in the following crosses (three
plants per cross) : SA x LA (19t, 318, 43Zl; SB x LA (74' 42+^, 451) i
and SE x LA (2O*, 2Oz, 45C). The lowest plant fertitity was 5t and the
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highest 57?.
A preliminary study of meiotic behaviour was made in the hybrid
LC x sA. only three cells r^rere analysed, all at diakinesis. one
cell contained 18 bivalents while two contained 15 bivalents and one
ring quadrivalent (one such cell is illustrated in Plate 42 F). A
comparison with pairing in parents vtas not made, but Chambers (1955,
p. 248) found 18 bivalents in two accessions of New Zealand material.
Ttre high freguency of bivalents in the hybrid LC x SA indicates strong
homology between the two parents. The probable explanation for the
observed configurations (unless pairing is being influenced by genic
factors) is that 16 chromosomes of M. Seapigera are homologous with
L6 of M. LanceOlat1. tace 1, but that the other two chromosome pairs
differ by a reciprocal translocation (interchange). Depending on the
nature of the translocation and/or chiasma conditions this would
result in either a quadrivalent or two bivalents being forrned in the
hybrid.
Because of the low fertility of the F1 hybrids the fertility
of the F2 generation could not be tested. Numerous unrecorded crossings
(both within and between progenies) were made among various hybrids
but fruit set was extremely low. Many heads failed to set fruit and
none set nore than one. A total of six fruits were produced and all
failed to germinate.
Notwittrstanding their low fertility, F1 hybrids could be backcrossed
in both directions (Table 1O). Fruit set per head htas usually low in all
ovuLe parents: it was mostly less than 33?, with a maximum of 54t in
one head of Hl-60. Originatly it had been intended to backcross the
least fertile and most fertile combinations: sM x LA (94) and so x LA
(49C), but availability of flowering material dictated the choice of two
hybrids with a smaller difference in mean fertilities: I,C x SA (32C)
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and SK x LA (42*"1. The progenies of five backcrosses (two of then
reciprocal) were raised. They showed some morphological variation but
in general were intermediate between the F1 and backcross Parent.
The fertilities of three BC1 progenies are detailed in Table 1I A-
As Table 11 B shows, the BCl fertilities mostly exceeded the F1 mean,
though large individual differences occurred. The most fertile
individual (898) and the greatest range of fertilities occurred in
the backcross progeny of the more ferti]e hybrid tested, SK x LA (H160).
Thus, one generation of backcrossing raises hybrid fertility but does
not restore it to normal-
INTERSPECIFfC CROSSESz M. sedpige?a x M. LaneeoLata race 2
Crosses were made with both tetraploid (LE) and octoploid (f,F) populations
of |4. Laneeolata race 2. Crossability was low with either ploidy level:
in the direction most LF crosses were made (M. scapigera as ormle parent)
there was interference by selfing (Table 9), but in the reverse direction
fruit set in the three heads crossed was 38, 4? (both r,e) and 2t (LF).
Both F1's made with tetraploid M. LanceoLata race 2 (T.E x SD and
I€ x SG) were highly sterile. In all individuals raised (two plants in
each cross) the anthers vrere shrivelled and devoid of pollen. llhe
capitula of the LE x SD plants opened norma1ly, but those of LE x SG
mostly turned brown and died prior to opening. Ttre F1 hybrids were
precluded from forming an F2 generation by their male sterility. Whether
they were also ovule sterile $ras not determined. Backcross tests and the
investigation of meiotic behaviour are subjects for future study.
Hybrid progenies were obtained in two crosses made with octoploid
!,!. Lanceolata race 2: SK x LF (2 plants) and SM x LF (1 plant). Unlike
the 11. seapi.gera x LE hybrids these plants all produced pollenr ard
had fertilities ranging from 20-631. One of the SK x LF plants was
examined cytologically and found to have the expected hexaploid
chromosome number , 2n = 54 (Plate 42 E). The two SK x LF plants
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provide an example of the morphological variation sometimes exhibited
within F1 progenies. Both plants had similar leaves (with the rugulose
adaxial leaf surface of the pollen parent), but differed markedly in
capitulum form. The plant known to be hexaploid (fertility 63t) had
capiiula intermediate between those of its parents in all features
(Frontispiece, Plate 5J- A-upper head). The other plant (fertility 488)
had capiLula which differed from those of its sibling in the numlf,er,
size, shape and pubescence of involucre parts (Plate 51 A-lower head) -
The crossing rel-ationships of the known and presumed hexaploids were not
investigated.
CROSSES BETWEEN SUBGENERAz I|)NERMOS X APARGIDIUM
Five attempted crosses between the two subgenera all failed: no fruit
set occurred.. The crosses were all in the same direction, using
the two species of lAonermos as ovule parents and the one species of
Apargidiun (M. borealis) as the pollen parent. Four crosses were
with 11. scapigera (populations SJ, SK, SM & SP) and none were
replicated. One cross was with M. LanceoLata race 2 (population LF)
which was attempted three times.
The results indicate that the two subgenera are cross-incompatible,
at least in one d.irection. However, many more crossings, made in both
directions, would be necessary to prove that they are completely unat'Ie
to cross.
The pollen of M. borealis apparently
Ln M, sedpigera as T.E & LF pollen is able
unable to stimulate selfing
do (see SECTION I1).
is
to
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DISCUSSION: GENETIC RELATIONSHIPS
(1) Intraspecific relationships in subgenus Monar"mas.
MICR7SERIS SCAPfGERA.' The high crossability and generally high
interfertility of populations in 14. scapi.ge"a indicate that little or
no genetic isolation exists within the species, at least under
experimental conditions. Sterility barriers are absent or slight at
the F1 leve] even between populations differing greatly in morphologyr
habitat, altitude and geographic separation. Vigorous growEh and high
fertility are largely maintained in the Fz generation. However, the
appearance in the F2 of SW x SK of a relatively small proportion of
abnormal and weak hybrids and hybrids with reduced fertility shows that
the parent populations concerned (SW and SK) are not completely
compatible genetically. Such an incidence of abnormality and infertility
could, perhaps,be erqrected among the offspring of a cross whose parents
differed as greatly as these do, not only in morphological features
(vegetative and reproductive) but also ecologically and in the nature of
their breeding system'
I,IfCR7SERIS LANCEOLATA: Race I x Race t. ltberous (r.A and LB) and
non-tuberous (LC) populations were highly interfertile. This is in
keeping \"rith the overall morphologicaL similarity between the t:tro types'
apart from the roots. The F2 generation raised comprised too few
individuals (five) to exclude the possibiJ-ity of abnormal, weak or
infertile hybrids.
I'!ICR1SERIS LANCE?LATA: Race I x Race 2 (tetraploid). More
investigations need to be made before the interfertility of these two
races can be assessed. The fertility of the one hybrid raised was
high (94t). Ho!"ever, there are indications (though equivocal) that
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this hybrid may be an octoploid (derived from unreduced ganetes?) 
' 
in
which case its fertility may not be comparable to that of a tetraploid
interracial hybrid. Tetraploid race 2 rnight be expected to show reduced
interfertility with race I in view of the difference between the tvro
races in their genetic isolation from M. scqigera (race 1: semi-
interfertile; race 2: intersterile).
(2) Interspecific relationships in subgenus Moreernos.
The generally low fertility or sterility of hybrids between
M. seapigena and M. Lanceolata indicates that the two speeies are quite
strongly isolated genetically, with M. Luteeolata race 2 (tetraploid)
more strongly isolated (low crossability, intersterile) than race 1.
The genetic barrier between the two species supports the taxonomic
decision to separate them.
The basis of the low fertility of It. seapigera x M. Lsrtceolata race
t hybrids has not been established. Preliminary cytoLogical evidence
from the hybrid LC x SA (fertility: 32t) indicates a high level of
homology between the chromosomes of the tlro parents, which nay differ in
gross chromosome structure by only a single reciprocal translocation in
one parent, (see p. 73). Although the translocation could be expected to
cause some reduction in fertility it seems likely that other factors are
contributing, perhaps with even greater effect, to the low fertility.
Such factors eould be chromosomal t €-g. cryptic structural hybriclity,
which does not affect chromosome pairing at meiosis (Stebbins 195O), or
genic 
- or a combination of the two. The wide range of average fertilities
(98 to 491) in crosses between M. Lqneeolata population LA and different
populations of M. scapigera, as well as the variation in fertility between
individuals in some of these crosses, suggests that genic factors at least
are involved in lowering fertility.
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Cytological investigation of M. seapi-gew, x I'1. Laneeolata race 2
hybrids is necessary to determine whether the greater genetic barrier of
male sterility is associated with a more irregular meiosis than ttrat
fonnd in the M. seapigera x M. Laneeolata race t hybrid, LC x SA.
ft is not known whether M. scqigera and M. Lotceolata are able to
form a vital, fertile F2 generation. The male sterility of lr1. scapigem.
x M. Tuteeolata race 2 (tetraploid) hybrids (LE x SD, LE x SG) is an
absolute barrier to the formation of F2 offspring. However, M. scapigezr,
x !4. LaneeoLata race I hybrids are only semi-sterile and can produce at
least some (albeit few) apparently good fruits. In this case, barring
inviability at the ernbryo stage, it should be possible to raise F2 hybrids.
Ttte potential for forming a F2 generation is also borne out by backcrossing
testsr llldd€ in both directions, which show that the F1 does have some good
ovules and pollen grains which can, respectively, be fertilized by or
fertilize non-hybrid parents to form good, viable fruits.
(3) Comparison with crosses within subgenus Microseri,s.
Genetic relationships anong the nine species of subgenus Mi,crose?is
were studied by Chambers (1955, 1963) who produced hybrids from 15
artificial crosses, representing one intraspecific combination and 11
different interspecific cornbinations.
INTRASPECIFIC CROSSES. Ttre intraspecific cross made by Charnbers (an
inter-subspecific cross in M. douglasi,i.) had a fertility of 861, which
was higher (sr.rbstantially) than in all but one of the interspecific crosses.
The fertility values of intraspecific (and interspecific) hybrids
in sr.rbgenus Monerrnos cannot be compared directly with those obtained by
Chambers in subgenus Mieroseris, since the former were based on pollen
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fertility while the latter were d.etermined from fruit set after self-
pollination. Fertility cannot be assessed from self-pollination fruit
set in subgenus Mortetmos because of the presence of self-incompatibility.
For example, in the intraspecific hybrid of M, scapigezv., SW x SK, the 1ow
fruit set (1 40t) is attributed to partial self-incompatibility rather
than low fertility, since pollen fertility is very high (971).
INTERSPECIFfC CROSSES. Only one of the interspecific crosses made
by Chanbers l^ras highly fertile (fertility: Fr = 94ti Pz = mostly
90-100*), and had normal meiotic behaviour. Interestingly, this cross
was between two geographically remote species (both diploid) z M. pAgmaea
(Chile) and M. bi,gelovii (California). The two species are morphologically
close however, though taxonomically distinct (Charnbers 1963), both
belonging to the saure section (l4ieroset"Ls) of the subgenus. Chambers'
other crosses were made between Californianspecies. fn these, F1 hybrids
were not difficuLt to obtain, whether between species of the satne or
different ploidy levels (diploid or tetraploid). The fertility of such
hybrids was mostly low and ranged from 0t to 51t. The most fertile
crosses were between di-ploid species, but some diploid cornbinations had.
Iow fertilities (0s to 1.3c) as had all tetraploid-tetraploid and diploid-
tetraploid combinations tested- Chemhers found that sterile or poorly
fertile crosses betlteen species at the same ploidy level (itiploiil or
tetraploid) had irregular meiosis with reduced or no bivalent fomation-
In crosses involving diploid species, the lowest fertility and least
chromosome pairing occurred in hybrids between the most morphologically
divergent species (deambers 1955) .
The correspondence between sterility and meiotic irregularity in
interspecific crosses of subgenus Mieroseyis may point to a similar
situat,ion being for:nd in the male sterile interspecific cross in sub-
genus Monerrnos, M. scapige"a x M. LutceoLata race 2 (tetraploi.d).
(4)
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Orisin of l,Iiez,oseris subgenus Monermos.
Chambers (I955r pp. 2L6, 248) suggested that subgenus Monetmos i-s
an amphiploid derived from a hybrid between subgenus Apargidiun and sttb-
genus Miez'oseni.s (section Mictoseri-s). Evidence to support this suggestion
came in part from the karyotype of ldonermos, in which half the chromosomes
were small (as in subgenus Mieyoseris) and half large (as in the subgenera
Apaz,gi.diun and ScorzoneLla); and in part from external morphology, where
there were several parallels between Monerrnos and Apangidiwt (especially
in the fruits).
As an arnphiploid, subgenus Monerrnos could be represented as having
the genome constitution AABB, where (say1 AA and BB correspond to the
genome pairs of the parent subgenera Mteroseri.s and Apatgidiwn,
respectively.
In this study no progress could be made towards verifying Apwg:Ldi,trn
as a,n ancestor, as atteinpts to cross it with Monennos were unsuccessful .
If it had been possible to cross tetraploid Monerrnos with Apotgi,diwn
(diploid) then the latter genus could have been checked for the ancestral
B genome by a study of meiotic pairing in the triploid hybrid. Chambers
(pers, conm.) was also unsuccessful in attenpts to cross these two sub-
genera. He used material from near Adelaide, South Australia (almost
certainly M. Laneeolata race I, which was not crossed by the writer) as
the maternal parent in a 'good numberr of crossings. However, Chanbers
(pers. conm.) did have success in crossing Monerrnos (M. Lutceolafu, race I?)
with subgents Mierosenis (M. bige1,oui,i), and found that there ltas some
assoeiation of the smaller sets of chromosomes in the hybrid. Thus sub-
genus Mieroseyts (section Mierose?ts) at least appears to be implicated in
the ancestry of Monermos.
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On morphological grounds, Apatgidit{rn seems to be more likely than
Seoy,zoneLla as the second putative parent of Monevtnos, since it has rnore
similarities. However, as far as could be judged from the one population
of lul, (Aparyidiwn\ bonealis avaLLable, Apatgi,di;nt and Monerrnos are quite
distinct in most respects and hence do not appear to be closely related
(M. secpigera and M. Lanceolata are much closer to each other morphologic-
ally than either is to M. borealisl. Although MonerTnos and Seotzonella
are norphoLogically remote, the former (in M. Laneeolata race 1) does
appear to resemble the latter in having seasonal roots that become
shrivelled (cf. Chanbers 1955, p. 213). However, this feature may have
evolved independently in both groups in response to habitat conditions
and so not be an indicator of true relationship.
(5) Genome differentiation rn subgenus Mone{r .
Crossing tests within subgenus Monerrnos indicate that. M. scapi.gera
and /y'. Lanceolata are related, but that they have diverged from a
homogeneous llenome constitution of AABB. fhe following constitutions
are suggested by crossing relationships, where the subscripts 0, I and
2 represent genic and,/or chromosomal differences in the genomes
sufficient to cause lowered fertility, or sterility in hybrids. The
constitutions in M. Lanceolata race 2 axe tentative, being based on
incomplete crossing data and no cytogenetic information, but they may
provide a framework for future testing.
M. seapigeraz
M. Laneeolata race
M. Luteeolata race
M. Laneeolata race
AoAoBoBo
A1A1B1B1
A2A2B2B2 and A2A2A2A28282B2B2
? (no data)
1:
2z
3:
.fhe octoploid of race 2 is represented as an autoallopolyploid derived
from tetraploid race 2. This is suggested by the semi-fertility of
hexaploid hybrids (e.9. SK x LF) compared with the sterility of tetraploid
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hybrids (e.g. LE x SD) in crosses between race 2 and /r'. scapigena. The
fertility of the hexaploid hybrids could perhaps be explained by the
constitution:
AqA2A2BeB2B2
as pairing between respective A2 and 82 genomes should confer some
fertility.
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SUMMARY
Micnoseri,s subgenus Monerrnos is interpreted as consisting of two
species, namely M. seapigera and M. Lmrceolata, which are confined to
New Zealand and Australia respectively.
In M. seapigeta, no infraspecific taxa are recogmised. The four
formae described. by A1lan (1961) are not upheld because of the un-
reliability of their main diagnostic character, leaf shape. Micnoseris
scapige"a is very polymorphic but the variation is complex and inter-
grading, and hence not suited to taxonomic treatment.
Mi,crosert,s Lorceolata Ls divided into three morphological groups
which are described informally as races. The races are regarded. as
potential subspecies which still require further investigation before
they can be given taxonornic status.
Chromosome counts made in this study and those previously published
indicate prevalence of the tetraploid, nr.unber, 2n = 36, in Australian and,
New Zealand material. The only other number recorded, 2n = 72, occurs in
M. Lqrteeolata race 2, which also has the tetraploid nr:mber.
Both species exhibited phenotypic plasticity, though in M. scqige?a
populations differed consj-derably in the extent to which they could be
modified by the environment. The most affected part of the plant was the
leaf, which often varied greatly not only in size, but also in degree of
margin division (toothing and lobing). In contrast, taxonomically useful
parts of the plant such as bracteoles, phyllaries and fruits were much
less plastic.
The majority of populations examined in M. seapigera and all six
tested Ln M. Lanceolata vere strongly self-incompatible. Plants of such
populations set no fruits when heads were isolated in bags, although
apparently some self-fertilization could be induced by cross-pollinating
with pollen from the genetically isolated populations LE and LF. fn
g4
M. scapige?ar two populations vrere only moderately self-incompatible,
with a self-pollination fruit set of t 5OB; while a third population liras
more self-compatible, with a fruit set of t 80?- The last population
showed a number of apparent morphological and behavioural adaptations to
promote autogamy.
Artificial, hybridizations were made within and between M. scaPige"a
and M. Lqteeolata (races 1 and 2). Crossability was low in all crossings
involving M. Lsrteeolata xace 2 (both ploidy levels), whereas it was mostly
high in all other crossings. In intraspecific crosses there appeared to
be no strong barriers to gene exchange within either M. scapige"a or
M. LqneeoLata race 1, with hybrids in both cases mostly highly fertile
(potlen fertility mostly >90t). The laek of a genetic barrier between
M. LsteeoLata race I and race 2 (tetraploiil) is less certain and requires
further study. Quite strong sterility barriers exist between the two
species, with M. Lqnceolata race 2 (tetraploid) rnore strongly isolated
than race 1 frorn 14. scqigera in that hybrids are male-sterile. In
interspecific hybrids with race I a Iesser barrier of semi-fertility
(pollen fertility 5 to 57* in tetraploid hybrids) perrnitted production
of a few F, fruits, but none germinated. Backcrosses of semi-fertile
interspecific hybrids were rnostly more fertile than their F, Parent,
though none \dere fully fertile. The high degree of meiotic pairing in a
semi-fertile hybrid indicated that the chromosomes of M. seapige"a and
M. Laneeolata race I are largely homologous.
Attempts to obtain an intersubgeneric cross between Monertnoe and.
Apargidiwn were unsuccessful, although not enough crossings were made to
prove absolute cross-incompatibiliLy.
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P. Laneeolqtas description
(abridqed)
Holotype? Lhotsky, KIEL
(Plate 4, Fig. A)
fsotype? Lhotaky t BM
(Plate 4, Fig. B)
LE"AVES
lanceolate, attenuate longest
towards base
quite entire or with snall teeth
here and there
glabrous
7.6-20.3 cm (3-8 inchesl Iong
4 .2- 12. 6 rntn ( 2- 6 li nes * ) wide
acuminate towards apex
as for descriptlon
for deecription
sparsely furfuraceous
on margin only
7.6-20.5 crn long
( 3. 5-) 4 . 5-15 nu,n wide
tapering to apex
a5 for description
descriptionas for
sparsely furfuraceous
on underside of blade
20.5-23.5 on long
7.5-14 mn wide
(folded over)
tapering to apex
INVOLUCRE
scales (=phyllaries): c. 12,
L4.7 ronr (7 lines) long,
2.1-3.15 rrn (1-1h lines) wide,
Linear-Ianceolate, acute, glabrous
accessory scales (=bracteoleg) :
ovate-LanceoJ.ate, nostly acuminate
13 in fruiting head,
13-14.5 mn long,
2.7 nm wide,
as for descripti-on
for description
nurnber incomplete,
15 nro long,
3.8 rm widet,
Iinear-lanceolate,
gubacute, Plhes'centt
as for description
RECEPTACLE
pits erith ciliate-finbriate rnargin as for deecrlption obscured
FLOREIS
organs not knoY,n precisely eince
the flower bearing capltulurn
became too compressed through
incautioue drying of it and
could not be opened by boiling
organs of only
flowering head obecured.
Head is dietorted and
rnay have been boiled
not present - only
head is in fruit
ICHENE
8.4 mm (4 llnes) long
deeply grooved
nost-lninutely papillose. otherwlse
guite glabrous
8.5 nn long 5
ae for description
gcaberuloug on
sone ribs
c. 9 lur long (baees
eaten)
as for dlescrlptlon
scaberuloua on
Eone ribs
PAPPUS
irregularly aranged in several
rot s
10.5-14.7 nn (5-7 lines) long
paleaceous, palea lanceolate,
scarious, extended into a long
awn
awn plumose-serrate
18, 21 metnbers
uP to 15 [u| long
ae for desciiption
(palea up to 6.5 m
long, 0.85 nur wide)
awn barbellulate
19-22 nenbers
l3-I5 nm long
as for descriptlon
(palea up to 6.5 m
long, 0.85 rmr ride)
arn barbellulate
TABI,E 3
Comparison bet$reen Walpersl description of PhyLlopappua lanoeoLatua and probable types
92
r one line (8n91ish) = 2.1 mrn. € Longer of tiro achenes preaent. f Inner phyllary.
93
Conpariaon between Ei.etoaetde eeapl,ge"a and l/. lanceolata
TABLE 4
Cbaracter ll. eeapigena M. Laneeolata
Roots: non-tuberoua, elongate, tapering
gradually from near insertion,
not producing adventitious
guckers in cultivation
tuberous or non-tuberous, the
latter elongate, i tapering from
near lnsertion, and producing
adventitious suckers in
cultivation (universal?)
Caudex
and branches:
up to 30 (80) mr long and 1l m
wide in wild
up to c. 20 nn long and 10 mn
ride in wild
Leaf bladeg:
eurfacee
(Plate 24 )
DUbeACenee
t smooth adaxially; nidrib
raised, lateral veina ! incon-
Epicuouo abaxiall-y
glabrous or 3 furfuraceoua on
both sidee but not on margin
Enooth to rugulose adaxially;
nidrib and lateral veins
i prominent abaxially
glabrous or ! furfuraceous
both sides and on rnargin
ScapeB: (2) 10-30 (50) {67} crn ]ong 7-45 (63) {90} cm lonq
Capitula: bud
dianeter
braeteo 7e a
phgtLariea
( outer )
eotolLa
anthet tube
oblong-ellipsoid to obovoid
up to {54} mn
broadly elliptic, t oblong, or r
ovate-triangular (l:w = c. 5:6-
4:1); obtuae, acute or acuminate
up to ).5 tI7.4] run long,
1:w (2.3) 3.5 (7);
t narrowly oblong-elliptic or
ovatei obtuee to acutet
Dot tomentose without
up to {26} mr long
up to {5.1} nnr J.ong
ovoid-fusiform to obovoid
up to {74}
ovate-triangular to narrowly
ovate-tliangular (I:w = c. 3:2-
6:1); nogtly acute or acuninate
uP to 25 mm long,
1:w 3-9;
narrowly elliptic or ovate;
nostly acutei
sta tomentose without
up to {35} mm long
up to t7.21 m long
Acheneg: aize
aoT.our
pubeeceace
embryo
t3.9) 4.5-? (8) rm long,
0.5 - I.1 ml wide
yellow-browa to dark brown,
ata grey
not strlgulose
fi11in9 achen€
(1.5) 6-10 (11.5) mt long,
0.5-1.6mtrLde
yellolr-bro$n to dark bronn, ats
uhite, pinkiah or blotched
with purple
Bt8 Btriguloee (Plate 37 E)
fill-ing to 3,/4-filling achene
Plppus: 8-37 rnembere; {a.t} 6.5-10.5
{I2} nm long; pal.eaceous to
capJ.llary. palea up to {. {4.3}
m long, 0.7 {0.9} Dm rtl.det
avne {t1.2} - {10} mtr long,
t aplculate
8-66 nenbersr (7.1) 10-16 (19)
rm long, paleaceous to
capillary, palea up to 14 ur
long, 1.5 m wide; awns 4-11.5
m long, ninutely spiculate to
barbellulate or subplunoae.
Distrl,butlon: Neu zealand: N., S.r st,? Augtralia: Qsld.?, N.S.W.
Vict., Tas., S.A., lf ,A.
94 TABLB 5
Compariaon of Mienoeeria Laaceolata races
Character Race I Race 2 Race 3
Habit: leavee ! dying back
in sunrmer
leavee not dying back
in sumner
leaveg not dying back
in Eurmrer
RootE: uaually tuberouei
up to c. 20 nun wide;
Iength:width us. <10
non-tuberousi
2-5 (10) mn wide;
length:width >20
non-tuberous;
f-4 (7) mn wl.de;
length:width us. >20
Caudex and
branchee: < 5 mm long in wlld up 
to c. 20 mm long
in wild
up to c. 10 ur long
in wild
Icavegz eize
ehape
nargin
t)pper eunfaee
6-40 cn x 1-12 nn
us. linear (6ts fili-
fono) to lanceolate
lobes of plnnatifid
lvs up to 30 nm fong
smooth to subrugulose
5-32 cn x (3)-22 lur
us. lanceolate to
obova te- spathulate
lobes of pinnatifid
lvs up to 20 mn long
rugulose (PLate 24 )
3.5-20 sm x I-9 m
filiforn to lanceolate
lobes of pinnatifid
lvs to c. I0 nm long
not known
FJ-owering
time: nostly viii-xii nostly i-Iii Eostly xi-iii
Scapes: 9-60 {80} cm long,
l-3.5 nm dian.
tf-63 {90} cm long,
c. 2-4 ft6 diam.
7-30 cm long,
0.8-2.5 nm diam.
Capitula 3
btaeteoLee
phgLLaried
florete
20-40 {60} rmn diarn.
us. 7-12
us. 8-12i outer ones
9-25mx1.8-6run
(1:w 3.0-9.0),
t attenuate above,
not tomentoEe without
20-40 t6r.)
c. 3o-50 { 74 } rm dian.
t0-20
10-20; outer onea
11-21 nun x 2-{ tm(l:w 3.3-6.3) 
'leEa attenuate above,
ats tomentose rithout
30-60 {e8}
c. 20 m diaro.
8- t2
8-L2i outer onea
8-15 nn x L.4-3,3 rm
(1:w 4-7),
leEa attenuate above,
not tomentoae without
8-20 (30)
Achenea:
pubeeeence
4.5-II.5 nrn long
glabrous or strl.gulose
6-10 m 1on9
glabroua or atrlquloa€
6-10 m long
glabroua
Pappua ! 8-21 nenbersi
paleaceous, palea
2.8-1{ x 0.3-1.6 mi
awns {-8,7 nn long,
apiculat€ to sub-
plumose
11-30 nemberst
paleaceoua, palea
2.5-7 x 0.3-0.85 mr
awne 7-11.5 nm long'
splculate to
barbellulate
3O-56 nembere;
pa loaceoue-capJ. Ilary,
palea up to 4 x 0.3 mr
awns 5.2-11.5 En long,
! Dinutely spiculate
DlEtrlbution: Qald.?, N.S.tl., Vict.,
Taa. , S.A. , l{.4. t{ear
s.l. to c. I 200 n,
open places in foregi
to riverine flata in
sumer-dry regJ.one.
N.S.W., vict., Ta6.
occ. near s.l. but
nalnly > I 200 rn, in
danp woodland, graas-
land and herbfield.
Vict. (nid-rfestern
Volcanic Plains), TaB.
Near a.l. to c. I 200
tn, grlasland and
op.n places (danp?).
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Comparison of pollen qfrains in Mie?osenia subgenus Mot'prqos
LOCALITY COLI.ECTTON(cultivated
Populations
or herbarium
sPecirnens)
PROTOPI.AST DIAIIETER (um) PORES
No. of MeanlSD Ranqe
grains
tof4-&
No. of >4-poredgrains grains
M. scapl,ge?a
llawke's Bay:
"Papa Gu1Iy"
Maungaharuru Fa.
Wellington:
Mt Tongariro
castlepoint
Pahaoa R gorge
Cape Palli3er
Red Rocks
Marlborough:
Marfells Beach
N of ward Beach
*Isolation Creek
Mt Fyffe
Kaikoura Pen'sula
nr Red Hil1s Hut
llelson:
Lake sylvester
btwCobbL&Pk
Hoary Head
nr John Reid Hut
Orden Range
fravers Range
Canterbury:
clentanner Stn.
Glentanner Stn.
Otagro:
Hopkins Valley
SA
SB
DL
SD
SF
5b
5n
5d
SK
su
SN
so
SP)v
SR
D>
ST
SU
SV
sw
sx
29.ITtI.21 26-1-30.I
28.79t1.10 26-1-30.8
30.08iI.38 28.4-33.2
27.t6jtL.24 23.7-28.4
30.27rI.20 24.4-33.2
30.85!1.39 2A-4-35 _5
28.55r0.99 25.1-30.8
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
fU
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
28 .08+r. 04
27 .76tI.L4
29.t7!I.I2
28.74tO.96
2A,79!L.52
28.04r1.0?
29 .27!I.33
27.20xI.t5
27.O7!I.23
2 8. 8512 . 09
27 .7LtI.06
28.7011.68
26. 1-30.8
26.1-30.e
28 .4-30 . I
26 . 1-30 .8
26.1.-35.5
26.r-30.8
26. 1-30.8
26.r-24.4
26. l-30.8
23.7-33.1
25.I-28.4
23.7-33.1
27.43tL.L4 26.I-28.4
29.131I.52 26.L-33.2
27.43i1.88 23.7-30.8
50
50
50
o.00
0.00
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
o .00
o.00
o.00
o.00
o.00
o .00
o .00
o .00
0 .00
0 .00
0.00
0 .00
0.00
0.33
o.00
0 .00
o.33
o.67
0. 33
o.00
Lanceolata race 1
A.C.T- a N.S.fr.:
*snokers Gap
Pimpara ck
Victoria:
Mt ltheeler
S. Australias
3 krt NE Nangwarry
BeLair Nat. Park
Flinders Range
Redcliff Dqpnt.
Corunna Hill
Mt fve, Eyre Pen.
Lorceolata race 2
A.C.T. & N.S.W.:
Ginini Flat
ut Ginqera
snowy Flat
litt Binberi
tlurray' s Gap
Rulers Point
Coolenan Plain
Dainers Gap
charlotte Pass
_Mt Kosciusko
Spencers Creek
Bett's Creek
Blue Cort
Victoria:
Itt Pinnibar
llt Cope
rl,lt Cope
*rllt Hotharr
lopeolata race 3
Taguania:
ProJection Bluff
LB
Jaeobe 1043
Wi.Laon 539
IA
lleber 2690
Chinnock 1718
Chitttoek 1994
Domer 3257
fretley 1.3643
flooglatld, 8472
Adone 2565
htbgehine 121
Rodd 995
Salasoo 3497
llalker 137
Thoneon 7284
Aeltby 2119
Valker 188
Asltby 1752
Ei.chlen 1387?
Aehby 2817
Park e.n.
I,D
I"E
LF
B?t,/ls 523
M.
M.
a.
26.L-3s.5
28.4-30.8
23. 7-30.8
26.I-33.2
23.7-28.4
26.r-33.2
33.2-37.9
33.2-42.7
28.4-35. 5
30. 8-37.9
30.4-42.7
30 ,8-37. 9
33. 2-37 . 9
30. 8-37 .9
30.4-42.7
24.4-37.9
28.4-35 . 5
30. 8-40 . 3
30.8-37 .9
27.O4!I.44 23.?-30.8
2A.74!I.25 26.1-30.8
32.0711.85 28.4-35
100
50
100
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
29. 18i1.86
30.0311..12
28, 28!r . 59
30.o811.67
26 . 50rI.45
28.84rI.32
35 . 80rl .39
37.76x2.2L
31.9011.65
34.17rI.69
35.O5t2.27
33. O9r1.64
35. 33!r. 39
33 . 8311.88
33.34t2.22
34 . O2r1 .57
32.99r1.69
36. 28rI.93
34.L2tL.62
100
100
50
300
50
39.O8r2.67 33.2-45.0
29.L'tr.29 25.1-33.2
3r.8512.38 26. l-35.5
36.8812,46 30.8-47.4
27.r1rr.83 23.7-30.8
6.8rt
0.00
0.25
o.00
L.67
o .00
o.00
o.oo
o.oo
39.88
15.16
5.06
4.76
42.49
4.ls
4L.74
45.73
31.02
r8.92
9.64
1.96
6.33
15.49
0.33
0.00
37.179
0.o0
647
300
400
300
300
300
300
300
300
336
343
316
315
429
313
371
306
303
370
332
306
300
3s5
300
500
600
300
* Chroms@e nurober: 2n=36. r* Chrrnogome nr.nber: 2n=72.
t uean of two counts (0.33t 6 13.29t) fron different clones.
5 uean of tl'o counts (23.33t e 5l.oor) from ttre same clorp.
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Data on germination and Eollen fertility of intra- & intersPecific
subgenus Morzef"ltos
TABI,E 9
Fr crosses Ln MictoeeYia
Cross Cross
(H-)
No,
No. of
heads
crossed
Total No. of
good frults()and
range per
head
No. of
fruits
sown
t
germin-
ation
F1 PSf
F1 fertility
No- of
plants
tested
Average
t good
pollenOvuIeParent
Pol,len
parent
M. aeapigena x M. eeapigeta
SB SD
SB SE
5A SF
SB SH
sB s,t
SB SI,
SB SN
sB so
sB sx
sc sA
sc sB
sc sD
sc sE
sc sF
sc sn
sc s.t
SC SK
sc sN
sc so
sc st{
SD SA
SD SB
sD sc
SD SE
SD SF
SD SH
sDsil
SD SK
SD SN
sD so
sD sx
SE SA
SE SB
SE SC
SE SD
SE SF
sB sn
sE $t
SE SK
.SE SNsE so
sE sQ
sE sx
SF SA
SF SB
sF sc
109
105
rlL
101
107
104
108
102
103
ro6
110
120
115
I22
r12
It8
r15
119
113
114
r17
t2r
54
55
55
47
5Z
50
53
48
49
51
177
143
r44
139
135
141
138
r42
135
137
140
r45
9
l0
4
L2
7
3
8
I
2
5
6
l1
86
87
83
89
79
a2
85
80
81
84
88
183
43
I
t
3
3
4
2
7
2
1
2
2
1
2
I
I
3
I
2
I
3
1
2
2.
I
2
5
2
3
1
J
3
4
3
2
2
1
3
3
1
2
2
2
2
3
1
3
3
3
I
2
2
3
I
I
2
2
2
6
I
I
5
1
I
I
2
2
4
5
40)
s5)
55) 7-26
88) s-so
15r) 10-53
76) 35-4r
30) 4-26
ro4) 25'-79
107) 50-57
221
56) 4-s2
461 2r-2s
44',t
44) rr-33
38)
371
941 23-42
32',)
84) 4l-43
2s)
76) 19-30
31)
28) 1-2L
55) 25-30
r2)
28) 1r-17
74) 18-30
30) 1l-19
96'r. 2L-42
31)
99) 28-37
59) 2-29
55) 8-21
49) 13-20
30) l4-r5
57) 27-30
21)
s7) 1S-20
75) 21-3r
28)
4l) 20-2r
4s) 14-31
26) L2-L4
431 2l-22
721 L9-2fJ
, 231| 311 0-16| 37) 10-Is
; 85) 26-30
" 
221
" 
221 7-La
" 
37',t 14-23
i 43) ro-21
I 23)
I 10)[ 23) rO-13| 3r) rr-20| 47' 22-25
t 771 4-22| 28)( rs)( 41) 3-Ie( 31)
r 23)( 32)( r8) 0-18( 33) 14-19(ro8) 20-33( 73) O-29
22
22
22
23
22
23
22
22
22
22
22
2I
22
22
z4
23
23
23
22
23
22
22
2L
2l
L2
20
2L
19
2T
20
2t
20
23
23
22
22
2L
23
2L
2l
2l
23
I4
22
L7
t6
I5
I5
15
16
15
15
14
I6
10
l6
25
25
I9
22
l5
19
24
2L
22
t8
2L
43
22
59
9I
9I
22
a2
51
91
too
55
36
23
38
t4
21
18
L7
22
35
45
zo
o
5
24
0
8
25
o
47
38
20
10
10
83
0+48
9+50
0+59
24+7I
o+70
0l
0+86
81
48+43
o+86
0+?3
47
88
41
a7
25
44
80
13
64
6
o
38
35
L2
42
95
60
63
?5
95
59
l7
IO
93
27
3
J
4
3
5
J
4
J
I
'l
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
I
3
I
4
3
3
2
2
z
5
;
I
:J
;
?
:
3
J
4
3
2
3
4
3
I
J
2
2
3
4
4
4
4
2
2
3
2
3
3
97
99
95
99
97
98
93
r00
fo0
97
99
99
99
99
99
99
100
99
99
99
99
":
98
9l-
98
99
85
99
97
99
93
97
98
99
99
99
95
99
9l
99
99
85
99
IOO
98
99
97
99
99
98
100
r00
99
98
91
99
99
98
99 TABI,E 9
Cross Crogs(H-)
No.
No. of
heads
crossed
Total No. of
gooil,fruits()and
range per
head
No. of
fruits
sown
t
germin-
ation
Fr PSt
F1 fertility
No. of
plants
tested
Average
t good
pollen
OvuIe
parent
PoIlen
pa!ent
M. eeapi4era x M. scapigerc continuec
35
4t
42
36
37
39
40
45
2ro
97
98
93
IOO
90
96
92
9t
94
95
99
4V
I6
23
13
18
180
l1
19
I4
T7
1?s
2L
22
155
156
r50
158
146
153
182
I49
154
r47
148
Lst
152
179
r57
31
32
27
34
24
29
26
30
25
2A
176
33
64
65
6I
67
57
62
SK
SK
SK
SK
SK
SK
st
SL
sll
su
slt
5!l
su
slt
slr
s!,1
su
SM
SM
su
stt
stt
srl
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
so
so
so
so
so
so
stl
qtl
sx
SA
SB
sc
SD
SE
SF
SG
SH
sit
SK
SN
so
s\l
slf
sx
SA
SB
SC
SD
sa
SF
sn
SJ
SL
so
sw
sx
SA
SB
sc
SD
SE
SF
3
I
I
I
1
z
2
:|
1
2
z
4
L
L
I
3
1
1
2
t
I
L
1
I
2
T
3
2
3
4
I
I
4
tn'l
72' 6-25
441 17-27
49) 16-33
36) 8-24
53) 22-31
471 17-30
rs)
2s)
20)
1?)
49',) 24-25
28) 12-16
18) o-r8
781 22-33
s4) 14-23
321 26
481 23-25
37) 15-22
20)
23)
23) 8-rs
56) 6-23
671 12-29
441
60) 22-38
37)
?9) 38-41
80) 7-33
471 t3-34
41)
1?l
291 7-L2
73) 23-50
r8)
9)
40)
49)
67' 29-38
66' 77-49
371
35)
46)
3s) 17-18
?o) 29-4r
96) 16-38
3s)
20)
35)
231 O-14
3r)
25'
97) 20-31
551 27-24
3r)
20)
261
30)
221
23)
37) 11-26
25',t
67' L6-26
141 LO-24
321 0-23
21) 0-r8
19)
19)
64',t L2-20
20
2T
20
I6
22
2I
23
15
25
20
L7
24
24
18
22
20
24
25
22
20
23
15
2t
I6
15
15
I4
lo
42
l5
15
l4
14
zv
I5
9
L7
L7
I7
t6
L1
I9
20
LI
l9
15
L7
19
L7
20
l8
23
22
20
22
20
2L
20
22
19
20
2t
22
2L
22
18
18
I9
22
10
IO
50
l3
41
24
39
20
I
I5
5
83
96
7A
54
70
96
36
55
5
o
13
33
69
20
60
50
38
86
b/
a7
64
57
100
80
ro0
82
?1
94
8I
88
roo
75
94
95
100
a2
68
88
35
56
I3
0
45
18
35
0
60
45
53
0
76
0
o
5
5
L1
32
5
99
roo
99
97
98
99
99
100
a7
100
99
98
94
99
99
98
94
96
99
99
B3
96
99
99
90
99
99
94
98
99
93
92
96
99
98
99
9I
100
98
99
99
99
98
93
9I
98
t:
99
3
5
3
1
3
2
not deternined
3
3
3
3
3
:
T
L
3
3
I
99
99
98
99
98
:
99
98
98
97
100
100 TABLE 9
3.
Cross Cross
(H-)
No.
No. of
heads
crossed
Total No. of
good fruits()and
range Per
head
No. of
fruits
sown
t
gennin-
ation
F1 PS*
Fl fertility
No. of
plants
tested
Average
t good
pollen
Ovule
parent
PoIlen
parenr
Itl. eayLgena x M. eeapi4epa continued.
602
533
582
594
56r
181 r
178 2
76 I
77 I
72 I
78 I
68 I
74 I7rl753
69 I
70t
732
184 25
132 2
133 2
128 3
134 3
123 2
130 5
r27 2
13I 1
124 2
12s 2
I29 2
( 28) 7-2r( 34) 8-16( 36) r8( 54) 11-16( 7)( 19)( 34) 16-18(u)
1 l-s)( 19)( rs)( 29)( re)( 14)( 41) r1-16( r8)( 20)( 34) 15-19(3?9) 6-2I( 38) 18-20( 40) 17-23( 58) 16-22( 61) 15-25( 19) o-19( 40) 0-r4( 30) 12-18( rs)( 37) 18-19( 27',) 8-r9( 37) L5-22
( 26)( 20)( 97) 1r-26( le)( 24)( 521 23-29(166) 21-43(135) 32-5?( 421| 22',,( 36) 0-12(r32) 4-21( 8s) 10-1e( s6) o-ls
( 7)( 20) 0-16( 33) l-r0( 12) 1-9( 2l o-2( 29) o-7| 24' 9-15
ZL
l6
2l
22
a
1.9
23
II
I9
I9
l5
2t
19
I4
2L
18
20
2L
297
20
23
22
23
L7
20
12
15
18
I
22
16
18
17
18
L7
2L
16
L7
16
20
20
2
4
l9
0
l4
f,
14
79
35
5
21
58
67
43
11
36
33
83
1q
5
45+13 L
0
o
0
0
0
5
0
7
tI
o
3
1
I
3
3
4
3
2
4
4
2
z
J
4
1
I
99
94
99
9'7
88
98
88
83
89
8?
89
86
93
89
93
vf,
97
sx sF
sx sH
sx s.T
sx sK
sx sN
sx so
1
z
99
99
M. acapigeta x M. Lanceolafu. tace !
3
3
3
3
4
5
J
J
3
z
4
4
32
3l
18
2L
28
40
42
l-9
9
49
l9
30
11
SA I.A
SB I.A
SC I.A
SD I,A
SE I.A
SJ IA
SK IA
SK I,C
165 I
166 I
162 5
t68 1
159 I
164 2
160 5
17I 3
170 1
16I I
163 5
169 LO
173 6
L67 7
88
83
59
56
I8
38
88
82
38
tt
I]
I00
t00
42
M. acapi,gena x M. Lanceolafu tace 2
196 1
195 5
194 7
r99 3
193 3
197 7
198 2
7 0+14
20 0+40
32 6+9
L2 8+l?
2 0+50
29 0+7
24 9+25
2
I
55
20
M. l,aneolata race 1 x M. Laloeolata race I
96
96
206 5
L72 2
20? I
(111) 18-25( 42',t L9-23( 16)
25 40
19 16
165
49 0+10
43 0+2
5
3
not detereined
M. lateala,ta race I x M. Lanceolata tace 2
200 10
201 t2
( 49) 0-14( 43) 0-1s
M, X,artceolata race I x M. aoapigerla,
rf sA I74 I ( t3) 1.3 31 32
4.
Cross Cross
(H-)
No.
No- of
h€ads
crossed
Total No, of
good fruits()and
range Per
head
No. of
fruits
so9rn
t
germin-
ation
F1 PS*
Ft fertility
OvuIe
Parent
PoIlen
Parent
No. of
PIants
tested
Average
* good
pollen
M. Laneeolata race 2 x M. lanceolata race I
LE LB ].91 1. t 3)(9)( 2l o-2( 4) o-4
( 3)(2)( r) o-1
9
4
33
o
o
0
67
ro0
0
":
0g
LErc!92I
Lr rB 202 3
lr If 203 2
M. Lanceolata race 2 x M. aeaVigez,a
LE SD 2O8 I. 3
I
2
zLE SG 209
SK 204
r PS = parental selfs, 5 Anthers devoid of pollen.
101 TABLES 9 & 10
TABI,E 9
TABLE IO
Data on germination and pollen f,ertility of intraslrecific F2 and intra- & interspecific BC1
progenies in l*Lct oseria subgenus Monennoa
Parents(Backcrossesr ?*dt
Cross
(H-)
No.
llo. of
heads
croEs-
ed
Total No. of
good fruits()and
range per
head
tilo. of
frui!s
so$n
t
gernin-
ation
Fertility
No. of
plants
tested
* good
pollen
(range )
a2 PROGENIES
M. eeapigena
F2 of SVI x sK (H184) 
- 16f (208) S-22 208 69 30 8-99
M. lanceolata race 1
F2 of LC x IA (t1172) 2OS 9 ( f4) 0-7 14 50 5 84-98
BCT PROGENIES
M, eeqigera x M. Lqtceolaf,a race I
H16o (sK x I"A) x SK 186 L2 ( 10) o-7 t0 40 3 38-62fl
HL6O (sK x I;) x LA I85 1l ( 90) 0-L9 89 19 15 33-s9f
M, Loeeolata race I x M. aeqigem
11174 (Lc x sA) x sA 187 I ( 45) 1-I0 .t5 56 5
Reclprocal of above 18S 4 ( 281 O-lal 28 46 g
H174 (r,c x sA) x LC 189 I ( 78) 3-14 78 35 15 2O-53i
Recl.procal of above I90 3 ( 41 0-4 4 0
M. Lanceolata race 2 x M. T,anceolate. Eace 7
H19l (LE x LB) x IJ'r 211 3 ( 5l) 15-19 51 *t
t Selfed: all heads were fron a single partlally self-conpatible fr plaht, kept in isolat-
lon during florerlng-
tl Fertlllty of individuals detailed 1n Table 11.$ Ten plante ralsed to flowering (in both H1.87 & uI88) but fertllity not determined.
* Sttictly a triple crosa: Lf ltaa used after the failure of backcrosses (replicated)
nith LB & I,E as pollen parents,It Freshly aorf,n at tftne of writing.
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PI.AIE 3
Lctotype of Miarceertra eupI4em, (So1. cx A. Cunn.) goh.-8lp.
libtra Zsalarritl.a, ln colllbug Frolt lotaranui , Ma & Solanden e .rr.1
1769, Bu.
,lltrc grropos€d leototlt! aeos llksly to bo thc Banhe elmtt6€ alf:borgh
It dtffcrs in locall,ty and ln havl.ng Solerder as co-collector, llbc
focallt1r f,or ttrc Banlcs slnoLnsn cltod by C\mntrqhan (1838) I's
nlbtrtlrern fcland" Uhiclr, if cornect, wurld exoluds lltotaranuL (Q'tro€n
Cbarlotto Sound). Ilowever, tlrGre le rcaeon to doubt ttre valldLty of
"librttr€rn Iolandi glnco Totaranrd lg tlre onllr looallty recoerdtcd for
SoOngotgn Sepigew. ln Solanderrs MS|S. Agart fro tha J.solectotl4n
ct WELrT no othcr apcclnen of Eankg could be traocd.
Elte Banlce and Sol,andcr collection oonslets of forrr plants (thc flftft
plant on the ch€Gtr ln l*rc top rLgrht cornar, is extran3oua) 
' 
ttrc wlth
aotplete acalrGs l"n carly fnrl't. t{one of Srese plants natch t}tc
florcring plant f,tgrured Ln tlre rurpubllched Benke and Solander plate
(of. Platc 2) tlrough tro havc sLnllar (but aFlnrently rcrc entire)
obovate-apathulato I€rves .
Britlsh ltur6ru0 N69atL\t€
3'.bqv of $!Ld. lbt r tr6 brot of rbo{t
lbn Zaal'udlr, h sltlbu prF ?otlr' sl
sir J. E *r & b Solidlr r?69
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PIATE 6
slro!.nrna of M. forster| vat. etbpltapEa, H. taakleetu, ard M. lailfol,fa
Ortf phcod Ln iU. tmaolata raoo I !.n {ire prrus.nt trcalacnt)
FLg, I I,cctot14lo of Il. foretar{. var. eubplwoea Bcnti.
s.lf. Austaall.ar Wtffi, t66' rurdlatod' x,. lbrce planta rlth
flovorlng rcap.s. llhc plant on tha rt$t lus an rlrcat cqrletc
tubcrouc root.
Photognaph J. Bcnfleld
Isoeyntrnn? of M. foratcrl var. eubplunoaa B.nth.
Scotte brook, lat. 33.{5, lonE. 122.4a, entcring lnto an tdct
6 nl.lar wGat fron Capr Artd bay ltlaa'tell?, 
' 
undatcd, l,tBL 64833.
Tlre rootlr arG tubarioua ard ths eoryltt 6capaa ara ln flowcr
(rtght) andl fruLt (lcft).
IhLe che€t appoarg to ba a duplleate of tha lla:crell ayntypo
(Hgf, 64832) and 1g fu urrh bottar oondltion. (t'b. 3lmtyP€
conelgts of g!.r leaveg or leaf fragnantc ad onc flowerfug aealto
slttr a badly Lneect-dauaged head). lfhe tluplJ.cata waa scrn by
Benthan ag lnillarted by hl,s lnittal '8' on tho bask of thc labcl.
M. tedklaarna Gardner llS.
Bctnecn lakc Gracc and Hyden (not 'Haydcn'l 
' 
w.A. , Btaol<dl'l 9206,
1.x.1!133, ttl. llhc only sh6st locatcd bearlng Gardnerre l.ls na$6.
Pruits harn a eubplurose pappus typloel of, plants from Wast€rn
AustJalLa.
M. Tattfol,ia candogcr r4s.
Tla Falls, N.S.w. Foragth a.n. r -.x.19O0, [y. (IsotlF€ :
Nst$t 125037). Chc holotype of Gandogcr'c unpublLshed nan6.
Itre roots are unusually long snd naffi for tubers but tlre
oldcr (ccoond goason) onGs are ahrlwllcd - a tubcroug
sharacterLetlc (mre evLdaat in lsotype).
Fl.g. B
Flg. C
Fig. D
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Distribution of M. LaneeoLatd race 1
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RACE 1. Roots'
O = tuberous
@ = missing or incomplete
I = non-tuberous (pop. LC)
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Distribution of M. LaneeoLatd races 2 & 3
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RACE 2
O = SehS.
O = SOhS.
strict.
lat.
RACE 3
r = sohs. strict.
Unplaccd locelity {Ta3manl.}
"vtr. monttna" mountain ?
Er = s9h5. lat.
Drr48 l0
f,. s&ua fotilr.. naf.tantrtl.va herDgtnn tp.oims b rhott hrblt.
Itf, roott al. dl r $oeqrlrtr.-
l.
' ttgsl$tfrt !r't* tort nf,tir
,:-
1i-. 
", tr9sr tWs trlt Pr*eLLr B. Cantc*urf. BolbQF 6tl'ly1 llrrulnI
' ': Eilnr. (8lool E6-98' I ?Oo {p lrle }, , I*fitl'W A
,:.' Lfiqm t.8.1 31*r1{.I9?0' cE 2l?8t0. ?tomrrry
rnal hlftlDg xrltntt.
irorma Fttrig;f,rttf,ibr Botrnlre rQad; trrt.lalrtao, CN ,868/2, -.L.192trr
Cn, Rlmrtng Pt-entr.
lbrur w{wt orc tr- tefn} VrU,rlr, Dlrt ffuotqur c4.f$ ln
lprrfie gtawan i,ll. r urdrttd.' {An lg73t. t*ilslng
Blante;
lbtlnr &otnht !lt. ltho lltlor rlu! qorgty, F 00o lt (1 !lo5 nl ,
Riffia tl.,a,. t 8,1,1,-19L, lilDf. (r e b r8a ttoE
dhufltcatr thr.tnl. Slgrrrlag gtd fnrtttng
DI^|FG!.
10
/,
tltG lt
haDl,t, hotl ||!t tr&E€u3. -
Cloff.rr f,ru @p lrtt:
Fi
4'
I
-' ': !' Irr+lftf Drlrlqhsrt lrrri 25 m t:ot Sht rlirrrtrr
6r{llllpo* 77Ih t,ll"10?{, 16. rrrsut rDadrin fara; Plrst
b.r trto lootr (r'grLu aG eld.tnbG to dlbt of eu.nrnt rruo6rr
,onr) rldl o. fO rol1lr (f;lrrrlng ail] fHftrql ,
Ponnlngtffi ErIr nltE rboelret 8ilI1. !. 25 h 8G.of, l$rgnooCrr
Eldt:bt 15160, l3.i{.1958, Irii. tl rtsf rld fad,t.lry lfstr.
f dfat'B of lerryle o hr rrq'r - it. rrrnld !erd, . 
,
tttlt, 7818, 13.hrl960r tGfr. Fforfrtng pltrtr,
Cl.evg Bll,lr c- 11 h Ut o! ll!. emalrr, JiJhon t&6,
IO.l.l!168, tlD. Ilorutng p[nt8 rdt! tultr. at yttk ttrgrt
of ilrrntnfmt rd l|fi.u, rcltly lrfnnrtftfd Llvrr.
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PIAXts 13
M. Iaueohta Rlca 3. RilaGrcDtatlvc bsrbarltm lpGclmas to rhor
hrbLt. lltrc rootl arc mn-tubarouc.
Cloctndso fro top loftr
lfcrr trrho Colec anil Irtrc calvcrt (vlctorla! , Ithal:k! e.tt. t
-,11.I875' l@rr 64785. Plant hac tirgG pots (nonc ccq[ote].
llhc rto, nhloh k Larrertrd rlth dcad lcef, barcs' bclrl f,Lllforu
lclvrsr rnd f,lonrlng anC lnrttlng (bagcg ghowa 6nly) aoap.t'
tlrc lattcr qt to 11 eu long.
BaraltLo madowe n .r l{t. Elcphant Olctortal , Idugl,Iar (?) 8./t.2
-.111.187{, l{EL 64790. FLowerlng arlal frqftlnE pLaat.
Iloodcutter'g PoLnt (Tasuanlal , Rod'tau 4957, -.1.1901, lDw. Plant
har tlrnc rootrr plnoattfld ftllfon lcantns, and aoalrs Ln bud and
old fnrlt,
'Vaf,. Dntana'r, taman^fa, Arclun o.ft. l undatedr Nsw 128932.
(Dupllcata at Ro). Plant hag flvr roota (two obscured) and a woII
dcveloped stour, covrrsd vlth drEd lerf bagee.
13
\ ;-
cm
c-
cm
PEAlltr ltt
ROOT8 eND SIgt{S f . M. eqtgSla,; oultLveted plante. Dead leaf
bases have bean rmnsd frm thc atsue. Al1 plants ehown $erG {Xroya
fro soed crccpt 9ld (ftq. E). AIl horizortal raa1cg - I cn.
Flg. A Eop. Sff Tcnanth old plant. Unbranohed root on lef,t ehorre
gradnally tapertnb fom typlcal in N. eqdgem.
Flg. B Fop. 8E Tcn-rcnth old plant ylttr effi branslrcs and llvlng
loavcs rcmwd to show stan. ltlrc branohcd prlnaqy
root (ocntrct Lg not the dotnant toot.
PLg. C Pop. SK Tcn-lpnt! old plant (at flomrlng). Roots bransh at
tlpr.
FLg, D Pop. SK Tvently-rcnth old, plant aftar one flor*srinE scason
(at 10 - 12 rcnthg). Note abeence of shrlnelll.ng
ln old root (arrow),
Plg. E Pop. SK Ncar mdlan t.S. of plant ln D (at rtqht angle to
plane of D) Prlnary root (cantrc) ls lncqrlcte.
Oldcr b'rancheg (e.9. arrow) eaotr havr a rell
denelopcd root but arr stlll ffumly connacted to
tho oatdcx (scotion t$rough connectlqr ls non-nd!.an).
Ptg. F Pop. 8W Unbranctred at€n'rr{e rhorrlng roots of varLoua agss.
fig. G Pop. Slf Scvaral-ycar old ptant strmlng syqndlal brancbtng.
Arnow lnl.nta to rcnal,ns of scape termlnatlng ttre
lower-ordcr axLe.
Flg. H Pop. SH Branchee of a eloned transplant, ehonLng root
devclolnant.
Fig. f Fop. tiA Scverallear oId plant. Branohea have becone
t.rde5rudrnt plants throuqh dlsJ.ntegratlon of
oonncetlng tLgeue (branch at rlght ig not Ln ite
ortgtnal lneltlon).
cril
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ROOTII AllD glEt{t It. M. l^daeotatd slcl 1r eultfinted P1anta. D€td
leaf bascr hava bcrn r€cread frm tlra at@. P1rntg tn f,tgt. A t F rrr.
tat3€d fr6lq escd, tt*l g56 srnaindar clOnr prolugatad. ALI gcalog -
I cil.
Roota ffiarcw
Fl.g. A Pop. LA qrc{car old plant after flonrl.ng. !!h. oardcx I's
Fueh largcr than ln rYtld Plantg
plg. B Pop. IA Savtral-year o1d plant sborlng ehrlvclled tubcr of
prrvlous EetsoD (arror) andl flochy tubcn of tbe
curr€nt aet6oa.
Flg. C Pop. IA Sevarallear old olustsr of t&crr at dLffcrent
eteger of dcvclopmant, all orLgl.nating frm a single
tubcr. In cultinatlon tubera (wlth ttrel.r aaeoclat€d
rhoots) often became indepcndent at an early agc -
at rhlch etage they could bc clonc prolugated.
Flg. D Pop. IA 
'It5o-ycar old tubcr elonc sholrlng ehrlvclled tubcr of
flrgt acason (arrowl andl flcehy tubar of curent
t€480n.
Flg. E Pop. LB Srvcral-year old cluster of tubars rhwlng dlf,fercnt
ltrg.s of develotrnrnt.
Rmta tpn-htbarcta
FLg. F Pop. LC hc-ycar otd plant (after florerlngl EhowinE
branctred prlnaty root and norG strongly dcrreloped
aeonilary roote,
Fig. G Pop. LC Ttto-y€ar old plant grom in a emall pot. Roots
bavr arrcllon tlrrouqh bclng confirrad by the pot.
Flg. ir Pop. Lc Several-year old Plant fron J-arge pot. Roots are
long and cyltndrlcal rtren unconffupd.
Plg. f Pop. If,. FusLforgl roots of threc auekprs 
€rrown in fLne eand.
lIhe dead tLssuc vLslblo Ls the roalns of ttrc
suckarlr parent root,
15
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ROCIIS AF 8T8il8 III. ll. lntaolata raf,a 2, Il. lotaolata lntraapeolfLc
and intcrepeaiflc hy'bridrr cultLvatcd plantt. Daad lcrf baece havc
bocn rcrcved fror the atig&a. Plantr tn f19n. A - E raiecd frou root
ruckrra, thosc ln flgu. F - x lrm accd. All rcalca - I om.
Flg. A Pop. LE
M. leaeol"*ta raec 2
llnlvc-lonth old plant bcfore flcarl.ng. Arrtolt
pol.ntr to'Icavu of advutltlous euolccr growlng on
mot.
L.E. of plant ln ftg A etrowlng unbranchcd eludcr.
fvcnty-tuo mntlr oId plant (eftcr flotrerlng at 12
nonths) gbrrvlng ryupoAlaf branctrlng. At.rd Snlnta
to r€n lna o! ecape tcrulnatLng thc orlglnal ar18-
!!hc eccondarlr axie bsarg the currcnt orova of leavcg.
Tventy-tro npnth old plant ehonlng ttro grdars of
6t@N wtttr thelr respoctl,ve roots,
frrcnty-trc rcath old plant. Ans polntr to
advuntLtLoug aualcer - onc of ecrlrral prslsnt.
M. latsolata hybrlda
(H2o6) lt. Tansolata race l, lntraracial hytrtd
(tubcroue r rcn-tuhroua parcntal . Scvaral-ycar
old plaat shorrlng root! of tubcrour ctraract.r.
(H191) /td. lanuolnta race 2 x raqr I (rpn-tulstons
x tubcrous parants). Errcnty-mntlr old plant
(flrst florrerLng at 17 mntlre!. Root"s ars allghtly
tubcrous. (Dlots new rute daneloping bcneath lcaf
cown) .
(H15o) M. eoqigaw x l!. larcdolata raet I
(nou-tubcrcue x tubcrous parcntel . Rootg ars acml-
tubarouc (oldtar roota ln baclsgnound eltor a@
chrl,valltng.
(H1631 M. aeqigew, *, M. l,uuaoleta racc I
(non-trrberoug x tuberous parants! . 'f,rrotg are sml-
tubcrous (mall eize refl€cts so Surent).
Flg.
Flg.
Flg. D
Plg. E
Pop.
Pop.
Fop. L'lE
Pop. IrF
B
c
IA
I,E
FLg.F LBxIf,
Ftg. G L,ExLB
FLg. Ir SK x IA
Flg. I SOxLA
16
t,
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l{. lpwi'ola*a MrrcntLtloug suckcs on loots.
(Ftgr. A 
- 
c ell raor 2, poFubtlon LE)
FLg. I
Elg. B
FLg. C
ldnut-it{ous sutc.re gnorfDg lrm rootg lrld on tho soll
rurface.
It thls rtagr mst suekcna had thcl.r orrr rootr (ar tn
Fl,g. c I iud could be ecgaratsat frm thc pannt lioot foa
gnttlng ae lndlapndcnt pl.ants. By tnf8 ucthod hrge
nrdors of plants wann clonsd.
pott€d plant (ltsctg orlgrtnally a suchcr) Blurytng a
suelccr dcvalofrtng on Lta root. guskGr dcrnlolmat cdild
occrE at ury polnt along ffie langrth of rootls. (x l).
Cloee-up vLew of suckor at later ctege tbanr Fl,g. c'
shord.ng daveloFn:rrt of tlre cuckcti root tyatu. lllrr
suolBer le etlll connrcted to thr tnrant root (r!trning
horLsontally aeross pLctlaol but at a latcr etrgn tltc '
cornsctlon brcaka doua leavlry the euctar ts an
Lndependent planrt. (x 2).
17
Fig.A
Fig. B Fig. c
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IJEAF FO8M I. S1lhoucttcg of leavrs f,r6 glaadtougt-crrltlvatcd
plantr to rhoir rcaconal cltrmeg ln ll.zc.
sall laevrg (tottml ptslccd f,ugrust - Saptder
Iargs lcavrr (topt plckcd Dcocrr$ar - January.
FLg. A M. SC large a.rd sndl leanne froo rntl.r.a-dentatc-
Icaved plrnt (left) rad plnnatlflil-leawdl plant (rtght).
Flqr. B M. acq{,qoru, S lcavre fron t}re aane pIant. l{ota ttre
dlfferenee ln lobing.
Ftg. C M. eoap'tgem, Sx Sall laavce frm cntlre-dentatrlsaned
plant (fsft) end dlentatc-1&ed-lcaved plant (rtgbt). rarge
leaf, Le fro aaotber dentatr-lobsd-leaved plant.
Ftg. D H. aaaVtgeta *l f,aaves fru tbe eanr plant.
Alg. n Il. eupigen stt I€avaa fro the san€ plant.
Plg, F M. lopaolaA, ta (race 2). Laver frm trrc plante clonad
f,ro tlre aame garrotlpe.
18
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IiEIF llnu I[. fL qfigczzr rf,I$oucGGm.of loagar trlr
'i
gl.rftslr!.n All.tlv,ctrd plalE pfcncf ln d&ang (at E||f fttttrtn
logttllrl... ' ,.
8lg. I Ffi). gD
tlg. B Dog. 8G
tlg. C Eop. 8l Irrvur ltur brc plmtr
!f,gr D Dop. 8D f,rrvrr {rcr tro pfrntr
Flg. I l,o9. 8E LrYu frad onr plrnt
,lfg. r Fop. s lrrvsr ttu cntlm- rnil pLn*ttGtd-Lcrmd plilita.
L-r! 4argtrt Otv*doq (rnt&r, or I'scd) nr
meGrnt !a both pllltr.
Fig. G !olr. go Lrvr.. glca qro plrntl. lrrf ltfgla d$strlotr
urrL.d tB bortfi gf.rng tirtratr tc l&rlll.
Flg. B EaF, S! Lrvrrt ficln anr DLiDC
llg. f Pop. 8E
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Drar8 to
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liEil llnil, IItr. ld. rytgWs d-tlpstta of lrflru trod
glrareure-err,ljtVftrd Dltqta ntetrd Ln nld-rnr (rG arrt.,nrin|r
Lngthl.
!lg. I .Fp, &t llavrr ff- g Dlttt
Flg. ! rp!). St Lry.r !rr* tnnr ll!,gltr
tig. C Dop. 8R taarlr fn dtffrnnt pleatr
Stg. D Dqtr $l lravrr tnq|:,!1!!Orrrnt F|;jtf
FLg. ! Eop. gg
FLg. F Fo.B. BE
rlE. e Dbp. EF
Plg. I Potrr. 8r:!
t{$. tr Egpr BE
^ Flg. l nqr, *o lfirrrtr tbo ifffrernt plratr
lf,gr. f Ptrp. su
Fdg, L DoB. B! Iraw ftro tltGtqrmt 1lfrntr
,llg. ti DOF., gV lrrvu fiu dlffont plutt
llg. U Dop. stt
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Ll:.
a'l
I[rfS tI
Iarvrr C"O. afflrf.* plr1fir, bt
Jhe*ar wlnttprrlr
Iarrar ttq bp Centr clcd fro
tb: rur rctffn
Irrvp f!il bo plantr
lrrrnr f,rcn pLante clonrd Sil tho
q guroilt4rl, sl.l lf,rf tr
ftu r pl"ut g|llur otfrdooEr.
Fig. A
tl
. ':r1g. I !oD. rC
erefi rt
(Fsr U
l.
Itlg. G Eog. lil
llg. D EoD. fB
ttesr ll
:
(rea ll
(raor 2)ttg. E E'oE. t,l
Flg. F Eo[]-. ftr (resr 2l lrrvrr lrh w p1ant.
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I/Ettr Fmu V. ll. eqtrgelu aad l/. lapeolafu, - mlected
lntrarlncl.fle ard lnterrgncillo hybrlda: ellhoucGtag o! troavcc
frm gla.rahouc-aulthntcd plantr ptalcd ln nld-ttmr (at nrar
naxLntu lrnqrth).
F1.9. A sc r sn (HI??l Id. aqrlgeru, LntrasptcttLc oroea
(Binnatlfl.d r nanor-l4near-leavad paronts)
Ftg. B 8C r IA (n162) N. eqi"gam, r, M. lataotafu rae I
(ptnnatlfld r lanccolato-entirc-learsd porontg)
FLg. C gK I sc (EI6) M. aoqlgem, LntraapccLflo croee
(broad-lanaoolatc r pfuuratLf,l.d-leaved parentr)
FLg. D SR r SG (HlgO) M. auyigcna lntrarpeclftc srosa
(broad- lanccolata x na.r:or-lanceolats-lcaved
Ilarantsl
ll'9- B sR x rA (Itr6o) M, eeapLgera r l[. lanoeolnta raca I
(broad-lanceotratr r lrnceolats-Ieavcd p.rentt)
Flg. F sx x r,F (nfg4, M. aup,lgeru, x H. Ianoeol,afu, race 2
(broail-lanccoletc r lanacolate-Isaved parcnts)
Pl.q. G Stf x SC (n15o) M. orylgen lntraelnclflc crosr
(obovatc-apattrulatc x ptnnattfldl-leavcd parente)
Flg. E St{ r ttJ (815,t) M. aryl4erz !.ntras1nclf,l.o croFs
(obovate-slnthulate x llnear-lcavrd parente)
Ftg. I Stf x SK (8142) M. sqi,geru lntraapectf,te croaa
(obonate-spathulatc x broad-larrccolatr-parents)
22
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LEAF FOnr vt. l{. eqtgem anA M. Iawolata - r.I6ct d tntrarlncl,fto
and lntarrpcclfic hybrldr: al.lhorrttoc of lcavcr fron glarrhourc-
csltlvatad plante plotrcd ln nLd-nmcr (at nrar narlnun lengthl .
F19. Sl r 8lf (8179! M. erlgaru lntreslnclftc crsc
(oboeitc-elnthulata r mrrcr-llncar-leaycd pirrrtr, I
Flg. 8 Sll x IA (El7O} M, q{,gew, * M. Loueolata rece I
(obwets-agaldrulatc x lanccolatc-Icawd percntr) |
Fl.g. C Slt r LP G199) M. aaptgen, x M. lauoolata racc 2
(obovatc-apathulatc r lanccolatc-lcarrud pareats)
Flg. D sO rr IA (H163) M. eaptgeru, x ll. towalafu raee 1
(lLocar x lancoolate-lcavcd parantsl
FLg. E Sw x sK (lt184t M. eqlgeru. lntraepeclfLo croEa
(narror-lLnsar x broad-lanccoletr-leavad parental
Fig. F I;C x sl (8174) M, lowolnta race 1 - M. cay{garc
(lanccolatc x llnaar-lanrceolatc-lrarrcd 5nrmta)
Rlg. G
(obovatc-spal*urlata x lanceolata-leaved parente)
FLg. H r.E x sD (8208) ll. laneolata raac 2 *. M. eoqlgam,
(obovate-spa{:hulate x lanra-obovatc-lea\r€d Farenta)
FLg. X LE x SG (8209) M. lanoeotata racg 2 x M, erytgen,
(obovatc-elntbulata x lanceola€e-lcavtd parcntr)
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crsrnfifi FGli i. E; @grrfrr rn#lt,ra of oar[tulr ftn
gfrfOonlr.-cnrlttlrtrd nrn$*tleor; rilfid #i- u,. rl,6r (rdl{r
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crl,rltrl.+Dm{ rirr ,8, ogryPtgtct.vir raqplff oc crF{tgrf, fnc
l@ negqDrtldr (tttn. [ - ,ilr rtrlb tloglrtr tr
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Itg. I DqP. 8D tdrr a!?In$.r
= Elg. D r 8e aoGnn L'. :sS sd Adb E.rf
tlE, ! ' gl ''. tr. lrtdru Brng.
Elgt. D. n 88 g. trElilq nraf,r
. 
Fl,g, I ' tlD hs BrDgr
tlgl, t " go BLol&n! Brngr
I Ftrqr. € ' gU lErr*rn narrgu
IDtg.E i . Ar &i|dntvaury
itrg. f " S lc0hrrr8ang.
Etg*,rl t 8t 
"- 
o*"o Ralga
- llltg. E qgp.r Cntghbua lttrlle1r, ,lM t.rl,1
. 
.cnR 189680
Etrg. Ir - :- Er*ataranr Panl, lkttd-EM 68151, ef,du '
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PIATE 28
CnPITt IA FoBu fII. M. I,anacol,afu,r cxarplss of eapltula frour
glasahousc-cultlvated gnpulattooe, vLmd frm t*rc eide (wl.t}
f,lorcte ln noc{:urnal position). C.apltula ar€ not neccscarily
avatagr gLge.
l1g. A PoB. IA (raec I)
FLg.B " IrB 'r
ELg. C i If " ( c=trmr to rhow varl.atlon)
RL9.D " r,c " llninvclucrc I
FLg. E o LD (raoe 2)
Flg,F " t.E tl
Fig.G " uF i

PI.ATE 29
CApITttIA FAU IV. It|. Zanoeolata race I: exanples of preseed capl.tula
fro'n wLld plant herbarirn speclnane. (Al1 at antheaial
Souttr BLtrls StatLonr Fraagr Range, Beard 6293, l2'1n.1970' Nsw
Corunna tll.ll' conrnna North, dtimoek 7904, 7.ix.1973, 4D
Gamon Rang€s (northetn FlLnders nange), Eiohlet 72742, 19,1x.
1956, AD
(D) Kangaroo Islard, P€ffdngton Bay nr Prospect llLll. EiehLen
75460, 13.xi.1958' AD
(E) wattls Fark Ln Bunrood (Melbotlrnel 
' 
Infuir 532, L9.x.1958, lrEL
(F) ltreo nLles Slf of Hlghlands on the Yea noad, lAuir 8512t 27.x.L954t
MEL
Stratlrbogle Rarrgea, in the Euroa dLstrl.ct, 9 nl1e (14.5 km) from
Stratlrbogie on tlre !4erton road, Iluir 1437, 13.x.1960' MEL
Black trtorrntaln (A.c,T.), 600'm, ItcKee 77603, 14.1x.I964, CAIIB
lfionrqrent H111, Albrl*'y, ItloBaqan 7942, 4.ix.-48r NSW
Iaelrlan Dl.etrLat, Ers&eran and other Statlons, Dtlff 97, -.-.1893'
!'IUIJ
(e)
(B)
(c)
(G)
(rl
(rl
(J)
29
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CAPITI'I,A
caPi.tula
atrt*resi.sr
Pt4,-!E 30
FORM V. Il, trAteeolafa races l-3s e:.anFlee
firon w-Lldl pl.ant hsrbariut 65ncLnene. (&ead
D E Kf f:nrltingl rernatndera fXoqnerLng to
of pressed
gtagqa! cr ltre-
early fntlting),
(A)
(Bt
(cl
(D)
(E)
(r}
(c)
(li)
$!
(.T)
(K,
Raoe I
sla falla, Eoraytlt. & Cheel) 8.;rt.1 -;:r.19OOr NSlv 12503?
ChlsrJ.ck, lO ililes s of, Almi.daXe, &wU 1757, 2?.*.L952r cAtIE
PLrunra ereekl batffs€n Mads G Sllqlr' JaOobg 704A, 8.Lx.[9?3r iiI$W
Redal,i.ff Derrelo;nent Srea, 25 !il I of Port lurgueta, 6hi,nrwk
7718 , 5.. ix. 1974, eJ)
van DlessErs l€nd (Tasnanla) , Ltosetw 8.n. t tr$dat€d, K
Idt, Knocklof,ty, 1 0Oo f,t (3O5 al , Otsqt B,xtt t 30.xt,1935r Eo
!{acquarie Fl. (Ffai.nel , M.B. (or If.B.?) 506, L9,xi.1842, }Isw
Race 3
l{Iear4 !{t, Elephant, ithtew,enF) s.t., -.i.il..Ig?4, NIEE 64790
Ham1rshlre HLlls. Iiil,l,f,gar 70A6, 4-iv.I84lr R
ProJec.tton BLuf,f , 3 90O ft (f 189 n) , EUwa 29'9, 20.1".1960, K
Race 2
Tasmaniar Eaoker B+rtt t 1839-tS43, SIEII 6482I
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CSF4iIULA FOFei TliI. lr!,. tWW,lA.W race 3;t iua$lloa of pressed eaPttula
Eror rritrd plant, hgbcii.rfir cpcitoena (E*d st ggss I'r tratc f,lowariragr
ranalnder at antlresi.e).
n e'idg of urtgrayrg 6lpr; Bn&ei, Ran€F' A.c.E,, bo-rder,, I 5oo ut
nM.995, 29,.il,11"[g?or u6ff
[,1t. Ei.nni,bar i PaFk 8./\ i -,.i'.197?r llffiL{U 12,299
,ctrtttrd, rtlets iA..€.*.) r Blsilre soodtrs.ndr Aa:ltW t46, t'4.,{!{.w72,
B5W
$rtrg !'butrfeLaB, ar B€tt15 cb86il<,7 s af thg trarelrarssr (c. I lm stt8:
d!l49, hgel.udbl, o. r ?,50 sr ElilkL,w 768n,7.i[1.,1997, Ao
!48. fioeci;ue,ko 2, R.fl. $-tL.; --j,L.!:893,. NgH 128919
ile. sqthal ng Dtssar-Lt{as Eut,, e. 5 600 fa [1 701 el , 6WW
1S{€n 2.tJ.t969a !GI.
,gr d.t of !!t, BtrserL (a,ic.!r.,1 G. 6,aEo f,t ft go5 wl.l Dtnbyeltlae,
',37, L7,j..19.61" m,!B
Stryntt area of, !lt. Girqranar dott€E Ftfirelr DLatrist, o,. 6 0OO ft
(,1 929 s,l, waw,lM 94,v2, ?9,.tl.i1 62, :BHr
(E)
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ll|lillmrgE PAEf FOru I. M. eqlgalaE ootlla.! o! lrotratrl,:..
largG bractrolc (to l.f,t|., tnd en outrr !ftyflary
(ffi ln FLg, ll frm glesdrouic-c{rltlurt C fnfiulatlons. '
Flgr. A Pop. SB $nrnqaherru ''!|1ns!
Fig. B t' gg Ht. Tonqu&o
Eig. C ' SLf, Cepa Xldnapln-r
Ftg.D ' SD Crettclnlat
Fitti B ' lfE Pthroa Rlvu
flEi r n sF C!Gr. prttlerx
FlE. c lr gG Rrd hctrr
l{9. f, t Efl Harfcllr BGaoh
Fl.g. t i gt !f. of lsr80, Brach
^ Fl,g. rl ' slf tul,lorfrr Erninru,la
ll,g. tr ' gf frolatlqr ercck
tr1,9. L t 8t't ttt. Fyzlf,r
Flg. lt ' SP t.rf,o gylrrret r
llg.. ts ' 8Q brturon L. CoS uU Cobb parJc
: FLg. O rt 8A f,. Arttnrt nmgle
..; . lLgr. P Sg B. Frtlrus fug.
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Misoacria cr$ganue lilottsnoe: trlchme tlpce and ppfnrs awn
sl.lhouettes.
F19. I frtch@ qruD.sl
(l) furfirracoug trtobms fron eaapc apcr (pop. sJl -
Einllar (but ghorter) trlohonos ocsur on loaf gurfeccgl
(El firrftuaoooue trLchqe f:nm leaf nargl.n (1ngr. IA) I
(Cl bractmle trlalromaa (pop. 3P) - Cl (vlIloua) aad C2
(vtlloua-f,urf,uraoeous lntetncdlate) fro apcx, C3
(short-tonentose) rnd C{ (firrfuraceoua) fror lovcr
nargl,ni
(D) etr:lgrlore trlchmcs frm achcnc (pop. LC) - as in
Plat€ 37 Ei
(E) vtllous trlchono f,roun achcne (pop. SP).
!f,he curface of the tennlnal calls of A, B, C4 and the gingle-
celled trlatrmee of, D are utnutely papJ.llose.
frlohoma rpt lllugtratedr scaberuloue trLchm fron aeheoc
(unlcelluLar?l I
vllloug trlctrme fron corolla tube, leaf and tcape bacea, and
Iong-tomantoee trlchomes f,rom involucre (all nultloellular and
ud.sarLate).
Flg. 2 gl"lhouettos of asns (for clarLty only the laterally lneerted
brtstles hane been drenn) r
(A, tr. aoryigena Glop. sK) I
(B) llt. eoayigem, (pop. Sw);
(C) it. l^oteoTnta raoe 2, A.C.l[., t{ slde of Munayra C'ap,
Rodd 995, ![slr;
(D) /tf. Lanoeolata race I 1pop, ra) I
(E'l l,t. Lanoeol.ata raee 1, wost Augtralia, Southern Hllle ln
Frascr Rangc, @ihcp 2837, WAi
(F) ltt l,angolata racc 3 Tasaranla, Archer B.n.s ltrtW 1289341
(Gl M. lmaeolata rase 3, Vl.ctooria, nr Lake Colac and Iake
Celvert, Itwllnn 8.7t. t ttEt 64785.
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sIArMS
FilX OF ICEICS lS PAgPUg l. N, eaVi4W. - Fl.9r U frm nlld plent
hcrbrrtun rtrstno, ranlndrr fron cnltl.vated pluta.
(FlgE. B, C, E, tr, F, R rnd V ritlr tso fnttg)
Plg. I
Pfg. D
Fig. C
FLg. D
l1g. E
?19. F
Flg. G
Fl,g. E
Fig. r
F .g. .f
Fig. K
Flg. L
F19. l.t
Ftg. x
Fig. O
Ftg. P
Flg. Q
Flg, R
F{9. s
Flg. T
l1g. D
Fig, V
rig. wr
Flg, Xr
!st). Sl
'ge
tgA
"8D
"sE
"gF
"8c|.gE
'sr
nsN
" gx,
"$l
"sP
'sQ
"sR
ugg
nsT
"go
.'gu
r6X
Pop. Sl
'sv
r Eiv
ilsung$ranrnr Range
llt, SongruLro
Ca[r. KLdarl4rrar
Cestlopor.bt
Dahaoe Rlvrr
Cetrn gallLrcr
Rrd bcftr
frarftlls B.retr
l{ of Hatrdl B.aab
talloura Prq{uub,
IcolatLon C?e*
llt. Fltffr
Lakc Sylverter
Bctlrn L. Oobb ard Cobb Pcrk
H. Arthur n|rngr
E. Arthur liaDg.
Oran Ranga
RlClrcnd lttqro
lErY.r! Rangr
Eop|c|'no Vall:y
Eahatarara Paal, lla4-M. 68151r CAIIU
Ben Ohau Rang6
' 
Pndts fro nart!rebo'vato-leavsd (!tl atrd pLnnatjfld-Ioarrrd (x)
plants (leav€r llluctratcd ln Platc 20 Flg. tr).

gIAllE 36
FctRu OF ACIm|ES AllD PIPPIE II. M. lawolata, - Flg!. Br ll and 0
frm oultLvrted plantr, roalndor fro wLld pLant her$arlrn apec!.mDs.
(Flgr. V' x tDd z wlth firo fnrtt!).
rlg. A nro. I ?9 nllor I ot troraon, Dorraa't 4686t wtt
ll,g. B r Jcrl,IdlrrLc, Dttya.n ttPC, il$r
FLg. c I' goottr lrooh, I{eEL1.? 8.ll. t rgr 64833
' Fl.ql. D ' Eulogo nr lrubbo, Iibrclwu 556 !trtlf
lLg. E '. n Pllrrdrrc Rtggfor Iot;I$er 967, AD
iFlg. tr xarryrroo Idand, Eiahlat 76460, ,D
Fig. G ' Eolalr Nat. Parl' (pop. IAI
?lg. B t' lit. flhelor' (Ircp. If,)
Ftg. I ' ritp ntlor 8a of Stqvcll, ,ltl,r' 2879, llEL
F19. iI r lLno nlloe 9tf of Bcoalla, lfiuin 3606, llEL
FLg. K " fangrl,c, l[owte I9tA' N6!f
Flg. L '' Tatrrrt, Mba E,fl. t NE 022489
lLg. H ' Srckcrs GaP (InP. LB)
Pig. N Raae 2 GuAEEoby, A.C.!!., ffiage t405, Nsw
Flg. o n Barbnsr crack, Rwney 8,tt. t llslf 128908
l!.g. P ' Dtllaru GqP' l+t lbrclurho llat. Park, AaW 176tr' AD
tr19. Q " l,lt. CoDC (gnp. IA)
!L9. R ' !lt. Eothan, Pqk a.n., nBl,lrl, 12298
F.g. s ' Mt. Bottpn, CWpcn t648r CaI|8
Fig. r tr Ht. Gl.nEcre, fuoglad. 8472, cAEa
P{g. U n E lor ql|lreastls, xogcl'ndro rcgrtonl Fhttltpa 8./l. t
aD 97011119
Fr.g. v 't ll rlda of ltlDrayrt Glp, A.C.t., Rodd,9g6r llsft
!ltg. w Raca 3 ltr !. Oolac and Ir. Calvert, ,tucll.6 8o/to t l.tEL 61785
Ftg. X n Taeuanta, Awher 8.n., no
FLg. Y 'r tasrnlr, Alnalldll. 8.rt. t Mt$t 128934
ELg. z nroe unccrtaLn - 1 or 2? TaemanLa, Arclwn g.ft. t Eo - froo
Lncq>lote plarrt nLxed wtth (X).

PIAlTts 37
ACIIE$IE .ilIID PAPPU TIEI.|BEA DEIAIL
Figr. A - D frcn oulthretad plantrr
Figr. E - t lrm vLld Blant hcr:bartu sgnclnrne
Mlorcserf,s cqtrgerc
Flg. A Pop, SB l{aungdrrnrrtr nans
Flg. B Fop. 8K Isolatlon Gcoh. Achcne le rcabcnrloua oa tcrma
rlbg
FlE. C Pop. gM ldt. Fyffe. Ach€ne Lr ccabonrlous oD sm rlbr
Fl,g. D Pop. Slil Ban Ohau Engc
l,tl.orca er'ta l.onaol.dfu
Flg. E Xaor 2 Nw South tfalee (A.C.T.), Vf rLcla of ltlurrayrt Gap,
froild 995, uStt. ldrcne l.r rtrlgrrlor.-pubesccnt.
Fl,g. F Raoc I ltest, AuBtralia, Scotts Elook, ltag'tell? D.rt.'
UEL 64833
FLg. G Raoc I south Aurtralla, &dollff dcvelopnnt a!ea,
Ottnnoek 7?78, aD
lLg. H Bce I Naw South Halce, !f,rengle, Mot*ts 7270, Ngvl
Fig. I Riaoc 3 VLctorLa, nr IJ. Colac ald L. Calvqrt,
Ifiuel,len B.ft. t !,!EL 64785
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38Map j.rdicating pappus measuxements in lV. seqpi,gem
lrrfERs A.x FEFEfl [0 Frl'6riF]f9,
rN PLAtrE 3t
uEAstJR,E tit,E|tfg Ffl6t{ rGULfl{aT€id
PI.AI{IS IE.XCEFT U; A T$ILE FLANiI
HEf, BiFlultl sFE€ll,lFNl
PAPFU6
h4EMBERS
FALE FAFFUS
LENGTHWIDTH(AVERACE' (AVERAGE)
LEI{GTH
u (AVERAGE)
*or cAFrruRY glse
AYERAi}ES IIC I,IU
39l,lap indicating pappus measurements in M. Lanneolata
LETTERS A. Y IN RACES 1 - 3
REFER TO FI6URf,5 IN PLATE 36
ti!EASUREI{ENTS FRoM WILD PLANT
HERAAR,UM SPFCll,iENS IEXCEPT
M t O, SOTH CUITIVATEO PLANTSI
PAPPUS
MEMBERS
WIDTH
(AVERAGE)
PAPPUS
LENGTH
(AVERAGE)
LENGTH(AVERAGE)
ton cAprlttnv !lsg
Roce 3
40
Achene and pappus variation in Microserls scaprgera population SF.
SAtlPL€ SlUEi ta PLANTS. l0 S€EDS PFR PLANT-
(n
F
=
Jc
l!Eo-
c
lrJEt3z
4.7 - 5'1 5 2-5.6 5 7- 6-t 6.2-6.6
AVERAGE ACHENE LENGTH
8.3-8.9 90-9.6 9.7-1O,3 10.4-11.O
AVERAGE PAPPUS LENGTH
2
J&
l!
e
hl
:
z
8.6-9.9 10.O-11.3 11.4-12.7 12 8-14-1
AVERAGE PAPPUS MEMBERS
( NUMBER)
1 2-3 4-5 6
RANGE OF PAPPUS MEMSERS
ABOVE MINIMUM NUMAER
r.1 - r.4 1.5 - r.8 1.9 - 2.2 2.3-2.q
AVERAGE PALEA LENGTH
o.3l-o'35 0.3{t-o'40 0.4r-o.s6 0.46-0 50
AVERAGE PALEA WIDTH
t{ap indicating average states of. 12 reproductive characters in population
r-l-_r-l0 300
Kilo6tlrat
MEASUREMENTS (rcl.tlvc ac.lc) :
o o--
lowast to highcat
avcrage tvarage
BRACTEOLE APEX (thrce cl.ssrs):
a O-- a)-
obtuse lcuta ntr. tcuta( > 90') (90'- 50') ( < 50') SCAPE LENOTH (21 9 * 69'7 mm)
PAPPUS MEM9ERS PER FRUIT (9'e 
- 
29'2) SCAPE WlDTl.l (1 '21 * 3'27 mm )
ACHENE LENGTH 14'74 
- 
8 94 mm) HEAD DIAMETER (2O'4 
- 
59'l mm)
ANTHER TUBE LENGTH
(2 54 * 6'20 mrn)
COROLLA LEI{GTH (11'3 * 3O'4 mm)
(17'8 
- 
74'5)
INVOLUCRE PARIS NUMBER
{16'3 * 35'6)
ERACTEOLE APEX (obtuse +
.cutc + nerrowly acutc,
PHYLLARY LENOTH (6.s * 18.6 mrn)
PHYLLARY LENGTH:WIDTH (2.58 
- 
5.94)
FLORET9 PER HEAD
I FOR ilEASURETaEIT AVERAGES REFER tO TABLE 6 |
41
s Ell-es pf M. 'tweeola,fra (o$rosite,) aqdt M, seapi,g,ez'te (beI.,elt).
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PIAITE 42
cBRoMosotfEs. M. swtgem,, M. lancsoTata, anrd LnteraPeclfto hylrride.
(Elga. f-E, nctaphase o! ultosfur; Fl.g. F, dlaktnccie of melocLsl.
FLg. A M. aoaptgetu,. Igolatl.on Creek, Irtarlborough (Fop. sK).
2n - 36. Centrc and right-band anoea lntnt to gnoutrB of tro
ard thrce chranogmcs rostr€otlvely. UagmifLcatlon 1600.
Ftg. B IU. Tawokh race l. Suokers Gap, A.C.T. Grop. LB).
2n r 36. Aror flolats to ttm overlapplng drroaros@ea.
HagmLfLcctlon l9OO.
Flg. C M. I,atuaoTa,ta raee 2. Mt. cotrn, Vlstorla (pop. I,E).
2n - 36. tdegnlftcatlon 18O0.
FJ.g. D M. latooeolata race 2. Mt. Hotlranr vletorl.a (pop. rf,).
2tr - 72. Horllontrl atr of 'etross. (arrorl oongiate of trc
ehrmgones. llagmlfLeatl.on 2600.
l'19. 8 SK x LF (If194) , M. aeagrlgem, x M. lsnoeolata nee 2.
2n = 54. ttagmlflcatLon 180O.
Flg. r r€ r gA (HI74l . N. laueolata race I x M. aoqttgera.
n - 18 (1611 + tW). Arrorr polnts to rlng quadrlvalent
(ovurlalped by a bivalent). Magmif,icatl.on ZOOO.
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' Flg. A Brggtng agprratgt Gcllorhagr brge pt d ttntr rLtl
10€ r rnd rra,lrd rlth pqprE cltpl. mit- nrr baggrd
tn aryrrrlmtrl oqpaecr ud- b'!..iltry riuto t rt!.
. 
... 
, 
t",'
. Elg. E STrlll;lry tr+i, $rultr fircn qnr{nlntalr drosge nre
pllnt d ln hortrcntra! fotrs rssols tlg tray (enr clerr
Fiq s*1. ..!IrhG fr{dt| VrrQ !J,e-dl {n pottdon *!,tt I
laycr of ftmlfrtsr.d 5011, and nl.rl*ratrnd qlorrgh
ruofnrt{qi Uttl ecodnl.ng! s!!. Ilqqo enorrgh for
truuglandflr to Fotr. scedllngi rtrau ar. rt
trancgilantlng 69or
'P'19. C Olffior ptrmgc bod uaqd for gnorlng potteat,hglbrLila.
Etgtf to d.f ffl.ante !!r G6.f (or frsr dqrstil.tag on
the ni!&cr of aerdlLngs raLscdl ut€ plrrng*l to
c*ul,nr Lnt nnedfanry., gnlhn filtttlL$rr ird firuLt-rtt,
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Fig. C
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Summary ol poilcn tertility in Ft crosses within Micrascris subgcnus Monermos *
sH oooooo
- oooooo o
sK,sL ooooooooo
sM oooooooooo
sN ooo oo oooo
so oooooo o ooo
sPo
so oooooo ooooooooooo
sx oo oo oooo o
LA ooooo
O (empty anthcrs)
1-24
25-49
50-74
75-89
90 - 100
o
o
o
o
o
SA
sBo
sc oo
SD OO
SE OO
sF oo
SG
o
Po llen f e rt il ity
loveroge % sloinoble pollenl
o
C
c
o
o
o
LB
Lco
_oo
LE
LF
tto
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36 72
Psrent chromosomc numbcr (2n) **
Known (LC x SA) and probable tctrrploids (2n.36).
Known (SK x LF) rnd Prcaumcd hcxeplolds (2n.54).
Uncontirmcd octoploid (2n =72).
+ Ref er to Plele 44 (based on Tabl" 9) f or tertllity data. Fertllities of
reciprocal crosscs avcragcd. Crossas of the closcly related populations
SK and SL comblned. Cross Sl x SH not included.
** Known (SK. LB, LE & LF) or presumed, e.g. trom pollen protoplast dlameter.
PtAlfES 4:6-52
CAPTTU&A oF cRo-ssEs,J M. saap'tge.na and M' Lanaeola:ta - sele€ted
lntEa.speclfie and interspecifie crossegi pressedl capitula ftom
glas shouse-eultivated Plants.
Alx cr'oss.es are x'1rre excetrlt Plate 49' F-Xg. B (Fz).
€-ap,iglr1" of f1 eros5es are shsyEn be,tneetr eapitula o'f, parent popul-atiOne
{ov'ule parerxt ts lef,t, gn,!.len parent to rigfit) .
F.uies 46
Fig. A 5C x 'Ser (ul.??) M, aou?i;gemfl. a. l'4. ee@6gera
8ig- B SK x St (HIE ) rr r'
FI,,ATE 47
Fj-g" A SK x SG (HI8O' n
Fig. B sM x 8C (E150) tr
Pr,&TE 48
Figr. A 9!{ x S-K (.HX47) ir
Fig. B S!'l x SW ($179) 'r
PEATE 49
n'ig,- A S.SI x SK (II184) rt 'l
ftg. ts F2 of ab,ove lieads f,roh 2l- Plahts irrrang:€A to ghow
segregationr SW tlpes left'r 5K tyFes rigrht.
PI*ATE 50
Fig. A $.C x I,R (HL62) iB. sea.pigena x M- Lwrceolatd race X
Fig, B SK x XA (S160) " r'
P:ITATE 51
Fig. A sK x'I"F (,I{194) 14. seap'ige?d, x l{'- tan'eeouetE race 2
ttaads fron trrvo plants sh'o,ring differences betseerr
'tife invotruaf€5. irorrer head has f,utrfuraceous
tlubreseence ,(white) on bracteo]es- Upper head is
f,rotn sanne plant as head i'n Frontisplleca.
Fig, B r,e x srr tDI174) M. taneealaln raEe I x M. seqx:ge"a'
FLATE ,82
Xlig, A I,E x LE (I{I91) lil. LaneeoLata. race 2 N M. LaraceoLata race 1
Fig. g r;E x sD ttlzo8l M, lia@eotatg tsace 2 x U- eeryigena
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LExSD
GANDOGER, M. (1918). Sertum plantarum novarum. Pars prima. BuZZ. Soc.
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